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WSIB Report
by Gary Majesky WSIB Consultant

Ontario _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __

_

10 Rules For Injured Worl<ers
If you're injured at work, the first thing to remember is ~ forget..
Forget everything you ever learned from the movies about suffering
in silence. So here are some rules for the new millennium.
1. Let everyone know the pain you
feel.
It's important to tell people about your
pain, even if it only seems minor at the
time. Stewards should encourage
members to talk about workplace aches
and pains.
2. Report any incident right away.
You should report the incident and/or
accident immediately to the employer.
The law says to do this "as soon as
practicable." Make sure the union
knows about this too. The employer has
three days to report to the WSIB using
a Form 7.
3. Round up your witnesses.
Take note of anyone who saw the
accident or incident. If there was no
accident, and the injury came on slowly
at work then be sure to tell one or two
co-workers, preferably a union steward
that you are having problems. This is
especially important if the injury is not
visible or if there's a delayed onset.
4. Tell your union.
Report your incident to your union
business representative, steward or call
the hall and leave a message with the
PAGE 6
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on-duty business rep. It's important to
call the union so there is corroboration
especially if the injured worker is afraid
of reporting to the employer. Which
happens too often.
5. Charge your time to WSIB.

If you genuinely need time off to heal
or recuperate the injury should be
charged to WSIB. Most employers are
very aggressive about providing
modified work, regardless whether you
are medically fit to drive to work and
do the work. Many times the modified
jobs are concoctetj, turJhe purpose of
WSIB. Some employers will pay
workers and try to cut side deals so the
injury is not reported. There are too
many members who agree to these
types of arrangements. Some
employers will encourage a member to
go on short term disability or EI, but it
is also true that some members will
also take the path of least resistance
and not file a WSIB claim and instead
choose Short Term Disability or EI.
It's illegal to fail to report work
injuries. It's also illegal for employers
(and workers) to falsify their accident
record so their lost-time claim reports
look good to the WSIB. It also hurts
your rights.
Page 1 of 118

6. Report recurrences.
If the injury f lares up late~ report it
immediately to your employer, doctor,
and your fellow workers. Many
recurrence claims are denied because
there is no proof of medical continuity
or continuity of complaint to coworkers. The WSIB will infer that if
you didn't see a docto~ didn't need
modified work, and didn't complain to
your employer or co-workers, that you
recovered from the compensable injury.
That's checkmate.
7. Dqn't believe everything you're
told.
Don't take the bosses' or WSIBs word
as law. Many times employers act as
though they are adjudicators and
provide opinions on the likelihood
whether the WSIB will allow the claim.
Sometimes our members accept this
feedback as gospel. Sometimes WSIB
staff doesn't provide accurate
information, which further confuses a
worker. If you want straight
information contact the union.

/

8. Seek the Services of WSIB
Mediation and/or WSIB
Ergonomist.
If your injury prevents you from
returning to your old job without
modifications or if there is a dispute
with your employer about the suitability
of the modified work. Ask the WSIB
for Mediation. In fact, tell the union
WSIB Consultant and the union will
make the request for you. Mediation
can be a good way to resolve Return to
Work conflicts. We can also ask that a
WSI B ergonomist visit the workplace to
look at the suitability of the modified
work and give the workplace parties
suggestions on proper hygiene,
~strictions, rest breaks, and safe work
t-lractices. Always be sure that a union
representative is present when
mediation is scheduled or an Ergo is
visiting your work-site.
9. Don't refuse a job you can do.
The WSIB will make good your losses if
you have to take a lesser job with your
employer. It can cut or reduce your
benefits if yo u refuse a job, and usuall y
does. Remember the golden rule of
labour relations - Obey now, grieve
later! That means, comply and let the
union grieve if there is a grievance or
appeal the WSIB decision. Moreover.
The WSIB developed a Functional
Abilities Form to facilitate the goal of
Early and Safe Retu rn to Work
(ES RTW) under the Act.

It is not logical for an employer to offer
a modified job before the functional
'l.bilities are known. Once an FAE form
.; requested and completed, that's when
the parties can have an informed
discussion about return to modified

work. All too often employer's will
jump the gun and tell a worker they
have a job in the office answering
phones, sit-down work, and will even
pick them up and drive them home. In
fact, some members have been in an
ambulance or on their way to the
hospital and the employer Health and
Safety rep is offering modified work
reading blueprints the next day. Talk
about poor taste. Then there are the
employer Health and Safety reps that
visit your doctor on the date of the
injury. Do not permit this type of
encroachment.

IBEWHOCKEY
TOURNAMENT:
The 40th annual IBEW hockey
tournament will be hosted by Local
353 on Friday, May 2nd and Saturday,
May 3rd. The games will be played at
the Beatrice Ice Gardens at York
University. Volunteers are needed to
act as hosts or help organize activities.

If you are interested in helping please
leave your name and number with
Jennifer (416) 510-3530 #622 at the

10.

WSIB Investigations and the Right
to Union Representation.

union hall.
Fraternally

Throughout your dealings with the
WSIB and the issues it raises, keep in
touch with your union. The union has
email so members should be sending
emails, letters, or phone calls when key
things are happening with your claim .
Many times the WSIB will send out an
investigator to gather information. If
you are the injured worker; be sure that
you are represented and tell the WSIB
investigator that you want union
representation (usually WSIB
Consultant). We can meet at the union
hall . However; if you're a witness and
called by a WSIB investigator, then
cooperate. You will not need
representation. They are just gathering
background information, so tell the
truth . WSIB employees are the first to
holler for union representation when
they have problems, why should you be
treated any different.

Bill Martindale
Organizer

WE'D LIKE
TO HEAR
FROM YOUI
Anyone wanting to contact the
Board or write a letter to the
Editor, please address the
information to:
Local 353 Newsletter
1377 Lawrence Avenue, North
York, ON, M3A 3P8
or email us at

news/etter@ibew353.org

Fraternally
Gary Majesky

Page 2 of 118
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lesser penalty or charge than a 3 or 6
week claim.

WSIB Experience Rating System
Needs Reforming:
Once you get sucked into the WSIB

associated financial penalties, which

system you experience some of the worst

cause our employer's to act against our

behaviour's imaginable. It's easy to

members interests.

stereotype who wears the white and black
hats, but it's important to give pause and
reflection as to why the parties behave
the way they do.

The greatest impediment or obstacle to a
more fair WSIB system is the way the
WSIB counts a lost time claim against an
employer's WSIB account. A one-day

Or more precisely, why do employer's

lost time claim counts as a frequency

adopt certain behaviour's when dealing

regardless of the severity of the injury or

with the WSIB? Costs are usually the

the number of days lost. A one-day claim

prime motive because as soon as the

attracts the same penalty as a three-

employer has a Compensation claim, an

month claim. Imagine a Highway Traffic

injured worker is usually treated

violation for a parking infraction

differently. The experience varies from

attracting the same penalty or demerit

Make no mistake, employer and WSIB
hysteria over lost time claims is the
reason why our members are rushed
back to work the next day. In reality,
our contractors (and members) are
cutting side deals all the time in which
the employer pays the worker directly,
and the worker stays at home with
pay. The only subtle difference is the
members claim is not registered as a
lost time claim. However, the WSIB
claim is still legally registered. This
type of scenario is illegal but it's a
victimless crime and appears to be (
win/win with the WSIB sitting on the
sidelines and winking. This is a typical
claims avoidance behaviour, which the
WSIB discourages, but does nothing
to enforce.

contractor to contractor, but there is a

points versus vehicular homicide. That's

systemic problem in our industry. In

absurd and unfair. Yet the WSIB

fairness to our contractors, I don't

experience rating system operates on that

On the other hand, some employer's really

believe our employers, who in many

same predication.

try to play by the unworkable rules and
have developed concocted make work

instances are also members, wake up in
the morning and want to harm a member
or fellow human being. That doesn't
mean employer's don't act inappropriately
or adopt adversarial behaviour's towards
our injured members. Because they do.

Some IBEW/ECAO contractors are also

jobs which is referred to by the WSIB as

being penalized and prevented from

an Early and Safety Return to Work

bidding on certain projects if they have a

program or ES RTW. But ES RTW serves

poor WSIB experience rating (ie., WSIB

no other purpose but to force a worker

lost time claims). As things now stand,

back to work the day after an injury.

the WSIB experience rating system needs

Into this mix, is the WSIB who are giving

The problem, as far as I can tell, is that

to be reformed. There should be a

all kinds of encouragement and more

the WSIB policies breed specific

worried about cost containment versus

claims avoidance is a behaviour. Some

frequency holiday against and
employer account for lost time claims
of 1-5 days duration. This grace period

examples include: denying claims,

would allow the parties to fashion a

claiming worker fraud, failure to shuffle

remedy and effect our own workplace

Regardless of who is to blame, our

employer behaviour's. For instance,

your health. An employer then becomes
an instrument of the WSIB rules.

paperwork, provide false information,

solutions ie ., employer or WSIB pays the

members are getting shafted. It's about

cajole injured workers to not file claims

worker without penalty. The system

time to change the system.

while the employer pays the worker

should also adopt a graduated or sliding

directly. Upon closer examination, it is

scale which is sensitive to the duration of

the WSIB rules and regulations, and the

lost time ie., 2 week claim attracts a
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Fraternally
Gary Majesky
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by Gary Majesky
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Members Can Receive Union Pension & WSIB Benefits
Without Penalty or Offset
Compensation While Working
Out of Province:
Workers who live and work in
Ontario and who suffer their
injuries in Ontario will not have
any problems with the geographic
limitations on entitlement. The
problems arise where the injury
arises outside of Ontario or where
the injury occurs here but there is
some question of whether the
worker is employed in Ontario.
Entitlement for an accident is
allowed if the worker resides and is
usually employed in Ontario and
the employer's place of business is
in Ontario but the accident happens
while the worker has been
employed outside of Ontario for
less than six months. Upon
application by the employe~ the
Board may declare that the
insurance applies to the worker
whose employment outside of
Ontario lasts or is likely to last six
months or more, see WSIA's sec.
18. This means that every member
wbo is employed by an Ontario
based employer is covered by the
WSIB.

(

Howeve~ if a member elects to
work state side for a USA
contractor or employer, they are
not covered under the Workplace
Safety and Insurance Act. This
past winter one of our line
members went to work in the good
State of Connecticut. He strained
his back reaching for a pole while
in a bucket truck. The onset of
pain was immediate. He couldn't
finish the shift. He had witnesses,
and reported the incident to the
employer. The next day he received
medical attention from a
Chiropractor.
After resting over the weekend the
worker remained severely disabled
and on Monday he went to the
contractor's office to file the
accident paperwork. He was also
told the location of the Connecticut
Workers Compensation
Commission (WCC) head office
which he visited and remembers
seeing a big poster about the size
of a fridge which proclaimed to all
visitors \\please check your guns
and ammunition at the front desk".
Nothing about safety, go figure.
The member then returned to
Ontario to convalesce in familiar
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surroundings and was advised by
Liberty Mutual that his claim was
being denied because there was
\\insufficient evidence of
occurrence of accident and
insufficient medical evidence of
injury to the claimants work."
Brother Bill Finnerty, Local Union
353 Line Rep initiated an
investigation which found our
member acted with due diligence
and fulfilled every responsibility
that a worker is obliged to
perform, but his claim was still
administratively denied.
Regrettably this experience has
exposed the shortcomings of the
Connecticut WCC and the
American model of worker's
compensation offered in some
states. The union is appealing the
issue.
Remember, when working abroad
for a US employer you are not
covered under the Ontario WSIB,
so be careful and know your rights.
The four immediates test should be
followed whether in Ontario or
abroad: Immediate Onset +
Immediate Reporting + Immediate
Medical + Immediate Lost Time =
Less Hassles.

WSIB Report
by Gary Majesky
WSIB Consultant

Low-Rise Apprentice Wins WSIB Tribunal Decision
Non Registered Apprentice Deemed An Apprentice
Some time ago, we reported on
developments concerning apprentices
injured at work who were not registered
with the Ministry. The problem was most
pervasive in the low-rise sector. The union
appealed the WSIB decision to deny
apprentice status on the basis that the
worker was hired as an apprentice, cleared
by the union to work as an apprentice and
registered with the JAC in which work
hours were being logged towards the

The issue in this appeal concerns the
worker's status at the time of his accident

Apprentices are not specifically defined
under the WSIA. Section 53(4) simply
states that the Board shall consider such
criteria as may be prescribed in
determining the average earnings of an

on December 4, 2000. The worker submits
that he was a apprentice electrician for the
purposes of the Workplace Safety and
Insurance Act, 1997 (WSIAl. The Board
held that the worker had not signed a
written contract of apprenticeship and was
not
registered
under
the
Trades
Qualification and Apprenticeship Act
(TQAA), he was not an apprentice for the
purposes of the WSIA.

The appeal history was quite interesting.

Background

position that L. U. 353 members were not
apprentices un less they were registered
with the Ministry. This resulted in a second
appeal, on behalf on Brother Steve
Trumble, which the union lost. The union
appealed ARO Home's decision to the
Tribunal.
As

argued

at

the

hearing,

it

was

procedurally curious that the union WSIB
consultant would be the first to flag the
problem. Not the Ministry, JAC, employer
or worke~ but only when an apprentice was
injured, and asserted his apprenticeship
~

Law and Policy

apprenticeship. The only defect was the
absence of a signed Ministry contract.

In the first appeal, ARO DeMarco found
that for the above reasons, the worker was
an apprentice for the purposes of the WS I B
Not content with this
insurance plan.
ruling, the WSIB continued to take the

(

The Issue

status, was it discovered that the member
was not registered with the Ministry. What

This now 27-year old worker began his

I JULY 2003

the criteria for determining an apprentice's
average earning.
The Board also provided its "Merits and
Justice" policy for the purposes of this
appeal. Part of that policy states that in
rare cases where the application of a
relevant policy would lead to an absurd

employment with the accident employe~
and electrical services company in
November 1998.
He understood his
employment to be that of an apprentice
electrician. He worked in the low-rise
sector (also· known as the house-wiring
sector) in a non-unionized workplace. In

result that the Board never intended, a
decision-maker may depart from a policy if
it can be shown that the case has
exceptional circumstances that justify
doing so.

1999, his workplace became unionized as a
result of an organizational drive to unionize
The worker
the low-rise sector.

Mr. Majesky submitted that when the
Appeals Resolution Officer relied on the
signing of the apprenticeship contract as

subsequently attended the offices of the
JAC in order to register with them as an
apprentice. His contract of apprenticeship

the defining moment, he did not take into
consideration the realities of the worker's
situation.
Both the worker and the
employer in their respective reports of

was not completed at that time.
On
December 4, 2000, the worker suffered an
eye injury while drilling a hole in a
wall .... he returned to work on January 29,
2001 .... the worker and employer signed a
contract of apprenticeship in May 2001.

follows is an edited version of WSIAT
Decision No. 794/03:
PAGE 10

apprentice, learne~ or student. Section 16
(2) and (3) of Regulation 175/98 set out
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Submissions of worker's representative:

accident described the worker as an
"apprentice electrician". The JAC also
considered the worker to be an apprentice.
Even though some of the JAC's usual
requirements were not met, it had
specifically accommodated the low-rise
sector when it joined the Local and in

5'

essence, "grandfathered in" the apprentices in that sector. While the
Board's policy states that an apprenticeship must be registered
under the TQAA, the Ministry had gone so far as to place contract
numbers in the JAC's possession. According to Mr. Majesky, the
Ministry's role was a rubber-stamping one in this case. He submitted
that the worker became an apprentice in accordance with an oral
contract when the employment relationship was formed or
developed. He submitted that the board was applying a higher
standard to the TQAA than its governing Ministry, since the Ministry,
according to Mr. McBride, was not prosecuting apprentices (nor
employers) who were not registered in accordance with the
TQAA ... he submitted thatthe worker should not be penalized for the
breakdown in the system .

Conclusion
After considering all the evidence in this appeal, the Panel finds that
the worker was an apprentice at the time of his accident. In making
·1is decision, we reply on the merits and justice provisions. It
appears that the only reason why the worker was not registered
under the TQAA was a result of administrative delays. All the
relevant parties in this case considered the worker to be an
apprentice at the time of the accident. Bother the worker and the
employer described the worker as an "apprentice electrician" on
their respective reports of the accident. The JAC also considered
the worker as one of the apprentices falling under their jurisdiction
as testified by Mr. McBride, then Director of the JAC. The worker
was one of about 300 new apprentices that suddenly fell under the
JAC's mandate fo llowing the organizational drive to unionize the
low-rise sector. In our view, the only reasons why the worker was not
registered under the TQAA was as a result of administrative and
clerical delays, well explained by Mr. McBride. For all intents and
purposes, the worke~ the employe~ and the JAC considered him to be
an apprentice at the time of his accident. He was even earning the
third term apprentice rate and his hours worked as of November
1998 were counted as part of his apprenticeship. We therefore find
that based on the merits and justice of this case, the worker was an
apprentice at the time of his accident on December 4, 2000.
Signed: S. Martel, B Wheele~ D. Timms

(

THE ANNUAL FAMILY
FISHING TRIP
Submitted By The Social Committee
The annual family fishing trip to the Ponds on June 14, 2003 was
a great success. A special thanks to each brother and sister and
their families which attended the event. All that attended enjoyed
a wonderful day in the sun. There were some good sized fish landed
by our junior fishermen. Congratulations to:

Andrew
Michael
Charles
Andy
Thomas
Jesse
Michelle
Eric
Dean
Selorm
Nikki
Robert
Jacob

Lindley
Cardone
Veljkovic
Kopiasz
Gallagher
Baverstock
Pius
Philp
Severin
Amah
Kerswill
Wagner
Kemball

16 yr
8 yr
JW
JW
4 yr
JW
8 yr
7 yr
7 yr
8 yr
8 yr
10 yr
2.5 yr

3.651bs
3.40 Ibs
3.291bs
2.98 Ibs
2.901bs
2.801bs
2.72 Ibs
2.631bs
2.30 Ibs
2.30 Ibs
2.13 Ibs
2.001bs
2.001bs

A special thanks also goes out to the men working at the Airport
who donated funds to the Ponds trip. The funds were used to
purchase additional prizes. Thanks for your support!
Jim Bain, Brian Barnett, Roger Bruce, Ed Dabrowski, Domenic
Fazzari, Fred Fox, Brian Gorman, Roy Hopkins, Owen Johnston,
Billy Kokotsis, James Morrow, John O'Boyle, Mike Pronyshyn, Joe
Scriame~ I1and Rob, John Rodrigues, Mark Savage, Dion Stagg,
John Young, Dan Zenie

RETIREE'S
Reminder that the monthly retiree's meeting and luncheon is held
at the Union Hall on the first Tuesday of every month. The
meeting starts at 10:00 A.M. and lunch is at 12:00 NOON.
Retiree's activity line call

416-510-3532.

t
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WSIB Report
by Gary Majesky
WSIB Consultant
wasn't necessary. In re-examination the
member was asked if he ever had
occasion to talk to his employer about
pot. His response was quite interesting.
He testified that "my boss (owner)

gave me $300 to buy an ounce of
weed for the company X-mas party. I
purchased the pot and this was
smoked at the party by most of the
workers, including the owner".
The employer next called a witness who
had lived with the injured worke~ and in
fact, both worked for the same company.
,is
evidence
was
also
quite
extraordinary. He testified that "there's

crazy things going on at his
house ... company material being
stolen, pot smoking, the worker
makes love for 11/2 hours every night
and shows no sign of a back injury".
And the most amazing allegation, the
- , employer witness testified that he was
being poisoned by the injured worker's
wife alleging that as a nurse, she was
'secretly feeding hi ~' order to
kill him. He also testified that a Toronto
Detective was investigating, but because
his messages Vo'''l''e h~lO
ableded
Toronto Police dropped the attempted
murder charge. This case digressed into
a sad tragic comedy, but fortunately, for
the most part, our ECAT employers and
their
representatives
behave
rofessionally.
Recently we had an apprentice injured
while working at General Motors in

Oshawa. The worker tripped over a
lanyard and fell to the ground. A fellow
brother observed the injury and was a
witness.
However, this eyewitness
created controversy by advising the
WSIB that he saw the worker stumble
but didn't see him hit the ground. Since
he didn't see the worker land on the
ground, the witness disputed there was
an accident.
There were other
inconsistencies in the witness statement
and in the end the apprentice's claim was
allowed notwithstanding eyewitness
evidence that was ultimately unreliable.
A low-rise apprentice won his appeal
twice at the Appeals Branch. In the first
hearing, the worker won his appeal, but
the employer objected saying they didn't
know about a hearing. This appeal
decision was revoked due to a procedural
defect. A second hearing took place and
the worker won this appeal. The case
then proceeded to the Tribuna I as the
employer objected, but once again the
employer and their witnesses did not
attend. This was a case about an
Q ere tice being afraid to tell his
employer that he twisted his ankle near
the end of a workday. He sought medical
at a clinic 2 hours after leaving work and
reported it happened at work.
Interestingly, the worker had a bad
experience with the employer because
they failed to pay him the 1st year rate
when he started work. The employer said
he was not to shy to ask for a raise, when
in fact the worker just wanted the
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collective agreement rate. The worker
next had an injury after stepping on a
spike. This resulted in three days lost
time. Through the intervention of the
union the worker was paid, but the
employer made the worker feel uneasy.
When the ankle injury happened shortly
thereafte~

the apprentice was scared of
an employer over-reaction and chose not
to say anything figuring it was a trivial
strain. Sure enough, when he reported
the injury the next day they told him

"you're a liar, there is no proof of
accident, come pick up your tools".
The employer denied saying this, but
wrote a five-page letter saying over and
over again the I BEW and the worker are
disreputable. Yet, they didn't show up at
the hearing to plead their case and
instead sent a hired gun. This was always
a case about medical facts and
credibility. It certain Iy didn't hurt the
member's case when the final question
asked him was to explain the ID Card
issued in his name that the union sent to
the case record (M inisterio a las Nations
- translated Ministry to the Nations).
The member testified that he is a
Christian Missionary who travels to
South America every year to bring
blankets and clothes to poor people.
As I said at the start, you hear the
strangest things in this job, but get to
experience the best of this vast and
diverse membership.
•
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WSIB Report
by Gary Majesky
WSIB Consultant
A frequent problem workers experience in
their dealings with the WSIB is the delay in
getting claims resolved and paid. I call this
perpetual adjudication or paralysis by
analysis. WSIB tells me there are
expectations that adjudicators will resolves
claims in 30 to 60 days (disposition cycle).
Too often this WSI B rope-a-dope routine
chews-up months of time without any money
being paid. My message, don't be the dope

on the ropes and get to the answer NO and
move on. The sooner you get the claim out of
the Operations area and to Appeals the
better.
This past year presented many challenging
cases and I want to thank the membership
for their cooperation and patience. More
members are calling for assistance and this in
turn has created a greater volume of work,

which has bogged me down. As a one man
shop, I process the intake for our 6,800
members, plus retirees, and deal with
inquiries, medical referrals, mediation,
investigations, appeals, and all related
correspondence. Opposite me stands a flanyx
of employer representatives who include fulltime health and safety officers, consultants
and lawyers. I jokingly say 50 against I,
that's a good fight. But really, that number

CLIMBING TO NEW HEIGHTS
PART 4
Also "If a straight ladder is used for

. ast installment we talked about

access from one level to anothe~ the side

stepladders. This time let's look another

rails must extend 90 centimetres (3 feet)

type of ladder that is used widely in

above the top landing and afford clear

construction the straight/extension ladder
that that can be used to

access at top and bottom".

Climb to New

Heights SAFELY.

When a task must be done while standing
on a ladde~ the length of the ladder

This type of ladder allows you to really

should be such that a worker stands on a

get up in the world, with the maximum

rung no higher than the fourth from the

length of 21 metres. (69 feet) COHSA O.

top.

Reg. 213/91 s. 78)

This type of ladder has a rope and pulley

The Electrical Construction and

system to raise and lower the

Maintenance Worker's Safety Manual

extension(s), and latches that lock two

informs that "Straight ladders should be

rungs from the sections together when

set up at an angle such that the

extended. These devices must be in

horizontal distance between the top

working order to use this ladde~ and both

support and the base is not less than one-

rung locks must be engaged to allow for

quarter or greater than one-third the

safe use of this type of ladder.

vertical distance between these points".

NEVER rest a ladder on any of it's rungs.

As shown in this picture "straight ladders

Ladders must rest on their side rails.

should be tied of or otherwise secured to
prevent movement. If this is not possible,
(

See you next time

ne worker should hold the base of the

The Health and Safety Committee

ladder while it is being used".

Contact us at safety@ibew353 .org
114 VIc 113 V
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of employer reps can certainly stir it up for
our members, with quite adverse results. Les
Carbonario has quite rightly questioned the
use of the title, Employer Health & Safety
Rep and believes this is a misnomer. They are
really Loss Prevention specialists who are not
working for the Brothers but trying to
minimize lost time claims. Frankly, I agree
with Les.
A continual problem is the stoic member who
gets hurt, fears a layoff and once laid-off
troops into the hall to apply for Short Term
Disability benefits and on the way out tells
me about a work injury weeks or months ago,
usually unreported. These types of situations
are very problematic and I cannot stress
enough the need for immediate reporting
and immediate medical attention where you
te ll your doctor of a work related injury. This
will go a long way in minimizing these types
of proof of accident disputes.
I also reported to Bros. Fashion that in the
past three years we are seeing a much more
vigorous and aggressive emp loyer response to
our members who are injured. For instance,
there are more employer representatives
floating around appealing on behalf of ECAT
employers. There is more vigilance in fighting
member's WSIB claims. We have more
employer representatives calling our members
and obtaining statements adverse to their
interests and in some cases our guys are
walking right into an ambush. Let me
reiterate. When you have a dispute with the
WSI B your friend in this process is your
union WSI B representative and union
Business Rep, and not the employer Health &
Safety Rep., or their counsel.
This past November we held our first WSIB
Levell course and I want to thank the
)articipants who came out. I was really
under the weather that day with a headache,
but all in all, the feedback has been very

positive. We'll be running more WSIB
courses in the New Year. Tony Chiapetta has
also requested a WSI B course for the LowRise Sector and we are in the process of
selecting a date. So when the notice goes
out, we'd like to see 25 low-rise guys in the
class, because this sector would benefit from
the education and support.
I also want to thank all the members who
responded to my five-question survey this
past summer. Emp loyer counsel in this
dispute was outraged when I sent all your
responses to the Case Record. Actually, it
was quite amusing. In fact, Bros. John Power
was sing led out for special mention because
of his three page health and safety analysis,
referred to as the "John Power Polemic
and the union straw poll." Good work John
you got under the sk in of a very stingy
employer representative.
Regarding safe workplace I'd like the
membersh ip to reflect on the recent hype
from the WSIB and other agencies that
report work injuries are down. The theory
being there are less injuries due to safer
workplaces. Frankly, I don't believe the
statistics which are prone to manipulation
due to under-reporting, claims abandonment
and pressure on workers to not file WSIB
claims. I'm not sure I can honestly support
the proposition that construction is a safer
environment today, although I do tip my hat
to all the Health & Safety programs put on
by the Workers Health and Safety Centre and
CSAO. From where I stand I see just as
much WSIB traffic as five years ago. I
would also ask you to read the fine print on
most of these trumped up claims, you'll
discover that "Employer X has not had a

lost time injury claim in Imillion man
hours". That means a WSIB claim was not
paid, and is certainly different from ZERO

It's worth mentioning again that 50% of
WSIB cases are the result of traditional
injuries (e.g., bumped, scrapped, fell,
stumbled, etc.). These are clear-cut
mechanisms of injury that are discrete and
identifiable. However, half (50%) of our
members experience gradual onsets where
work is the injuring process. Typically in
these situations employers reply with
skepticism telling a member there was no
injury and the whole WSIB claims process
goes off the rails at that point. Buttressed
against this is the fact that our members fail
to link or relate various muskuloskeletal
injuries to their work processes e.g.,
repetitive overhead work, cable pu lling,
repetitive use of tools and manipulation of
materials. So automatically you can see that
50% of the claims we deal with will
encounter problems because the member
believes the employer when they say, "you
didn't have an injury" and buys into this
analysis or is fearful to assert his rights. My
advice, don't be a hostage to employer
curb-side adjudication. For every sore
body part or complaint that is identified by a
construction worker, there is a high
probability of a casual re lationship to your
work or work processes which makes your
injury potentially compensable. Since 50%
of our injuries wi ll not result from an obvious
accident, members must be better historians
and tell their doctors what they were doing
and where they were when they first noticed
the symptoms. In my experience, 80% of the
members medical problems find their
pathogenesis through work. In other words,
most medical problems start at work as a
result of work and then deteriorate. As I
said, many employer representatives are
quick to tell our members they didn't have an
accident. That may be true, but they did
have work related injury. So be careful who
you talk and listen to.

injuries.

Gary Majesky
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Re-Employment
In the
Construction
Sector
With a flush of seasonal layoffs I
have received numerous enquiries
from injured workers concerning reemployment rights under the
Workplace Safety and Insurance
Act. Many members have the
nistaken notion that if they had a
work injury they are covered under
Section 41 of the WSIA. First off
construction workers are treated
differently than other industrial
workers and their re-employment is
governed by WSIA Sec 41 and
Regulation 259/92 . Reg 259/92 is a
much more liberal provision
compared to WSIA Sec 41 because
industrial workers must have worked
for an accident employer for one year
before the re-employment obligation
is triggered and the accident
employer must have 20 employees on
the payroll. Not so for construction
workers.

(

The key thing to remember with the
construction re-employment provision
:s that it's triggered by the th reshold
Issue of a lost time claim and not
how long a worker has been
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employed by an employer or the
number of employees on the payroll.
That means a construction workers
must have lost at least one day, not
including the day of injury, and the
lost time had to be paid by the
WSIB. If you had a lost time claim
injury and the employer paid you;
this does not count or trigger the reemployment obligation.
There is significant wiggle room in the
re-employment obligation (not an
absolute right) which allows
employers to skirt the obligation to
re-employ. This is known as the undue
hardship defence under the Duty to
Accommodate; see WSIA Section
41(6) . The WSIB uses the same
standard applied under the Ontario
Human Rights Code which allows an
employer to breach the duty or
obligation to accommodate a disabled
person if there is an undue hardship
on the employer or enterprise.
Injured workers are defined as a
disabled person under the Code.

1. The Undue Hardship Standard
The first issue involves the standard
of undue hardship as interpreted by
the Codes Guidelines. To constitute
undue hardship, the Commission is of
the view that either the
accommodation would have to alter
the essential nature of the enterprise
Page 10 of 118

or would substantially affect its
viability. This standard was reached
following consultation with various
community groups and individuals in
the preparation of the 1989
Guidelines.
From an operational perspective the
WSIB no longer enforces or takes an
interest in WSIA Sec 41 or Reg
259/92 and typically feigns
ignorance when a worker raises reemployment in the construction
sector. That's problem one. Problem
two arises when an employer invokes
the undue hardship defence. It
should be noted the WSIB
construction sector has developed an
approach where they look to
employment levels at the time of
injury and employment levels at the
time of layoff. If there is a variance
i.e., less employees at time of layoff,
then they will dismiss the worker's
re-employment claim. This is known
as a technical breach of the reemployment obligation. Howeve~
WSIA Section 41(13)(b) also
provides that even in cases of
technical breaches, if the Board
decides that the employer has not
fulfilled the employer's obligation to
the worker, the Board may make
payments to the worker for a
maximum of one year as if the
worker were entitled to payments
under section 43 (loss of earnings).

WSIB Report
by Gary Majesky
WSIB Consultant

WSIBNONECONOMIC
LOSS AWARDS
(NEL)
Every week I receive copies of the
NEL correspondence that our
members receive. Either the ·referral
forms in which workers are asked to
select a roster doctor who wi II
conduct a NEL evaluation or the final
NEL award, which is the report
~enerated fo II owi ng a NEL
assessment that rates the permanent
impairment as a percentage (%) and
pays the worker a sum of money
according to a set formula. It's
important to note that receipt of a
NEL award is a pre-requisite to
receive other WSIB benefits and
entitlements eg., labour market reentry if you are unable to continue at
your pre-injury occupation.
Otherwise, the WSIB assumes you
have made a full or substantial
recovery from the compensable
injury.
We have many members who are in
receipt of NELand/or the old
Permanent Disability (P D) awards.
These are two different types of
permanent impairment awards that
operate very differently. In many
Instances, workers are able to remain
at the trade with their life long
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companion (injuries); others are not
so lucky.
In my experience members often
become confused listening to coffee
shop chatter from other injured
workers who say they have a monthly
pension from the WSIB. Please note
that monthly pensions stopped being
issued in January, 1990. Since that
time permanent disability awards
have been captured under the NEL
system which is a one-time lump sum
payment. In rare circumstances a
large NEL award may be paid as a
monthly cheque at the worker's
election. On occasion I do uncover
cases where due to an administrative
error or appeal award a member is
granted a retroactive PD award. But
those are rare cases.
The Non-Economic Loss award
(N EU is intended to compensate an
injured worker for the effects of their
permanent impairments other than
those associated with wage loss,
health care costs, or rehabilitation.
Although not precisely correct, the
award is sometimes referred to as an
award for pain and suffering. The
award is payable regardless of
whether the worker suffers any wage
loss as a result of the injury.
The NEL award was introduced into
the compensation system on January
I, 1990 along with the other
component of the dual award system
(Future Economic Loss). FEL
Page 11 of 118

awards ceased in January I, 1998
with the introduction of Bill 99. The
essence of the NEL award remained
virtually unchanged with the
introduction of the Workplace Safety
and Insurance Act, 1997 for injuries
on or after January I, 1998. The
NEL now co-exists in the
compensation system with the Loss of
Earnings benefit (LOE). However, the
procedures associated with the NEL
determination process, for injuries
before and after January I, 1998,
were substantially changed and
simplified with the more recent Act.
The NEL award is only payable to
workers who suffer permanent
impairments. Permanent impairment
is often referred to as simply \\ P.L"
and is defined under the Workplace
Safety and Insurance Act, 1997, as
follows:

"Permanent
impairment" means
impairment that
continues to exist after
the worker reaches
maximum medical
recovery.
Impairment is itself defined under
the Workplace Safety and Insurance
Act, 1997, as follows :

/1-

The WSIB monitors a claim in

"impairment" means a
physical or functional
abnormality or
loss (including
disfigurement) which
results from an injury
and any psychological
damage arising from
the abnormality or loss.

order to determine when a worker

Workers reach maximum medical
recovery (MMR) when it is not

has achieved maximum medical

likely that there will be any further

recovery (M M R)' It is the

significant improvement in their

achievement of M M R that triggers

medical condition.

the N E L determination process for
workers with residual impairments.

If you have a N E L award and

On the other hand, a determination

continue to receive medication,

that M M R has been achieved with

which are called health care

no residual PI means that the

benefits, you should process these

Board is of the view that no N E L

receipts with the WSIB and not the

award is payable. Maximum

union Health and Welfare Plan.

medical recovery is not defined in

Contact me bye-mail:

legislation. Howeve~ WSIB policy

gary_wsib@ibew353.org.

indicates that:
Gary Majesky

LOW-RISE MEMBERS
WSIB LEVEL 1 TRAINING COURSE
The Low-Rise Sector is sponsoring a 6-hour WSIB course
for all interested members, union and health and safety
activists with an interest in understanding the complexities
of the WSIB. Your Business Manager and Executive Board
believe the best way to meet this challenge is to educate
building trade representatives and members on workers'
compensation issues.
This Levell - 6 hour program is a Workers' Compensation
awareness course, specifically developed for Building Trades
members. It is intended to provide workers with an
introduction to the Workplace Safety and Insurance Act.

24,2004

Course Date:

Saturday April

Course Time:

9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Location:

I.B.E.W. Training Centre, 1377 Lawrence
Avenue East, Toronto

Please complete the registration form and mail or drop off to
IBEW - 1377 Lawrence Avenue E., Toronto, Ontario M3A 3P8
Attention: Training Centre or fax it to (416) 510-3531

WSIB Level I Training Course
Saturday April 24, 2004
Please PRINT clearly and fill out all information. Thank you.
Name: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

It is hoped that this course will help workers understand

Address: - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

their rights concerning compensation, and to follow proper
procedures that will help them receive benefits under the
system.

City: _______________

It is recognized that construction workers have valuable

Phone#: ________________-,---_____________

work-site experience to contribute to the learning process.
This program therefore, provides opportunities for
participants to share and evaluate their experiences, for the
ben efit of all participants.

Card

Postal Code: _______

#: ------------------------'------------
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WSIB
Established a
Fair Practices
Commission
Ombudsman

Just a little background. This

ensure any complaints forwarded

Commission is an initiative of the

to the Ombudsman by Local 353

WSIB Board of Directors and was

members are properly framed and

actively supported by Bros. Patrick

within the mandate. There will be a

Dillon a former business Manager

tendency for aggrieved members to

of L.U. 105 IBEW (Hamilton).

complain about late cheques,

Pat has been a driving force to

cheeky adjudicators, adverse

establish a WSIB Ombudsman and

decisions and so forth. However,

in his role as a WSIB Board of

we must be diligent so the

It's too soon to celebrate, but there

Director oversaw the project from

Ombudsman doesn't turn into a

is hope that the establishment of a

its inception. It's a great day when

garbage can for every complaint.

. 'ISIB Fair Practices Commission

we can cheer the good work of an

That's not its role .

~FPC)

I B EW Brother who in advancing

will be of assistance to

workers with serious complaints

the interests of all workers

Mission:

about the WSI B. The F PC is the

demonstrates what I B EW

The mission of the Fair Practices

organizational Ombudsman for the

Brotherhood is all about. We

Commission is to facilitate fair,

Workplace Safety and Insurance

should be proud.

equitable, and timely resolutions in
individual complaints brought by

Board. Neutral and independent of
the WSIB, the Commission will

That said we must ensure the

workers, employers, and service

receive complaints from injured

WSIB Ombudsman doesn't become

providers and to identify and

workers, employers and

a trivial complaint department for

recommend system-wide

stakeholders to ensure that the

every minor grievance or perceived

improvements to WSIB services.

administrative practices and

administrative failing. There are

services of the WSIB are fair,

still the normal channels such as

reasonable, appropriate and

speaking to an adjudicator's

equitable.

manager and appealing decisions.

is separate from, and

However, all members will need

independent of WSIB

The Toronto branch of the Fair

counsel to assess their complaint

operations; the Commission

Practices Commission will start

and whether the WSIB

reports di rectly to the Board of

Ombudsman is the route to go.

Directors through the Chair.

( receiving complaints on April 5,

That's why for the fi rst year we

_004.

need to coordinate our efforts to
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Core Qualities:
• Independent:

• Impartial:

the Commission

the Commission will

treat complaints and WSIB

/3.

staff with respect and open

•

mindedness.

• Confidential: the Commission
protects private information it
receives in accordance with the
Freedom of Information and

•

Identify system-wide trends,

With your cooperation and

policy matters, and systemic

support, I believe we can

issues and recommend system-

effectively utilize the WSIB

wide improvements to WSIB

Ombudsman. As your union

services.

WSIB Consultant, I now have the

Issue reports on the
Commission's activities.

Protection of Privacy Act. The
systems and records that are

The Commission CANNOT:

separate from those of the

•

•

The Commission's Mandate:

Make, change, or set aside a

Rest assured, if circumstances
warrant, I will pull the trigger on
your behalf.

•

Gary Majesky

law or policy.

Receive, investigate and make
recommendations about
current complaints of alleged
WSIB unfair practices.

if,

Make decisions, change
decisions or overturn decisions.

WSIB.

(

whether the union will also file a
complaint with the Ombudsman.

commission will maintain

•

additional responsibility to assess

•

Advise on an issue under
appeal or involving a right to
appeal.
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"WORKER'S
MISLEAD" THEY
MUSTSUFFER
WAGELOSS
WHENTAKING
PHYSIO DURING
WORK HOURS
New WSIB Form 8's ( Health
Qrofessional Report) have now been

•

Health care provider believes the
cause of the patient's
injury/illness is due to workplace

•

factors.
Patient states that his or her
current condition is a recurrence
or re-injury of a previous workrelated injury/illness.

Physiotherapy During Work
Hours:
A constant source of conflict is the

be shared by all parties. Equal
input from all parties is required.
Noting the above, I would
consider it a fair compromise to
be both parties contributing to
this process." Ironically, ARO
Tinto endorsed the statements of
adjudicator DeG iorgio and his
Manage~

Sara Martinez who were

both aware and condoned the
practice of employers paying for lost
time when in fact this is against
Board policy (06-01-05). But the

Introduced. They were previously

time of day members are supposed
to take physio appointments. The

known as the Physician's First

WSIB and employers tell workers to

further relying on something called

Report. I believe the new Form 8 is

take this after work or as late in the
day as possible and routinely deny

practices to support their decision
when in fact the practices were

paying lost time.

never disclosed. Nor legal for that

much better then the earlier version
which did not provide enough
information often leading to
ambiguity and unanswered medical

WSIB decision makers went even

matter.
At the Tribunal, we discovered that
What we have is the WSIB

questions, which gave adjudicators

the practices of the WSIB in
relation to lost time and when

tremendous latitude in denying
claims and frustrating members.

workers should take their physio

promoting an illegal practice where
the workplace parties go DUTCH

appointments has been distorted by

and the worker and employer are

Members should be aware that

the WSIB and employers. The
WSIB has convinced employers that

expected to share equally in the
wage loss. This is completely

they should pay workers when a

against the basic principles of what

worker takes treatment. As a result,
employers then tell members to

a Workplace Injury Compensation

Chiropractors, Physicians,
Physiotherapists and Registered
Nurses are now perm itted to fi Ie a
Form 8. Any of the above health
care professionals should file a Form

arrange physio at the beginning or

8 when:

end of the day, but preferably after
work. We appealed the decision of

•

ARO Tinto wherein he ruled "in my

Patient states that an
injury/illness is related to his or
her work.
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(his) opinion, the rehabilitative
process is a procedure that must
Page 15 of 118

system is designed for, to mitigate
loss due to injury.
Ironically, the WSIB has detailed
policies and legislation for all its
areas, yet there is no such policy
di recting when workers are to take

If.

health care. How could there be

lost wages and led to believe that

such a key important issue as when

this is legal. The Policy on Wage

to schedule treatment and nothing

Loss for Medical Appointments

in writing about it in legislation,

states:

policy or information provided to
injured workers.
There are so many factors that
prevent workers from taking physio
on their own time such as shift
workers, outside workers, travel
distances, workers who work in
other jurisdictions, workers who
have other jobs with other
employers, day care issues, elder
care issues and other non injury

Wage loss incurred by a worker
due to absence from work for
medical reasons constitutes
temporary total disability, and is
compensable under Section
37(1) ... An em~lo~er cannot
avoid a lost time claim b~
reimbursing a worker for lost
wages as a result of missing
time from work for medical

medical reasons. To take treatment

a~~ointments.

on work time and lose money

We are looking for one line
phrases to encourage Health &
Safety in Local 353.
Example:

SAFETY COMES FIRST
All entrants must submit by
Friday June 18th, 2004.
Submit an envelope to the front
reception at the Union Hall
marked Health and Safety or

because an employer or WSIB

Finally, WSIB Regulatory Services

safet~@ibew 353.org or mail to

won't pay cannot exist as a hidden

are on the trail of several

the Union H all c/o Howard

trap to cause workers to suffer

contractors for failing to properly

McFadden.

adverse wage loss retroactively

report lost time claim injuries.

without being advised of any such

Some of these contractors may

important rules or restrictions.

have manipulated their lost time

We argued successfu Ily at the
Tribunal that the entire issue of
workers taking treatment on their
own time is a fabrication created to
cause the workers to suffer a wage
loss.

I

HEALTH AND
SAFETY
CONTEST

This winning slogan will be used

rebates from the WSIB. In

as Health & Safety stickers for

response, a number of concerned

hard hats.

members called me to advise they
have been contacted by WSI B

Thanks

investigators regarding their old
injury claims. If you are contacted,
please cooperate, tell the truth and

way to correct a systemic WSIB

realize that you are not in trouble.

practice where the Board promotes

You have done absolutely nothing

phantom practices that conflict

wrong.

for every employer reading this

Anniversary Watch.

claims and fraudulently claimed

The Tribunal ruling will go a long

with the Board's own policies. And

First prize will be awarded an

Howard McFadden

•

Gary Majesky

article, you are being forced to pay

It.
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APRIL RECORD

MONTH
FORWSIB
APPEALS
Just a reminder that under the

Workplace Safety and Insurance Act
and WSIB policies all members are
required to cooperate in an Early and
Safe Return To Work (ESRTW). This
means the workplace parties should
keep in contact with one another during
le worker's absence. As a suggestion,
members should call the employer
every two weeks, howeve~ the frequency
is not defined. As most of you realize,
accident employers are fairly zealous in
offering modified work from the day of
injury/accident to the point where they
call or visit a worker every day with
offers of modified work as a secretary,
paid taxi rides to/from work and all
manner of accommodation. This
purpose of this tactic is to portray the
worker as uncooperative so the WSIB
doesn't pay benefits.
Offers of modified work by employers
tend to be just that, a genuine offer to
make modified work available. The
contractor is just trying to minimize a
lost time claim, which is
understandable. The challenge, or
problem, as I see it, really boils down
to this. Most members are positively
(
.1d monetarily motivated to work and
have a strong work ethic and don't like
sitting at home. In usually every
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instance where we have a return to
work dispute regarding a worker not
accepting modified work, the worker
often claims he is totally disabled or
his level of disability is greater than
recognized by WSIB and employer.
Typically, the WSIB takes the position
the worker is partially disabled and fit
for modified duties, while the worker
claims a level of disability, at least
temporarily, that is more debilitating
rendering the worker unfit for
remunerative employment no matter
how sedentary the modified work. At
the end of the day, members should
follow the treating doctor's advice
regarding your readiness for return to
work.

Psychiatric Entitlement
For the past six years I have tried to
flag mental health issues when
representing the membership. Quite
often members experience a work
related disability with permanent
impairment, which means some body
part such as a knee, elbow or other
areas has created on going need for
medication and treatment. Sometimes
members experience disruption to
careers, loss of income and
professional status, suffer permanent
chronic pain, lost friendships and, most
importantly, low self-esteem.
Construction workers are no more
immune from emotional disability than
any other class of worker when it
comes to a frail spirit. For years there
has been a connotation that people
with mental or behaviour disorders had
Page 17 of 118

suffered a NERVOUS BREAI<DOWN
when their mental health deteriorated.
Times have changed and we use
different clinical labels today to
describe mental health issues such
depression and anxiety, although less
stigmatizing, are still code for a set of
treatable mental ailments. There is no
doubt society is becoming more open
and sensitive to mental health issues
and its costs, but we have a long way
to go.
For the past year I have identified
more injured members who have
experienced concurrent emotional
disturbance or, escalation of a previous
mental health issue exacerbated by a
work injury. Perhaps for fear of premature psychiatric labeling, many
members fail to notify the WSIB, and
myself, of a mental health problem
that is being treated simultaneously as
the physical injury. Nor for that
matter are mental health professionals
doing their job when they fail to report
to the WSIB so the Board is aware of
and can adjudicate psyche entitlement.
Workers who suffer emotional or
mental health complications flowing
from a work injury should seek advice
from the union to ensure your full
entitlement under the law is protected .
In many instances, failure to consider a
workers psychological state leads to a
premature and erroneous adjudicative
conclusion of work readiness. The
WSIB is supposed to use a whole
person approach when adjudicating
claims. If we neglect to identify psych

/J~
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ERGONOMIC
RESEARCH
PROJECT

commitment from Local 353, and

repetitive strain injury to the upper

in partnership with the 0 HCOW's

body. Unfortunately, there isn't a

Ergonomist and Occupational

parts bin where you can replace

Hygienist, it is our plan to hire a

body parts like rebuilding the front

researcher from the McMaster

end of your vehicle. The parts you

Last month, Bros. James Gyarmati

University Faculty of Occupational

are given must last a lifetime. I

attended a conference entitled:

Medicine who will conduct the field

have encountered many members

Legislating Ergonomic Solutions.

work under the supervision of the

who proudly tell me about their

We met afterwards so he could

I B EW, OC HOW and participating

100k+ per annum salaries, until

brief me on his experience. I've

employers. The end goal of this

they sustained a work injury and

seen that look before when

IBEW project is to prepare up-to-

now at age 40 are relegated to a

someone is introduced to new

date Physical Demands Analysis

life of modified work that is

,oncepts or ideas, and the

(P DAs) for each sector of the

usually non-existent in our trade.

infectious enthusiasm that so often

electrical trade, along with Job

So what happens to these good

follows. But often the case, there

Descriptions and photo's of each

guys? They usually have to leave

is little opportunity to actualize

job activity of the trade e.g., slab,

the trade, or work sporadically

and put into action some of the

conduit, cable tray, cable pull,

(under-employed), which is a form

revolutionary ideas acquired at

termination, overhead work,

of self accommodation because

these think-fests. Little did James

roughing-in, materials handling,

they have no choice . The lucky

know I have been planning an

etc. Each sector is uniquely

ones, and I know this sounds funny

ergonomic study, in conjunction

different and each job task needs

coming from my

with the Occupational Health &

to be complemented by photos that

WSIB claim and receive

Safety Clinics for Ontario Workers,

convey and capture the essence of

retraining, assuming they qualify

into all Local 353 trade sectors

the physical demands associated

for any meaningful WSIB

i.e., ICI, High/Low-Rise, Line &

with certain activities. A picture is

assistance.

Utility and Communication. In my

often worth a thousand words and

experience, health sciences

our Local 353 Reps will be

In my fro nt line experience, I

research is the first logical step in

important players in the field work.

strongly believe there is a need for

advancing an Ergonomic agenda.
(

corne~

will have a

accurate P DAs and Job
Why is this important? Just ask

Descriptions (with photos) because

any member who has blown out a

every health care professional from

the project Terms of Reference

knee, wrist, elbow, shou lder, back or

doctors, specialists, and therapists,

which will require a small financial

neck, especially the result of a

must possess a better

everal months ago I developed
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Reporting Insurable Earnings,
WSIB Forms:

I'm very proud of L. U. 353's
vigilance in the area of
Occupational Disease claims.

All employers and workers

Building on this recent

please note that when reporting

experience, I believe L. U. 353

hourly wages on the Form 6 and

should coordinate an

the Form 7 add together the

Occupational Disease Clinic for

following (Hrly Base Rate + Vac

our members, a dandy project

Pay + RSP

= Hrly Rate).

the Health & Safety Committee
could sink their teeth into. But

This represents your insurable

my recommendation is the clinic

earnings that you must report to

should not be limited to Asbestos

WSIB.

or Disease claims. We need to
review for all M usku loskeletal

Building Trades Occupational
Disease Clinic, Update:

injuries, head to toe. The results,
I'm sure will blow us all away. I
also noted there was a

This past June the Toronto

conspicuous absence of

Building Trades Council

Employer Health and Safety

coordinated a multi-trade intake

Representatives at the Building

clinic . John Smith our L. U. 353

Trades Occupational Disease

Vice-President deserves special

Clinic. Why was that?

•

credit for his hard work in
coordinating this unprecedented
initiative. Joe Fashion was also
instrumental and wholeheartedly
supported the cause along with
legions of Local 353 activists
and members who came out in
force. By my rough count, Local
353 had more volunteers than
all the trades combined.
Although the turn out could have
been bette~ the Occupational
Health Clinics for Ontario
Workers have generated some
interesting preliminary results,
which will be reported shortly.
Page 19 of 118
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I frequently encounter members
who have been roughed up in a
phone call by a WSIB
adjudicator or Nurse Case
Manager. Often the case, the
member experienced a previous
run-in and should have been
wiser the second time around.
Typically the adjudicator will
smooth talk the worker and ask
if its OK to talk without your
representative. This is a license
J circumvent your
representative, notwithstanding
my efforts to have the WSIB
respect the Rep's role. For every
guy who has moaned and
groaned about WSIB
mistreatment only to walk into
another ambush deserves no pity.
I've seen the smartest guys get
the royal run around.

(

20

When I challenge these offcolour discussions there is usually
a great deal of deniability to
purported statements of
bureaucracy abuse. Without
hard evidence it's your word
against theirs. In my past
experience representing Toronto
>olice officers, I was amazed
how routine it is for cops to tape
record discussions

PAGE
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notwithstanding the legal
implications of surreptitiously
taping conversations. Howeve~ it
can be quite embarrassing when
a WSIB employee asserts their
innocence in making a comment
or statement only to be
confronted by evidence
implicating them in a lie.
Remembe~

there are good
adjudicators out there who are
straight up so deal with them
honourably and use your best
judgement. Howeve~ all WSIB
adjudicators are typing
transcripts of your discussions
with them, and many times the
statements do not accurately
reflect the views of the workers.
Adjudicators frequently employ
sly Q & A techniques that often
spell trouble for the workers.
Depending on your choice of
method, it's vitally important to
have some form of corroboration.
I'm not suggesting hypervigilance in every case, but if
your WSIB claim involves
considerable controversy, you
should advise the WSIB
adjudicator to contact your Rep
and arrange a conference call so
all the parties are on the line
Page 20 of 118

together. That way nothing gets
lost in the translation.
Alternatively, have your wife,
significant other, family member
or friend listen in on the
conversation. You can be up
front about this as this adds a
measure of protection and
ensures the adjudicator doesn't
play you. Human nature also
creates what's known as
perceptual dissonance, the
concept of two parties to the
same discussion or witness to an
event, having two different
versions or recollections.

Facial Disfigurement:
I recently wrote about facial
disfigurements and how to
process a Non Economic Loss
award with the WSIB. A helpful
suggestion is to take a
photograph of the facial sca~
preferably colour and attach this
to your letter. Be sure to keep
the negative or make a couple of
copies. Sent the letter directly to
your adjudicato~ marked
personal & confidential.

I
J
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WSIB
FORGIVES
DEBTOF
DECEASED
LINE&
UTILITY
MEMBER

(

Last month I highlighted the issue
of a Line and Utility member who
was electrocuted and his mother
being forced to repay the funeral
expenses that the WSIB originally
paid out. The WSIB demanded
repayment because a Coroner
ruled the member's death a
suicide. In speaking with the
deceased members brother, also a
L. U. 353 membe~ he strongly
disagreed with the Coroner's
findings and found the conclusion
quite absurd. The WSI B decision
needlessly opened an old wound
causing the family tremendous
lnguish. Due to some quick

action on our part, I am pleased
to advise the WSI B will not be
seeking reimbursement from
the member's mother.

Collecting Union Pension &
WSIB Benefits
A lot of injured workers are
confused when deciding to collect
their union pension whether
receipt of WSI B benefits will be
clawed back or affect their right
to collect their union pension. The
key question is whether members
can stack or collect both a WSIB
benefit, plus union pension. The
simple answer is YES you can
collect both without penalty or
offset. Conversely, your union
Pension Plan does not subtract
your WSIB benefits from your
union pension.
However, many WSIB adjudicators
attempt to pigeonhole our older
members who are on a WSIB
claim to admit they are retiring
when they start collecting thei r
union pension. This little trick is
intended to portray the member as

having left the labour market or
workforce. I have counselled
numerous members that there is a
difference between collecting your
union pension and retiring from
the trade all together. Often these
terms are used synonymously.
L. U. 353 members do have the
right, subject to the availability of
work, to obtain work through the
hiring hall even though they are in
receipt of a union pension. I raise
this because the WSIB tries to
characterized your intent to start
collecting a union pension as a de
facto retirement or withdrawal
from the work force. That is not
necessarily so.
Most members in this position
advise me that receipt of the union
pension is just another source of
income they are entitled to collect
at age 62. That's very true.
Recent pension changes recently
voted on by the members is a
further testament that our
members continue to work while in
receipt of a union pension.
to that reality.
(cont'd on page 16)
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WSIB Policy Response Attending Health Care Appointments & Lost Time
In April 2004, Gary Majesky

With respect to your second

arranged. The advise we have

wrote Siavica Todorovic the

issue, I cannot agree that

provided to decision-makers

Director of WSIB Benefits

employers and workers must

is that once a worker has

Policy Branch to clarify

equally share the wage loss

returned to work, ongoing

several issued raised in

where a worker loses time for

health care, in particular

connection to Bros. Matt

health care (referring to ARO

medical appointments, should

Gancasz's appeal. "There are

Tinto decision). A worker is

try to be arranged outside of

so many factors that prevent

entitled to be compensated

work hours. Now as you

workers from taking physio

for any wage loss due to

point out (see Majesky

on their own time such as

necessary health care arising

comments above) there may

shift workers, outside

from the work injury. The

be many factors that would

workers, travel distances,

current policy framework

prevent a worker from

workers who work in other

certainly supports this.

attending treatments/

jurisdictions, workers who

Indeed event with the

appointments after normal

have other jobs with other

existence of the clarification

work hours, so in these cases,

employers, day care, elder

document, either the

losing time from work cannot

care and other non injury

employer or the WSIB will

be avoided. However, if a

medical reasons. To take

pay a worker if there is a

worker is capable of

treatment on work time and

wage loss in these

attending an appointment

then lose money because an

ci rcumstances. I will next

after work but insists on

address the issue of attending

going during work hours, for

cannot exist as a hidden trap

health care appointments

no other reason than

t o cause workers to suffer

after work, which relates to

convenience, the WSI B could

adverse wage loss

the above issue.

refuse to pay for the lost

employer won't pay

-

WSIB

retroactively without being

time ... The rationale being,

advised of any such

At the moment, there is

wherever possible ... wage

important rules or

nothing in policy that

loss should be minimized

addresses when health care

except for valid reasons.

restrictions ...
reply:

II

Here is here

appointments should be
r
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When You're
Dead You
Still Have
To Fight The
WSIB

(

In 2003 Local 353 mourned the
death of one of our members, a
.ine & Utility member who was
electrocuted. The WSIB paid his
funeral expenses, and as I told
Bros. Fashion at the time, his life
was worth only $101<. Last month,
Bros. Finnerty showed me a WSIB
letter sent to the deceased members
mother DEMANDING the funeral
expenses be reimbursed because the
coroner had ruled the workers
death a suicide. This is an area of
controversy that has been dealt
with before. In fact, there are cases
where a Coroner and Ministry of
Labour have found the cause of
death to be suicide, but the tribunal
applying a different legal standard
ruled that it could not be
established beyond a reasonable
oubt that the worker did not die as
a result of an accident, and that the

PAGE 14 1 OCTOBER 2004

accident occurred in the course of
employment. The legal presumption
applied that it (death) arose out of
employment. Local 353 has
appealed this cold-hearted decision.
There is also WSIB Policy that
when an earlier entitlement decision
is reversed, either as a result of new
information or an appeal decision,
any money that was paid shall be
considered a non-recoverable or
forgivable debt, except in cases of
fraud. The coroner's report should
have been seen as new evidence,
notwithstanding the unusual
circumstances of the member's
death.

WSIB Hearings, Occupational
Disease:
When you get to the point where
asbestos claims are as common as
flies in the summer, you know there
is a problem. I couldn't help making
this observation in early September
when I audited some files sitting on
my desk and the fact there were 20
active asbestos claims. Sadly, we
see a lot of these claims, not all
fatal, in which members are
diagnosed with Plural Plaques in
their lungs (asbestos residuals)

Page 23 of 118

which is clinical marker of asbestos
exposure. No money or permanent
impairment usually flows to a
worker for Plural Plaques, but this
is sufficient to establish a WSIB
Occupational Disease claim which
can stay in your file should problems
develop down the road.
What is most bizarre is the WSIB
currently has an Occupational
Disease Panel that is conducting
hearings across Ontario. Numerous
stakeholders are scheduled to make
deputations, and we have prepared
a submission on behalf of Local
353. The tragedy is the WSIB is
conducting these hearings behind
closed doors without public and
media scrutiny. The hearings
kicked-off in Timmins on September
14th yet no one in the media was
notified because of the stealthy and
deliberate effort by the WSIB to
keep the issue quiet. This is an
absolute disgrace. When media
showed up at the request of the
Ontario Federation of Labour, they
were allowed in the hearing room
and forced to sign confidentiality
waivers and could only record
people's presentations.

WSIB Report
by Gary Majesky
WSIB Consultant

THE PAST THREE
MONTHS WERE
TERRIBLE AS
INJURIES &
OCCUPATIONAL
DISEASE TOOK
THEIR TOLL
s we approach the festive season,
I sadly reflected on the past year
which has not been terribly good
for many members who were
injured, lost their careers, families
and are trying to pick up the pieces
and move on. Every week brings
new cases where members are
starting to experience occupational
health problems or claim disputes.
The past three months were terribly
difficu It for me on a personal level.
Last August I was involved in a
disturbing case in which a member
developed a psychiatric reaction to
a crippling injury. This case has
been ongoing and at times, I feel
absolutely powerless. While
ttending his LM R meeting the
member had to lie on the floor in

C
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front of the elevator until building
security was called for disturbing
the peace. I assisted the member
to his car where he had to lay down
in the back seat for one hour before
he was able to drive two miles. I
next assisted by attending at his
doctors office to case conference
and facilitate appropriate medical
inquiries as WSIB was taking the
position he could resume retraining.
The GP was great. However, as
soon as I wrote the new
psychiatrist, he cancelled the
member's appointment advising this
was a WSI B dispute and ceased
further involvement.
All through September and October
I also had several complex and
emotionally taxing cases on top of
my regular caseload. These
involved considerable controversy
where the members were in serious
physical and emotional distress.
Every single day I would be visited
by these members or contacted
with their depressing accounts of
failing health, WSIB problems,
matrimonial discord and financial
ruin. This is usually the context I
find myself in when trying to
unravel the controversy that often
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surrounds these disputes, and where
the rules of fair play and humanity
seem non-existent. It's a very
difficult job.
Human tragedy is emotionally
unsettling for anyone, and I'm no
exception. The past three months
have been the most unsettling and
disturbing in over six years serving
the brotherhood. At all times I try
to be professional, but it is hard to
be detached. Members really need
the emotional sustenance we
provide. In response to this
challenge, I now recognize our need
to develop a Crisis Incident Stress
and Debriefment Protocol that is
used for emergency responders.
With the assistance of a mental
health care professional, we should
have a new case conferencing
strategy in place for the new year.
So as you begin your family
preparations this holiday season,
please take some time to appreciate
how fortunate you are to have your
health, family and career. Because
without your health, it's amazing
how everything seems trivial. From
the Majesky Family to yours.
Season Greetings.
gary wsib@ibew353.org
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himself, he talked about my father,
reminding me of my Dad's political
campaigns in the early 1970's which
he worked on, attending N D P dances
my parents organized, memories of
visiting our home and meeting me
when I was twelve years old. In a
very brief conversation, Brother
O'Donnell connected with me on so

TRIBUNAL, WIN ON
AN APPEAL
. . NVOLVING AUTO
PLANTS, HIRIN G
HALL, EMPLOYER
MODIFIED WORK
PROGRAM AND WSIB
ESRTW POLICY

many levels, not to mention his sharp
and incisive understanding and
knowledge of trade union history

Tom because his tribunal decision
creates important case law involving
short-term auto plant shutdowns, our
hiring hall, employer modified work
programs, and the WSIB early and
safe return to work (ESRTW) policy.

(26) All four witnesses testified
that the Malton job was
generally offered to those
remaining on the X project as
it came to an end. C and Z

(25) While each case involving
hiring halls will have its

auto plant during the annual summer
shutdown. He sustained a knee

before it that there is an
inherent difficulty in applying

injury and continued to work.
Without getting into a long

the letter of the ES RTW
policy in the context of hiring

narrative, I will quote at length from
the tribunal decision. However, I

halls or freelance work of
short duration of the kind

lould like to add that Brother
O'Donnell came to my office the
week that my father was dying and

illustrated here. The
employment was more or less

4 1SEPTEMBER 2005

wished. The difficulties
inherent in applying ES RTW

recognized by the legislative
provisions of (WSIA) section
40 (3).

particular facts, the panel
comments from the facts

PAGE

enter into new arrangements
for subsequent projects if they

I'm dedicating this article to Brother

O'Donnell. In July, 2002, Brother
Thomas O'Donnell was working in an

passed away. When he introduced

was the end of that
arrangement. Either
(employer or worker) could

obligations in the construction
industry appears to be

Local Union 353 just received a

(

arrangement earlie~ when the
project was completed, that

that in my experience, is very rare.

The tribunal panel concluded:
favourable appeal decision from the
tribunal filed by Brother Thomas

testimony from the worke~ F,
Z, and C was clear that while
either could end the

for a fixed term for the
duration of a project. The
Page 25 of 118

said that some took it, some
chose to go back to the hiring
hall, and some refused because
of specific concerns about the
nature of the work to be done.
There was nothing to suggest
that the Malton job was in any
way a modification or special
arrangement offered to the
worker to accommodate his
limitations if any, resulting
from the injury. It is apparent
from the testimony presented
that the offer of work on the

Malton project on July 29,

difficulties in his left leg in the

this time. It was suggested in

2002 was not a "modified job"

weeks following up to the

much of the employer's

in the sense of work available

layoff on July 28,2002.

questioning at the hearing that

to accommodate a particular

While the worker did not seek

the worker should have been

restriction. Rather, it was

medical attention or voice

aware of modified work

essentially a new job at

frequent complaints, his

through its standard

another project of the accident

ongoing difficulties were

orientation training regarding

employer. This was offered

evident to those around him

job safety and procedures.

outside the hiring hall context

who testified and observed him

and, from the evidence

daily in this period. Both the

presented, was one that could

worker and F said that they

be accepted or rejected

viewed the annual shutdown as

operate and the board does

without any particular

a short-term lucrative

not get involved unless a

consequent for either party. To

assignment, and the worker

dispute is identified by one of

interpret this offer differently

therefore wanted to continue

them. The panel has looked at

after the fact to bring it within

until it ended. In the overall

the cooperation obligations

the Board's ESRTW policy is

context here, the decision to

here in the context of

problematic and does not

postpone medical attention to

employment for a fixed project

appear in keeping with the

July 29, 2002 does not

which ended. In all the

overall purpose of the policy.
(27)

Regarding the employer's

The policy expects the
workplace parties to co-

diminish (medical) continuity

circumstances of this case, the

with the compensable

panel is not able to conclude

accident.

that a suspension or reduction
of benefits is warranted under

subsequent claim that it would
The panel accepts that the

the legislation or Board policy.

modified work, had it been

worker is not aware that the

The appeal is allowed.

made aware of the ongoing

accident employer had a

injury, this is somewhat

modified work program, which

disingenuous on the facts here.

was open to him after his

Brother O'Donnell some good news

Firstly, the employer while not

layoff on July 28,2002. The

because he recently experienced a

aware of medical attention, as

panel does not, as stated

health problem and was in hospital.

none had been sought, was

earlie~

I'm proud to say that Brother Tom is

most definitely aware, as

job to constitute a modified

confi rmed by both Z and C, of

work offer. This was regular

brothers and sisters, and everyone at

the worker's ongoing leg

duties, which mayor may not

the hall, wish you a speedy recovery.

problems ...

have been lighter given the

You're in our thoughts and prayers.

have offered other specific

(

(34)

(33)

consider the Malton

In closing, I hope this article brings

The Good Trade Unionist. All the

nature of the project. As his
..-32 ) The panel finds that the

regular duties required

workers' accident on July 8,

constant standing, it was not

2002 resulted in continuing

suitable for his restrictions at
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Disability Benefits from the full or

on your behalf.

partial FEL or LOE benefits paid to
the worker by the Board.

A controversial Tribunal appeal was
recently won involving a brother who

cpp DISABILITY &

WSIB BENEFITS
GOOD NEWS, MORE
~ONEY FOR INJURED
WORKERS

This practice has been a source of

had twisted his neck during an auto

controversy for some time at the

plant shut-down on New Year's Eve

Appeals Branch and Tribunal. The

02/03. I remember when the

old WSIB practice was to deduct the

member came to see me right after

deemed wages a worker was

the injury along with his wife. He

supposed to earn, and then, deduct

was in terrible shape. He experienced

CPP disability benefits from a

a catastrophic injury that resulted in

worker's WSIB benefits. WSIB

a cervical disc herniation, which

treated CPP Disabi lity benefits as a

prevented this now 45 year old from

form of earnings, and created what

returning to the trade.

Some Local 353 members have been

was known as a double offset. The

rece ivi ng cheq ues from W SIB that

Board's approach to CPP Disability

WSIB had argued the worker

they did not expect. Be sure to cash

benefits was very inequitable.

presented with neck complaints in

and deposit those cheques. Don't

(

September, 2002 while on layoff

delay. The money is being paid to all

After a long awaited policy review,

after scrapping some soffits at his

members who were deemed by the

the WSIB announced early this

home, therefore, he had a non-

WSIB to be able to return to some

summer they were changing their

compensable neck condition that pre-

kind of jobs, but who then went on to

approach to CPP Disability Benefits.

existed the alleged work injury. There

receive Canada Pension Disability

As a result, many of our members

was some added controversy as the

Benefits. WSIB has recently

have now received a retroactive lump

mechanism of injury which involved

changed how they treat CP P

sum cheque, as well as noticing an

twisting his neck quickly to catch a

benefits.

increase in their monthly FEL or

falling fixture didn't appear sinister

LOE cheque . This is good news for

or out of the ordinary. After a four

Every Canadian citizen that applies

the injured worker community.

month layoff, the member

for and is granted CPP Disability

Howeve~ this change does not affect

commenced work on October 16,

benefits is assumed to have a medical

workers in receipt of Full FEL or

2002 and then worked 69 days

'nditions(s) that is "severe" and

LOE benefits. If you feel you should

straight until New Year's Eve without

prolonged". For years, WSIB had a

receive a payment but did not,

complication, and was able to

contact me and I will make inquiries

tolerate all the physical demands of

practice of deducting a workers CPP
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of cases involving fighting, horseplay
and assault in which a member was
injured.

FIGHTING, HORSEPLAY AND
WORKPLACE ASSAULTS
Workers who sustain a personal injury
"ls a result of participating in a fight,
;rseplay or larking at work are
generally not entitled to WSIB
benefits. However, an injured worker
who is an innocent victim has
entitlement if the worker:

•

•

does not participate in the
horseplay or larking, and
does not retaliate

The Workplace Safety and Insurance
Act or the Workers' Compensation Act
(the ACT) does not provide coverage
for workers who are injured while
participating in a fight that results
solely over a personal matter.
However, if the fight resu Its solely over
work, the claim may be accepted if the
injured worker:

•

•
(

was not the aggressor and did
not provoke the fight, or
was an innocent bystander.

,s with fighting, those who initiate the
horseplay take themselves out of the
course of their employment. Over the
years, I have processed our fair share
PAGE 8
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I none instance a J W was verbally
bothering an apprentice for a
considerable period of time. The
apprentice on several occasions told
the JW that his comments were
unwelcome and to cease. Eventually
the JW was given one final warning by
the apprentice that he would suffer
dire consequences if the comments
persisted. The language was salty.
Twenty minutes later the JW
continued his verbal taunts. The
apprentice physically attacked the JW
and injured him. The JW wanted to
file a claim with WSIB for his injuries.
The JW was advised he did not have a
WSIB claim because there was
provocation on his part and he was not
an innocent bystander.
In a recent case, a JW hit an
apprentice on the head with his hard
hat. There is some dispute about how
hard the JW swung his arm around
with his hard hat when he hit the
apprentice on top of his head. It was
established that there was no
provocation or horseplay on the part
of the apprentice. In fact, the
apprentice was very upset because he
was totally innocent, and sought
emergency care at the hospital on the
day of his injury for suspected
concussion and closed head injLtry
headaches. The WSIB allowed the
apprentices claim on the basis the
Page 28 of 118

apprentice was performing his job and
minding his own business, when
without provocation, the JW assaulted
him.
As these cases illustrate, a worker who
is the innocent victim of workplace
violence is entitled to benefits, just like
a cashier who is killed or shot during a
robbery.
In another case a worker was beaten
up by two assailants in a company
parking lot. The two unknown
assailants jumped a worker, as he was
about to enter the employer's premises
before the start of the day shift. The
attack was motivated when a husband
suspected his wife of having an extra
marital affair with a male co-worker.
The husband and his son, who did not
work for the employer, waited in
ambush in the employer's parking lot
one morning and when they identified
the worke~ they savagely beat him.
The worker was granted WSIB
benefits, as the worker did not know
the assailants.
In a precedent setting case, Local 353
just won a Tribunal decision involving
a physically aggressive confrontation
in a workplace. The dispute started
when a JW was confronted by his
supervisor who was angry because he
felt the JW was not properly tagging
parts. The supervisor approached the
JW and was yelling and waving his
arms in the air. The supervisor then
brought his arm down suddenly on to

the JW's shoulder, and the JW
believed he was going to be struck. In
defense, the supervisor and employer
argued the supervisor was merely
"gesticulating" and waving his arms
around the air.
Within four weeks, the JW developed a
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder in
response to the workplace
confrontation. There was a genuine
fear that the JW might retaliate and
take some drastic action to settle the
score. The JW was sent home and
diagnosed with a mental health
problem secondary to the
confrontation with the supervisor. The
WSIB ruled that although the assault
was distasteful and highly
inappropriate, it was not "objectively

RECLASSIFICATION
EXAMS FOR
RESIDENTIAL MEMBERS
WEDNESDAY APRIL 26TH, 2006
HIGH RISE TO leI:
The Examining Board will be
holding an I.C.I. reclassification
exam for the H ighrise Residential
Journeypersons who wish to
reclassify their classification as is
outlined in Article XII of the Local
Union Bylaws .

(

traumatic" and they denied the claim.
The Tribunal supported the union's
appeal and in fact expanded the
grounds of what is objectively
traumatic to include "physically
aggressive behaviour". This decision
expands the grounds of what
circumstances are work related
violence. The Panel in Decision #
341/02 ruled:

In summary, the Panel finds based
upon a consideration of the totality
evidence that the supervisor's act
of raising his arm and bringing it
down on the worker's shoulder had
the potential for physical violence
or threat of physical violence. The
employer's response was to
investigate the incident as an act of

in Article XII of the Local Union
Bylaws.

physical violence. Both
management and the union were
involved in this investigation. It
appears to have been accepted by
all who were involved in the event
and its investigation that the act of
the supervisor was an act of
physical violence or one that
carried the potential for physical
violence.
The Panel concludes that the
events of the night of July 13,2000
were sudden, unexpected and
traumatic, that they arose out of
and in the course of the worker's
employment, that they caused the
worker to suffer an acute mental
stress reaction.
•

Registration Form
Exam Name:

For members interested in writing
the exam, please complete the
following:
1. Application
2. Forward resume
3. Forward Reference Letters

Next Step in Process:
4. Test
5. Interview

(Please check exam that applies)

High Rise to lei

D

Low Rise to High Rise

D

Exam Date: Wednesday April 26, 06
Location: 1377 Lawrence Ave. East
Please PRINT CLEARLY and fill out all
information. Thank you.

Name: ____________________

We will contact you to confirm the
time and place of the exam:

Address: _________________

LOW RISE TO HIGH RISE:

Please return these items to:

City: _____________________

The Examining Board will be
holding an I.C.I reclassification
exam for the Low Rise Residential
Journeypersons who wish to
reclassify their classification to
High Rise Residential as is outlined

Local Union 353 - Attention:
The Examining Board
1377 Lawrence Ave. E.,
North York, ON M3A 3P8
Fax: (416) 510-3531

Postal Code: _______________
Phone#: ___________________
Card #: ___________________
E-mail: ______----;-____________
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ELECTRIC SHOCK AND
INJURIES THAT CAN
EMERGE
B EWA REali electricians. For
the past eight years, I have
handled numerous electric shock
injuries and after a while they
seem like a garden variety type of
injury in the electrical trade,
notwithstanding the critical
incidents that we all know about.
In March, 2006 a member received
an electric shock (120 volt) and
was hung up for approximately 30
seconds. He went to hosp ital and
returned to work the next day on
modified duties. After the incident,
he couldn't lift his left and right
arms and had pain in his neck and
upper extremities. The left arm
symptoms settled after 10 or so
days, but the right side didn't. On
(

l\pril lOth, 2006 while at work our
member had difficulty walking and

& .Insurance
Economic Justice for Injured Workers
hospital and diagnosed with a right

The worker sustained burns and

cerebellar "brain" bleed and

contusions from the electric shock

emergency surgery was performed.

and fell from the ladde~ but also

He was in a coma for one week.

developed a very unique problem

The neurosurgeons have advised the

i.e., pimples on his gums. During

prognosis is not good, but the

a dental examination the worker

member wi l l survive, however he

was diagnosed with Tori which is

may be confined to a bed the rest

a benign condition. After detailed

of his life, or at best, regain some

investigation and review of prior

function . This is a tragic case

dental records, it was determined

which has my undivided attention

he never had this condition which

as we are attempting to link the

only emerged after the electric

electric shock and brain bleed.

shock. The WSI B denied his
dental injuries being related to

The whole area of electric shock
has been on my radar since 2005,
when a new member brought me

In preparing the case for appeal,

a claim involving an electric

I referred our member to the

shock and fall from a Iadder. The

Occupational Health Clinic for

worker reported the following

Ontario Workers and Dr. Kerin

accident history:

provided an opinion that the bone
fragments were likely the resu lt of

"I was going to wire a light,
my foreman went down and
turned off the breaker, he
came up and told me it was
off and to go ahead. I
grabbed the wire and it
burned my hand, it held me
there for a few seconds and I
fell off the ladder about four
steps."

became dizzy. He was rushed to
PAGE 12 1 JULY 2006

30 .

the electric shock accident.

either two scenarios. There was
trauma when the worker fell to
the ground from the 4th ladder
rung with evidence of other dental
damage i.e. chipped tooth.
The other reason why the worker
may have sustained these Tori
(bone fragments erupting -f rom
jaw), was the unique physiological
response when the body is
electrocuted. Dr. Ker in reported:
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(Mr. Electrician) was involved in
a serious electrocution injury
when he sustained significant
burn injuries to his left upper
limb, especially left hand, and
also dental injuries as per
dental history including
eruption of a bone spicule
immediately following the
electrocution injury.
Electrocution injuries cause
skeletal muscle contractures of
varying degree including
muscles of mastication which
cause severe clenching of the
+eeth. Whether it was the
denching of teeth or as a result
of trauma from falling from a
ladder, probably six feet up in
the air, is unclear.
Journal of Occupational and
Environmental Medicine
(August 2005, Vol. 47 No.8)
In support of this appeal, the
union tabled a study, Overlooked
Diagnoses in Chronic Pain:
Analysis of Survivors of Electric
Shock and Lightning Strike. This
peer reviewed research study
addressed two central causative
mechanisms of injury after
electrocution. At page 893, the
"esearch study highlights the

( _ffects of electrocution:

... Like wise, variability of the
symptoms after electric shock
injury has been found in
neuropsychological and
psychological, orthopedic
fractures, neurological,
ophthalmological,
gastrointestinal, endocrine
systems, and muscle contractions
caused by electrical shock so
sever that the spasms broke
bones, even at low voltages.
Massive muscle contractions
caused by nerve stimulation or
direct triggering of striated
muscles can cause ruptures,
ligamentous tears, fractures, and
joint dislocations.
The findings of this article show
that disc disruptions occur in a
significant number of lighting
strike and electric shock
survivors. The proposed
mechanisms for the cause of
these disrupted disc are the
severe muscle contractions,
which can cause broken or
dislocated bones and can also
cause hyperextension type
injuries. Additional proposed
mechanisms are the secondary
injuries that occur when patient
is propelled from the injury site
by lightning, or electric shock or
trauma from falls from a ladder
or other elevation as the result of
losing consciousness, or being
Page 31 of 118

dislodged by the lightning strike
or electric shock ...
My message is very simple. From
now on, if you have an electric
shock incident, be on guard that
the full extent of your injuries
may have been overlooked by you
and your doctor. Pay attention to
nerve function (numbness &
tingling), vision, internal organ
irregularity, and particularly aches
and pains in your body.
•

HEALTH
AND SAFETY
SLOGAN
CONTEST
All members are welcome to send in
their favourite Health & Safety
Slogan to the hall from July to
September union meetings. Your
slogan can deal with any health and
safety concerns that you have and
can be either a written slogan or a
picture.
Entries can be mailed into the hall
or e-mailed to safety@ibew353.org.
The Health and Safety Committee
will select the winning entry. The
winning entry will be displayed on
shirts and stickers starting in the
New Year.
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as well as new members. There
seems to be an implicit
understanding or culture among
our membership that injured
workers are laid off after an
injury or once they recover.

THE POLITICS OF
BEING AN INJURED
WORKER
fhere has been a tremendous
growth in the number of members
seeking assistance with WSIB
claims. While most members
contact me when injured, I find
there are too many who come to
me after they have sustained
injuries and left their
employment. Often times they are
on union disability benefits and
once outside the orbit of their
employe~ they now have the
courage to suggest they might
have a work injury. This creates
problems with delayed reporting
and proof of accident/injury.

(

Too often members tell me they
are scared and fear they will be
laid-off if they report work
injuries to the WSI B. These
comments are from long standing
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While many contractors do keep
injured workers on the payroll
after an injury, it is hard to ignore
the perception among many
electricians that an injury leads to
unemployment. These perceptions
are based on personal experience
and observations. In an industry
where we do not enjoy the
traditional protections of "job
security or seniority" it is easy to
see how this situation has
evolved.
I raise this point because there is
no excuse in not reporting an
injury and filing a WSI B claim.
Too often I hear members
complain that their employer told
them it will cost the company
$50,000 if they file a WSIB
claim. I then reply that it costs
the employer $150 to file a
WSIB Form 7. The economics of
injury claims should never be used
to guilt or dissuade a worker from
filing a claim.
Page 32 of 118

In July, a new member from Latin
America came to me with a
hernia claim. He wanted to tell
me about his injury, but did not
want to report it for fear of
losing his job. He was scared.
Often times I roll play and this
time I said,

""you came to Canada for
liberty, freedom and
opportunity. Yet, you are
behaving as though the state
police will come into your
bedroom at night and haul
you away because you have
been injured at work. Why
did you join the union if you
do not want the rights and
protections of membership?
I am not in the business of
watching workers be
exploited while I sit on my
hands"
The member was sizing me up,
stepped back, started crying and
hugged me for understanding the
great pressure he was under. He
needed to know the union would
fight for him. Needless to say his
employer objected to his injury
claim, but with some well placed

assistance, his claim was allowed.
As for stoic workers, our
membership has lots. Brother
Gabriel Petricca, whom I consider
to be a truly remarkable brother
testified in a hearing with self
deprecation that

''--I was a good donkey, and
the little aches and pains I
experienced over the years
were like flies that I swatted
with my tail and ears ... now
40 years later, the donkey
realizes he was a little naIve,
and regrets not doing things
a little differently"
In the process I learned about
Brother Gab's many visits to
Africa and South America to
build schools and hospitals for
poor and underprivileged people.
Brother Gab, like many members
is selfless, considerate, hard
working and sacrificed their
health for their families. They
don't want workers' compensation
or government handouts because
they work for a living so they can
support a wife, kids, mortgage,
bills, cottage, hockey,
col lege/university and other
financial commitments. To them
it is a matter of pride, until at the
end of their career when they are
)roken and crippled, they have to
stop working. Sadly, I see a lot of
those situations.

On the other end of the spectrum,
we have the experience of Brother
John Chapman who tells a lovely
story he witnessed prior to
becoming an ICI Rep. In a trailer
he overheard an injured member
talking to an employer Health &
Safety Rep. The brother said he
was injured, and the employer rep
said

"we are a family and there
is no need to go to the
Union".
Brother John rolls his eyes when
he tells that story as I'm sure
many of you have heard similar
situations. He told the member
what to do and set him straight,
which I always appreciated.
The bottom line. When you cut
those little side deals with the

employer Health & Safety Rep
you should always call me and we
can talk off the record. There are
many members I counsel who
don't want their employer to know
they have gone to the union.
That's understandable.
What is truly amazing is the
number of times the poor brother
who has detrimentally relied on
the employer health and safety
rep only to discover a grey area of
controversy has arisen and the
employer rep is now advocating
against their claim. If you delay
and let things get out of hand, it
can be like putting tooth paste
back in a tube. Remembe~
workers who voluntarily act
against their interests are victims
of lIexploitation by invitation".

•

C

Jennifer York's Last Job Site Visit with Urban Electric
Good Luck and Thank You For A Job Well Done!
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with the federal government to
obtain tax and revenue
information from the CC RA.
Through the legal back door
process, the W SIB can identify
workers who have failed to report
a material change and are

employed members, this does not
pose a problem. Howeve~
members with large gaps and
periods of unemployment in the
two year period, this will impact
the amount you receive from
WSIB and potential retraining

WSIB AGREEMENT
WITH CANADA
CUSTOMS &
. ~EVENUE AGENCY

fraudulently in receipt of WSIB
benefits while actually working

options.

for another employer (unreported
earnings to WSIB)' Please be

Instead of being an electrician

careful and responsible .

per/hr., the WSI B recalculates
your pre-injury wage which can

All workers are legally obligated

WSIB LONG TERM EARNINGS
RECALCULATION,
STRATEGIES

be substantially less than the

under the Workplace Safety &
Insurance Act to report a
material change. This is
particularly true for workers who

who earns a base rate of $34.00

collective agreement rate (e.g.,
$15.00/hour). There are several
strategies to protect or break

are working for an employer and

Since January, 1998, construction
workers have been singled out for

your employment pattern. One
way is to register "not at

also in receipt of monthly WSI B
benefits (excluding monthly

long terms earnings recalculation.

trade/ill or injured".

A construction claim is paid the
first 12 weeks using the average

assist the union in arguing you

pension awards). While some
injured workers have been

earnings in the four weeks

have broken your employment
pattern forcing the WSI B to

retrained and returned to the
labour market in another line of

preceding the injury. For claims

shorten the 24 month

that are paid longer than twelve

recalculation period. There are

are tempted to receive WSIB

weeks, the WSI B conducts a long
term earnings recalculation at the

several other strategies to shorten
the recalculation period (elder

benefits and work side jobs. If
your side job earnings are being

13th week, and requests the

care, child care, return to school,
and pursuing other career/work
options). You shou Id contact me

work, there may be members who

reported to the Canada Revenue
)ency, please be advised that
vVSI B has an agreement in place
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worker provide T 4 or tax records
to confirm their earnings in the
24 months preceding the work
injury. For steadies and regularly
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when a recalculation takes place.
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from the date of accident.
Howeve~

older workers do not
receive preferential treatment and
all WSIB policies continue to
apply.

about the scum/mould that often
forms on top. If any members
have experienced skin irritations
after using wire lubricants, let me
know. I would like to develop
better medical protocols for

OLDER WORKERS
COVERED BY WSIB

Over the years, I have dealt with
older member injury claims. They

members because this condition
may be more common, and

are interesting to argue, because
it is hard not to sympathize with

members may not relate their

On January I, 2007, a new

a 67 year old guy working in a

ntario law takes effect ending
mandatory retirement at age 65.

physically demanding job. It's

Every employer and union must

representing our L. U. 353

amend their employment policies

veterans.

and collective agreements to
conform to the new law.
Recently, our L. U. 353 retiree's
asked me whether older workers

one of the reasons I enjoy

WIRE-EZZ (SKIN
IRRITATIONS I CONTACT
DERMATITIS)

qualify for WSI B coverage if they

Some time ago a member

are working. Yes, injured workers

presented with a unique hand

aged 65 and over are covered
under the Workplace Safety and

problem. He believed he

Insurance Act, Sec 43 (c) , and
wage loss benefits. Although loss
of earnings (LO E) benefits usually

contacted a fungus infection after
scooping scum off wire-ezz that
had been sitting and gone moldy.

stop when a worker reaches age

The trade name is Yellow 77 Wire
Pulling Lubricant. With this type

65, the Act allows workers who

of exposure there may not be an

are injured at age 63, and older,

immediate onset. The only

C

receive LOE benefits for a
maximum period of two years

PAGE
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information available is the
M S DS sheet, but no information
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skin reactions to the products
they come in contact with.

WSIB CLAIMANTS MUST
BILL WSIB FOR DRUGS

It is becoming more evident
that many members process
their drug costs to TEl BAS
when they should be sent to
the WSIB. The temptation is
understandable. Members want
quick easy access to their
medicine and our Health &
Welfare Plan is that route;
compared to WSIB which has
more hurdles. However, please
consider this the next time you
file your drug expenses.
If you are in receipt of a monthly
Permanent Disability Pension for
an injury or have a Non-

~J~'
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Here is sampling of opinions from
several Orthopedic Surgeons
regarding member shoulder
injuries and the causal
relationship to the physical
demands of their occupation.
These opinions also represent a
cross-section from ICI,

ORTHOPAEDIC
OPINIONS
qEGARDING
SHOULDER
PROBLEMS AND
ELECTRICIANS WORK

Residential, Line, Utility and
Traffic sectors.
Dr. Heather Brien in a medical
report dated April 20, 2006

Dr. Rick Zarnett also provided an
insightful opinion in a report

responded to several questions I
posed :

dated April 26, 2006. Dr. Zarnett
is the Orthopedic Surgeon for the
Toronto Argonaut Football Club

Q. Attached is a physical

This month I want to spend some
time and educate you on a
frequent injury I deal with.
Shoulder injuries are very
common in our industry and the
typical mechanism of injury is not
always trauma, but the physical
demands of overhead work and
pushing and pulling. There is a
very clear relationship between
degenerative changes in the
shoulder joint and repetitive

demands analysis for an
electrician. Do you concur
with Dr. Ufhoff's opinion
that certain repetitive
movements such as
overhead worl< can lead to
degenerative pathology in
the shoulder making some
workers more prone and
susceptible to shoulder
injury (eg., rotator cuff
tears)?

PAGE
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of the CFL and St. Michael's
Majors Junior \\A Hockey Team.
He opined Mr. X. works as a
construction electrician. He has
been working in this job for over
40 years. H is job requires
frequent and repetitive overhead
work, as well as pushing and
pulling heavy cable. In my
opinion, Mr. XIS job demands are
in all probability responsible for
the pathology in both his right
and left shoulders. There is good
evidence in the literature to

overhead work which leads to
( ""endonitis and rotator cuff tears .

and is well documented in
the literature ... (Mr.
Electrician) would be at
increased risk for shoulder
pathology because of his
occupation ... In a general
sense, rotator cuff
deterioration is likely from
acute trauma and/or
repetitive work.

A. I concur with this opinion.
This has been my
experience in my practice
Page 36 of 118

indicate that repetitive or
prolonged use of the arms,
especially above shoulder level,

may predispose one to
tendonitis and to rotator cuff
tears. I agree with Dr. Uthoff's
opinion that repetitive overhead
movements can lead to
degenerative pathology in the
rotator cuff, making some
workers more prone to shoulder
injuries. Mr. X's M RI showed a
large subacromial spur which
would cause narrowing of the
rotator cuff outlet. This would
also predispose him to shoulder
injury, especially with his type
of work .. .In my opinion, Mr. X's
rotator cuff tears in both
shoulders are almost certainly
due to his long history of
repetitive use of the arms above
shoulder level as necessitated in
his vocation as a construction
electrician."
Dr. Thomas Bertoia in a report
dated September 14, 2006 had

this to say nChronic rotator cuff
disease is an occupational
hazard of any worker who is
required to work for prolonged
periods or in a repetitive
manner in the overhead
position. It is my opinion that
Mr. Electrician's complaints are
probably related to the physical
demands of his job as a
construction electrician and that
these physical demands have
contributed in a significant
and/or material way to the
development of his disability."
Dr. Hans 1<. Uhthoff in a Tribunal
Discussion paper on Shoulder
Injury and Disability states
nthere is definitively a strong
relationship (between isolated
or recurrent injuries and partial
or complete rotator cuff tears).
As already stated, certain
repetitive movements required

by work can accelerate the
development of degenerative
changes. This raises the
question of the importance of a
pre-existing condition, which in
certain workman can be work
related."
These passages from medical
reports hopefu Ily clarify for you
veterans the causal relationship
between overhead work and
shoulder injuries. If you are
going to see your doctor about
that nagging shoulder pain, why
not take a copy of this article
with you. In early 2007 you will
also receive a copy of the L. U.
353 Ergonomic Study which
represents another piece of the
puzzle analyzing the work of
electricians and the associated
injuries electricians sustain. •
gary_ws i b@ibew3 5 3.0 rg

Local Union Meeting
The next regular monthly meeting will be held on

(

THU RSDAY JANUARY 11TH, 2007
at 7:00 p.m. at the
O.F.L. Building, 15 Gervais Drive
Don Mills, ON

-IU'.i-

THURSDAY FEBRUARY 8TH, 2007
at 7:00 p.m. at the
O.F.L. Building, 15 Gervais Drive
Don Mills, ON

See you there!
Page 37 of 118
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copy. In August, 2007 every
I.B.E.W. Local in Canada will

LOCAL UNION TAKES THE
LEAD WITH
~ELEASE OF
fLECTRICIAN ERGONOMIC
RESEARCH STUDY

receive a copy at the All
Canada Progress Meeting

frequently encounter.

where I have been invited by

In my nine years representing

International Vice President

L. U. 353 members I have been

Phil Flemming to make a

in a unique position to see the
injury patterns in each sector.

presentation on our research
findings.

There is a continual demand
for this kind of information

We have also distributed copies

from members, doctors,

to every WSI B adjudicator
By now you should have

handling construction claims,

adjudicators and appeal
forums. N ow every member

received the Electrician
Ergonomic Research study.

Nurse Case Managers and the

has this study at their disposal

folks in the W.S.I.B. Specialist
Advisory Services who assign

when discussing injuries with

P lease be sure to read the
introduction on the inside front

their health care professionals

cover for instructions, as we

ergonomists in disputed claims.

and employers. And that's
what makes our project so

invested a considerable amount

I believe our study will be a

unique. This information is

of time and money to print and

handy reference tool and
increase our credibility when

now in your in hands so you

mail the report. Without a
doubt the final product was
well worth all the challenges

investigators, mediators and

advocating on behalf of

the way.

can better understand how
work impacts your health.

members.

If you don't bring the report to

and obstacles we faced a long

(

practices, medical information,
and types of injuries they

It is also anticipated this

your doctor - be sure it's kept

report will stimulate a

in a safe location for ease of
reference. From my

'\/lost importantly, we printed
11,000 copies so each active

discussion within the employer
community and among

perspective, I believe this study

and retired member receives a

foreman regarding best

has set the table for the next

38 · I .
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five to ten years. It all
started with our successfu I
Occupational Health Clinic
(2005) and now followed-up
by our Ergonomic Study.
Combined, these two L. U. 353
initiatives have made our
union a leader in health and
safety, workers compensation
and representing the
membership. Talk to the other

C

trades and members of other
unions and see what their
unions are doing.
Howeve~

this project would
not have been possible without
the political support of our
Business Manager, Joe
Fashion, who has always
supported progressive
initiatives and trusted my
judgement, and our Executive
Board and the members at
our monthly union meetings
who supported my funding
request.

-

(

And to the veterans, I didn't
realize how much I absorbed
listening to my father and
other union activistsJrom an
earlier generation whose

beliefs and vision laid the
foundation for the great union
we have today. It is my belief
this Ergonomic Study has
added to that legacy. It's also
an example of what we can
achieve when we work
together.
Finally, I would like to thank
Brothers Bill Acorn, Tony
Chiappetta, Cam
Commandant, John Chapman,
Bill Finnerty and George
Smith who secured the
cooperation of our
participating contractors.
Together they proved what
contractor/union cooperation
is all about. Special thanks to
Jennifer Yorke my partner in
crime. She learned a lot and
came away with an education
she will never forget. We too
have benefited from her
efforts. And to our friends at
the Occupational Health
Clinics for Ontario Workers,
they are such wonderfu I and
caring professionals dedicated
to helping our members with
ilcCl!patL9nal healthJss_ues. ____
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Finally, I want to thank a
special individual who needs
no introduction. In April,
2006 Brother Sid Rozycki
made a motion, which passed,
to make me a member of L. U.
353. Making me a member of
the I.B.E.W. was an honour,
and this study is my thanks to
all the members.

Someone in Your Corner - A
Motto We strive to Live Up
To

•

gary_wsib@ibew353.org

- - - - --- -
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the intent of these agreements do
not create \\job security" for
injured workers.
For the record, no member is
obligated to sign any kind of

DO NOT SIGN
"TEMPORARY
LAYOFF
!AGREEMENTS"
It has recently come to my
attention that some of our
contractors are asking injured

agreement upon layoff. In fact,
these temporary layoff
agreements will likely be used to
limit an injured workers right to
claim and be paid WSIB benefits
during a layoff, particularly
injured workers who were

injured worker is competitively
disadvantaged should they seek
employment with another
contractor. We're all aware that
our contractors expect a fully
competent journeyman when they
place calls for manpower. That
definition also means a worker
who is fully capable of performing
all the physical demands of the
job.
L. U. 353 does not endorse or

performing modified duties at the

recommend our members sign a

time of layoff.

temporary layoff agreement
because there is no legal

workers to sign "temporary

These temporary layoff
agreements are designed to bring

obligation to do so. Secondly, it is
probably going to be used against

layoff agreements". These

injured members within the scope

you if you are an injured worker

agreements state that the layoff is

of the WSIB Work Disruption
Policy, which allows the WSIB to

with an active WSI B claim.

deny loss of earnings benefits
when an injured worker is laid-off

SCLERODERMA, SILICA DUST

due to a shortage of work.

In 2006, my office handled a

due to a seasonal shortage of
work, and once work is available,
the accident employer will rehire
and offer suitable/modified work
to the injured worker.
New members and immigrant
workers seem the most vulnerable
to this practice as they are
unfamiliar with the union rules
and believe a temporary layoff
19reement is a form of permanent
job guarantees. On the contrary,

The Work Disruption Policy is
fairly complex, and one of the
underlying principles allows
injured workers to be paid LOE
benefits if a work injury prevents
them from performing their preinjury job in an unrestricted

unique occupational disease
claim, a first after ten years
representing our members.
Scleroderma, or systemic
sclerosis, is a chronic connective
tissue disease generally classified
as one of the autoimmune
rheumatic diseases.

manner. Or alternatively, if the
WSIB (Report continued on next page)
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materials. Typical industries are

medical evidence was solid, the

hard rock mining, sandblasting,
steel plants, stone and clay

case turned on the testimony of
many I.C.I. Brothers who were

making, and brick and cement

willing to come forward and

meaning hard, and \\derma"

work. Electrical work is not

meaning skin. Hardening of the

listed as one of the occupational

provide evidence during the
WSIB investigation regarding

skin is one of the most visible

settings or processes, which
made my work a little more
challenging.

(WSIB Continued from page 11)

The word \\scleroderma" comes
from two Greek words: \\sclero"

manifestations of the disease.
Internal organs can also be
affected, causing death.

In March Brother Barnes'
The member in this case is
Brother Stacey Barnes who
initially presented with a classic
carpel tunnel claim, which was
allowed. Howeve~ he also
developed a rare disease called

occupational disease claim,
initially rejected, was allowed by
the WSIB. This outcome would
not have been possible without
assistance of Dr. Sindu Johnson,

Scleroderma, which according to

Chair of the Scleroderma Clinic
at Mount Sinai Hospital and Dr.

medical research, can be
triggered by extensive exposure

Noel Kerin from OHCOW, whose
forensic occupational expertise

to silica dust or quartz based

was invaluable. While the

Stacey's work history. Without
your support we would not have
been successful. Finally, a word
about Brother Barnes who
throughout this ordeal remained
decent and polite. Stacey
embodies the good character
typical of our ICI members. It
was a pleasure representing
Stacey and his family, and on
behalf of his many friends, we
wish him a speedy recovery.

•

gary_wsib@ibew353.org

New WSIB Functional Abilities Form
Please be advised the WSI B has introduced its new Functional Abilities Form (FAF)'
The purpose of this form is to identify an injured workers overall functional abilities
and work restrictions that will assist his/her return to suitable work. The old FAF did
not include a section to indicate whether a worker was FIT for work, assuming all
injured workers could return to some kind of work. Thankfully, the new FAF allows
health care professionals to check-off whether the worker is ready to participate in
modified work.

This should lead to less controversy when workers are offered

modified work by employer's right after an injury.

PAGE 10
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measured hearing loss for every

hearing loss claim to be accepted.

year the worker is over age 60 at

First, the WSIB requires a valid
audiogram that documents the

the time of the audiogram.
Therefore, you might find that
your hearing loss claim may be
denied, even though you have

HEARING LOSS
CLAIMS
The Local Union 353 Health and
Safety Committee recently

deafness consistent with noise
induced hearing loss. This is
particularly true for older
members with border line hearing
loss (22.5 dB).

hearing loss in four speech
frequencies (500, 1,000, 2,000
and 3,000 Hertz). The WSI B
then averages the hearing loss to
determine the average hearing
loss for each ear.
Entitlement to health care
(hearing aids) is available to
workers when the adjusted

loss thresholds in order for a

hearing loss is at least 22.5 dB in

coo rd i nated a very successfu I
Hearing Loss Clinic on Saturday
June 9, 2007 that was well
attended. Special thanks to
James Gribben, Michael Boltman,
Jeff Irons, Howard McFadden,
and everyone involved for their
hard work and dedication.
On that theme, all members need
to be aware that when processing
deafness or hearing loss claims
with the WSIB there are a couple
of issues that frequently arise.
For workers age 60 and ove~ the
WSI B takes into account a

presbycusis factor for aging and
deducts 0.5 dB from the
L to R Annunzio DeAngelis, Jeff Irons, Mike Boltman, Steve Martin,
James Gribben
PAGE 12
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There are also minimum hearing
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each ear. That represents

this correspondence to the

the minimum threshold to

WSIB, with a copy to the

get a claim accepted. If the
hearing loss is 25 dB and

member. And remembe~
Tinnitus, which is that buzzing

35 dB respectively for either

or ringing sound in your ears

ea~

then a permanent

also falls under hearing loss.

impairment or NEL award

Finally, members need to be

will be processed. However,

patient as these claims tend to

it is usually a small or

take a while to be adjudicated.

nominal payment, so the

Some snow birds have left for

N E L award is a secondary
consideration. The primary
goal is to get the cost of

Ted Szwec, undergoes audiometric testing
to measure Noise Induced Hearing Loss
(deafness)

their claims are still being
adjudicated. I realize it can be
frustrating, but please be

hearing aids covered,
including batteries. Good devices

hearing test. I have found there

tend to be expensive, and they

are often discrepancies in the

break!

audiogram results, not
necessarily indicative of the

patient.

REPORTING ACCIDENTS
AND INJURIES

In my experience, it is important

quality of testing, but suggestive

to get the union get the union get

that there may be variability in

A reminder to our new and

involved to perform the necessary

the workers hearing loss. Wax

veteran members. All too

calculations to ensure the

build up in the ears is another

frequently I am confronted with

measurements meet the minimum

culprit that can lead to

controversy regarding proof of

qualifying thresholds. Howeve~

unreliable hearing tests.

accident or injury. Swearing on
a stack of bibles that you injured

there are two other areas that

(

the winter and returned to find

members claims get hung up. I

Finally, there is the issue of work

yourself, but did not seek heath

have noticed an increased

history. This is the most complex

care or report an injury is

tendency for the WSIB to

aspect of the hearing loss

problematic. Particularly when

request an E NT or Ear Nose and

adjudication process. For many

the passage of time from the

Throat assessment, which means

members who obtained jobs

initial injury until you report gets

another hearing test by a

through the hiring hall and

beyond several days of weeks.

specialist. Many times a worker

moved around quite a bit over

There seems to be a problem in

will obtain a hearing test from

the course of their career, the

our industry in which some

Listen Up Canada or some other

union is the only course for this

members fail to exercise due

community based hearing

information. We typically

diligence in reporting injuries

assessment center. H oweve~

generate the work histories once

WSIB may request a second

a claim is registered and forward

Page 43 of 118

(Continued on page 14)
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(Continuedfrom page 13)
employe~

Union 353 Accident Form

and/or stewards. Traumatic

has been designed and will over

stop there as they lumped
injured workers into \\Welfare

injuries are hard to disguise or

the summer be presented to

Bums" category. Over the past

hide. But it is those aches and

internal union stakeholder and
our Business Manager for

three years the McGuinty
Liberals have introduced

consideration. As the person
responsible for member injury

several positive changes

with the

foreman

pains that are a constant
problem. As discussed in
earlier articles, members are
apprehensive in filing injury
claims for fear of layoff.

claims that are processed
through WSIB, I have first
hand experience on the need

beneficial to the injured worker
community. More are slated in
2008 if they are re-elected .

H oweve~ this is not a good
excuse. Every member needs

and problems in this area. This
initiative will make Local

Please keep this in mind when
you vote in October's provincial
election.
•

to be diligent in reporting
injuries, not matter how

Union 353 and our union
representatives more relevant

gary_wsib@ibew353.org

superficial at first. Many times

in how we represent our

that nagging ache or pain does

members.

develop into a more serious or
sinister problem (e.g. disc
herniation, torn knee
cartilage/meniscus or rotator
cuff injury).

WSIB INCREASES
BENEFITS (2.5%)
It has been almost ten years
since injured workers received

To address this problem, it has
become evident that the union
needs to develop a reporting

an increase in their benefits.
In the last Ontario budget the
Liberals introduced a 2.5%

system to document member
injuries. This will not displace

increase effective this spring .
There is another 2.5%

the mandatory reporting

increase slated for both 2008

obligations to employers and

and 2009. The Liberals

the WSIB, howeve~ we need a
reporting mechanisms that
makes the union a relevant

deserve praise for this positive

information player in the

move. While the Harris Tories
targeted their policies against
people on \\Welfare", that

workplace. A draft Local

niggardly t reatment did not
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medical treatment, Bros.
Sachko like many of our
veteran ICI members was
monetarily motivated, hard
working and able to finish the
job, but admittedly, not very
productive for the remaining
two weeks.

CAR PLANT APPEAL
~ULING
In 2003, Brother Robert
Sachko was injured working at
a car plant shutdown. He tore
his biceps tendon and injured
his shoulder (rotator cuff)
pulling material from a fork lift
onto a cable tray which
serviced car plant robots. He
reported the injury and
continued to work with
difficulty.
For some reason the accident
employer placed Bros. Sachko
on 500 mcm for several days
after the initial injury causing
( urther aggravation of his
injuries. Although he sought

PAGE 10
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WSI B initially rejected his
claim on the basis that he was
capable of working as an
electrician after the injury.
They relied heavily on the
opinion of an initial treating
Orthopaedic Surgeon, Dr. L.
Kadish, who opined Bros.
Sachko could return to work.
Howeve~ Dr. Kadish did not
understand the work of ICI
electricians or the physical
demands.
Bros. Sachko tried to settle his
WSI B claim on his own, but
met with little success. In the
summer 2004 he contacted my
office and got the union
involved. An appeal was filed
and we attended an initial
Page 45 of 118

hearing in which Bros. Frank
Aprile and Business
Representative John Chapman
testified as to the nature and
job duties of an ICI electrician,
particularly our members
working in car plants.
The Appeals Officer rejected
our appeal and ruled Bros.
Sachko was capable of working
with his injury noting
electricians have the flexibility
to pick and choose the work
they are assigned when they
show up at car plants or plant
shutdowns (e.g., work in the
strike zone). In a recently
released decision the Tribunal
has overturned the earlier
ruling and granted the union's
objection (see Tribunal
Decision 1367/07):
On the basis of the worker's
testimony and the above
documentary evidence, the
Panel finds that the regular
work of industrial electrician
was beyond the medical

restrictions and functional
capabilities of the worker in
this case. In particular, the
restrictions against outreached
activities, above-shoulder level
activities and twisting,
effectively precluded the
possibility of this worker ever
retu rn i ng to wo rk as an
industrial electrician.
Suitable modified work has
never been offered or available
to this worker. The Panel
accepts the worker's testimony
that modified work routinely
cannot be provided to
industrial electricians working
through the union hiring hall.
While it may be possible to
accommodate injured
electricians who are long-term
employees of the same
company, it is obviously a very
different and difficult problem
to accommodate industrial
electricians who are working

(

on short-term, intense
subcontracts. In this case, the
worker's typical assignment at
the time of the accident was a
seven-day shift, ten hours per
day, at the very high rate of
pay $50.00 per hour. Where
productivity is at such a

1f6 .

premium it is reasonable to
conclude that the possibility of
early and safe return to work
at modified work with no
wage loss is a very dubious
possibility.
The worker is entitled to LO E
benefits as of October 10,
2003 ... to age 65 less any
income received from other
sources.
This is a very good Tribunal
decision that builds on earlier
case law addressing the unique
employment circumstances of
ICI electricians employed
through our hiring hall who
get injured working on shortterm contracts. I n my
experience, the unique nature
of temporary employment
obtained through our hiring
hall has never been adequately
addressed in WSI B policies
(i.e., Early and Safe Return to
Work), The above decision
recognizes the unique
circumstances that our ICI
members face.

TECHNICAL
EDUCATION
The Fall 2007 night school
calendars will be mailed out
mid-August. If you have not
received yours by the end of
August, please contact the
Training Centre at
416-510-3530 ext. 632, or
come into the hall and pick up
a copy at main reception.
We hope you are having a
great summer and we're
looking forward to seeing you
filling up our training courses
in the fall.

•

In solidarity,
Gary Majesky
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delegates. The feedback from

Members who work sporadically

I B E W delegates was tremendous
and many were impressed with

in that 24 months will typically
find their Loss of Earnings benefit

Local 353's initiative and
leadership in the areas of health

reduced. The appeal involved a
member (Charles) who did not

and safety and workers

work regularly during the 24

compensation . Our Ergonomic
Research Study will assist every

month recalculation period and

single construction local in

requested that a period of time be
excluded from the recalculation

I had the honour of attending my

Canada, and has spurred other
IBEW locals to do something

first IBEW All Canada Progress

similar. Again, thank-you for the

The Tribunal decision confirmed
that injured workers should at

meeting held in Victoria, B.C. this
past August. Phil Flemming our

opportunity to represent our great

least receive the statutory

union and share this important
work with other locals.

minimum set out under the
Employment Standards Act for

1st District International Vice
President invited me to address
the delegates and was generous in
allocating 50 minutes for my
Ergonomic Study presentation.
My luck, I was sandwiched
between speeches from the
President of the B.C. Federation
of Labour and the B.C. NDP
leader. Both were sharp and
great political speeches.
My presentation touched on our
project history and key findings,
cinishing with a video presentation
and copies of the study for all
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period on the basis of elder care.

compassionate leave.

RECENT APPEAL
DECISIONS:

In another Tribunal decision, a
member (Bob) whom I have

We recently won a Tribunal

known since elementary school

appeal regarding elder care for an

sustained a knee injury after he

ICI electrician who was injured
working in a car plant. Long

rose from a squat. He felt an
immediate sharp pain upon the

story short, electricians typically

act of rising and reported the
injury. The dispute centered on

have their long term earnings

whether this as an accident under

recalculated by WSIB to
determine how much money a

the law, as the Appeal Officer

worker earned 24 months prior to
the injury. This is called the long

ruled that this was a simple every
day act. The Tribunal ruled that

term earnings recalculation.

"an accident took place while
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the worker was engaged in the
course of the performance of
a work related duty and thus
arose out of his employment."

because "The ARO ... did not

also the issue of Warren's other

apply the different Board
policy with respect to the time
limits to file a claim in
disablement cases."

knee and whether condromalacia

We also won another Tribunal

(

patella (arthritis under knee cap)
was a compensable pathology.
WSI B ruled C P was an
incidental pathology and

appeal. An electrician (Bob)

A member (Warren) originally

unrelated to any injuries.

who worked at a camera/film

injured in 1992 at a building

Howeve~

manufacturer sustained a

automation control company

entitlement to the other knee,

shoulder injury. Bob never said

came to see me in 1998

including C P, and incorporated

he had an accident, but

regarding a Tribunal knee appeal.

some of our L. U. 353 Ergonomic

attributed his shoulder problem

Unfortunately his appeal was

Research into the decision.

to the nature of his work. The

time barred by the time I was

adjudicator ruled that Bob was

hired. I remember writing

In solidarity,

late in filing a claim. Under

Warren telling him he was out of

Gary Majesky

3ection 22 of the Workplace

luck regarding the contra-knee

Safety and Insurance Act, a

injury being related to his altered

worker must file a claim within

gait/limp. In time Warren came

six months from the date of

back into my orbit and I

injury. Howeve~ that only applies

promised Warren that I would

to accidents or immediate

review his claims and consider

cause/effect injuries. For injuries

different arguments. Warren

that arise gradually over time,

would periodically hobble into my

called disablements, the

office, usually caked in cement

statutory clock to file a claim

dust, and reiterate the sad state

starts ticking from when an

of his knees. By 2004, Warren

injury is discussed or deemed to

could no longer walk or work

be work related. In this case,

after five knee operations. We

Bob filed a WSI B claim one year

coordinated a forensic medical

after he stopped working. The

review and obtained a medical

Board did not even bother

report from Dr. McMahon, a

adjudicating the claim because

great but busy surgeon. Our

the claim was deemed untimely.

efforts resu Ited in a successfu I

The Tribunal found in our favour

appeal for one knee and Warren

1nd ruled the Board must

was awarded full benefits from

adjudicate the shoulder claim

age 60 to 65. But there was
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With respect to parking lots, the Board
policy dealing with "in the course of
employment" and parking lots states
that for a claim to be allowable:

•
•
WINTER SLIPS AND FALLS
For the past years Brother John Power
sends me an annual reminder about
.Iips and falls in snow and ice covered
parking lots. His advice is well placed,
but these injuries continue. Here are
some words of advice.

•
•
•

Workers are considered in the course
of employment when they arrive at
work. Even though a worker is not on
the "clock" when they are in a parking
lot, that does not mean they are not in
the course of employment. If the
parking lot is owned or leased by the
employer, then a worker is considered
in the course of employment if they slip
and fall, thus the injuries are
compensable. Many members have
sustained very serious injuries, some
career ending, so do be careful.
In several appeals, employers have
'rgued they do not own, control or
maintain the parking lot, however, this
has to be scrutinized very carefully.

PAGE
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•

The employer must own or lease
the parking lot
If driving, the condition of the
employer's lot must cause the
accident
If walking, the condition of the
lot need not be a contributing
factor
Workers are not entitled to
compensation if injured by their
own vehicle
Workers are not in the cause of
employment in public parking
area not under the employer's
control.
Workers injured in parking
spaces regulated and allocated
by the employer may be entitled
to compensation.

This brings me to an interesting case
involving Brother Bill Craig. In 1999
Bill stepped on an underground
sprinkler and fractured a bone on the
top of his foot and ankle. The injury
ended his career. Looking back all our
communications have been bye-mail,
letters and phone calls. We fi rst met
while Bill attended a L.U. 353 Labour
Studies course. At that time, Bill was
Page 49 of 118

not in good health. I next met Bill at
our 2006 Occupational Health Clinic
and he was confined to a wheel chair.
Looking back, I never saw Bill stand
due to a complex foot fracture.
Bill was being retained and
participating in a WSIB Labour
Market Re-entry program when in
December 2004, the air cast he was
wearing slipped on snow while walking
to the back of his truck to get his
wheel chair. Bill fractured his knee cap
and required surgery to repair his knee.
We argued the secondary injury was
related to the original work injury.
WSIB denied the slip and fall knee
injury on the basis that Bill was not in
an active medical treatment program,
therefore, the knee injury was noncompensable. Bill was unable to wear
the prescribed orthopedic brace due to
blisters that would form on his foot.
Being diabetic, these wounds in time
progressed into non-resolving ulcers
creating further complications.
The union appealed the decision and
argued at the Tribunal that Bill's
parking lot slip was a compensable
injury. The WSIB relied on a policy
reference that stated "If a worker

continues to use crutches after
active treatment is completed e.g.,
because of an amputated leg, and

WSIB Report
by Gary Majesky
WSIB Consultant

RE-EMPLOYMENT IN
CONSTRUCTION SECTOR
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complete the work at the site where
the worker had been working at the
time of the injury. We conclude
from this testimony that work
within the worker's trade was being
performed at a collective agreement
workplace of the employer (that is
the site where the worker had been
employed) by a worker who was
assigned or transferred on or after
the day of injury.

Injured workers have re-employment
"ights under s. 41 of the Workplace
Jafety and Insurance Act, and for
construction, we are further governed
by Ontario Reg. 259/92 - Reemployment in the Construction
Sector.
Even though workers have reemployment rights on paper, it is very
difficult obtaining favourable decisions
at the WSIB. Frequently, the WSIB
takes the position that a worker has
recovered from the injury, therefore,
the re-employment provision does not
apply. Over the last two years L. U.
353 filed three re-employment appeals
at the Tribunal to clarify our rights .
We won two out of three.

lei Re-employment Appeal # 1
- Decision No: 2214/07

( 'The employer's witness testified
.flat after the worker was injured, it
sent two electricians who were
assigned to service trucks to

Thus in our view, clause 7(1) (b) of
Dnt Reg 259/92 applies to the facts
of this case, and the employer was
required to offer to employ the
worker in a position in the worker's
trade at the collective agreement
workplace of the employer, once the
Board notified the employer that
the worker was al1le to perform the
essential duties of the pre-accident
employment. The worker was ready
to return to his regular duties on
August 23,2004. The Board
notified the employer that the
worker was able to perform the
essential duties of his work. The
employer was then obligated under
s. 7(1) to offer to employ the
worker in a position in the worker's
trade at a collective agreement
workplace of the employer.
The fact that the employer assigned
service electricians to complete the
work at the worker's work-site
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satisfies the Panel that the
employer could have provided work
to the worker in a position in this
trade at a collective agreement
workplace. The employer's
obligation under s. 7(1) appears to
be absolute. Whether the worker
was laid-off on June 4,2004
because of an already planned
layoff is not relevant to the
obligation to re-employ created by
s. 7(1). A breach of s.41 of WSIA
occurred when the employer failed
to offer the worker employment in
his trade at a collective agreement
workplace of the employer.

lei Re-employment Appeal # 2
-Decision No: 119/07

In August, 2004, well within the
one-year obligation period, the
worker was laid off from the
collective agreement workplace to
which he had been transferred. The
employer laid the worker off
because of lack of work, according
to evidence of the employer's
witness. I do not find that the
worker asked to be laid off. To do
so would have made no sense, and
the worker denied being offered or
declined a job sharing arrangement,
it is not in dispute that there was a
lack of work ...
(Report continued on next page)
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The employer's witness testified
that soon after the lay-off, work
became available at another
collective agreement...(workers)
who had accepted job sharing were
assigned. The evidence was ... these
jobs were available soon after the
August,2004 layoff, and that coworkers of the worker at his job
site were assigned these new jobs.
I find that based on the testimony
of the employer's witness, that work
within the worker's trade was being
performed at a collective agreement
workplace of the employer by a
worker who was hired, assigned, or
transferred on or after the day of
the injury. I find that s. 7(1)(c} of
the Regulation applies, since there
was worl< available in the worker's
trade at any workplace where work
was available, based upon the
employer witness' testimony.

the worker's trade at a collective
agreement workplace of the
employer after he was laid off in
August,2004. I further conclude
that the employer did not provide a
pattern of work similar to other
workers, a factor to be considered
in determining whether the
employer met its re-employment
obligations under Board Policy
19-04-02.

leI Re-Employment Appeal #3
- Decision No: 2085/07
This appea l invo lved an I CI member
who repeatedly banged his shin on a
riser and one week later the bruise
developed into ce ll ulitis (infection).
Severa l weeks later the infection
progressed and our member was
hospitalized on December 25 & 26,
2004. Up until Christmas, the
member had been work ing 7110's. As
soon as he fi led a WSIB claim the

The fact that the employer did not
offer any further work because,
according to the employer witness,
it had laid the worker off at his
current workplace, is not a defence
to the clearly stated obligation
under s. 7(1} to re-employ the
worker where there was work
available in his trade at another
workplace to which co-worker's
were transferred.

emp loyer objected on the basis there
was no accident, and start ed wr it ing

I conclude that the employer
breached its obligation to re-employ
the worker under s. 7(1} of the
regulation when it failed to offer
the worker an available position in

member. It shou ld be noted that our
members claim for loss of earnings
benefits was allowed. However, in
connection to the re-emp loyment
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I am satisfied that the worker's
unauthorized absence on December
31, 2004 constituted a potential
breach of his employment
obligations which the accident
employer could have relied on to
take disciplinary steps against the
workers. As noted, I do not have to
determine whether the accident
employer's actions constitute just
cause for termination .. .I am
satisfied that the worker's actions
gave the accident employer
sufficient reason to take
disciplinary action and that its
reliance on such action is sufficient
to rebut the presumption that it
terminated the worker because of
the compensable injury.
The incident referenced above relates
to the member showing up at work on
December 31st and advis ing his boss
that he was going to Montreal to
celebrate New Years Eve. He reasoned
that he had a lousy Christmas being in
hospital receiving antibiotics via IV

letters that the worker was an
unreliable worker with questionable

drip and wanted to salvage the
remainder of the hol idays. Had he

sk ills, poi nti ng to a stint where he
worked as a non-u nion electrician to

worked his December 31st shift, the
appeal outcome would li kely have been
different.
•

discredit him. What the employer
failed to realize was our member
worked as a SA LT and showed

In solidarity,

tremendo us comm itment to the union.
Ironical ly, after his stint as a SA LT,
the accident emp loyer name hired the

Gary Majesky

breach, the Tribunal Ru led:
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docked pay for being late or not
showing up for work, the fact is
many employers do not always
discipline even though they have the
legal right to.

DISCIPLINE, MISCONDUCT
AND THE RIGHTS OF
INJURED WORKERS
Oar the past 10 years I have
nand led many claims and appeals
and it is my responsibility to report
on emerging trends. My topic this
month focuses on injured workers
and the increasing tendency for
accident employers to involve our
members in the progressive
discipline process.
For members unfamiliar with my
past before coming to Local Union
353, I was a member of the
Grievance Settlement Board
arbitrating grievances in the
Ontario public sector.
In my experience there are a few
members who on occasion
demonstrate a lackadaisical
( "'Uitude towards issues of
~"Jnctuality, attendance, health and
safety and misconduct. While it
may be true that a member may be
PAGE 10
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As union representatives who deal
daily with the nitty gritty of labour
relations, and the advice received
from our lawyers at I<oskie &
Minsky, we know that the
contractor's lawyer, Scott
Thompson, has long advocated that
our employers be more consistent
in using progressive discipline. In
essence that means verbal
warnings, written warnings,
suspensions and terminating an
employee for some final act of
culpable misconduct.

A case in point is injured
workers. For some reasons, there
are members who believe that
injured workers enjoy special
status under the law and are
immune from discipline because
of their status as disabled
persons. That is completely
false.
What I have seen happening with
more frequency is once members
are injured, employers are
documenting a members
Page 52 of 118

attendance, punctuality and
breaches of health and safety ru les
because they fail to wear Personal
Protective Equipment (e.g., glasses,
hard hats). Often times they focus
on the injured worker, yet ignore
other workers who commit similar
offences.
There is an instance where a
contractor obtained statements
from co-workers alleging an injured
worker made racist comments to
other co-workers. The member was
terminated for cause and lost his
right to collect WSIB benefits.

Let me assure you that if you
mal<e these kind of statements
at work, you can be terminated
for cause, whether or not you are
on crutches. Being injured does
not protect your employment or
provide a shield of immunity.
If you are injured and disciplined or
terminated for cause, very often
employers are seeding your WSIB
claim file with written
documentation. The reason WHY is
simple - THE EMPLOYER
LIABILITY ENDS. If you were

performing modified work and lost
your job due to alleged culpable
misconduct do not expect the
WSIB to pay Loss of Earnings
benefits. The WSIB will in all
likelihood rule the employer had a
suitable job, thus your loss of
earnings is a labour relations
problem unrelated to your injury.
This is problematic in situations
where the member cannot pick-up a
call with another contractor
because they are injured.
We recently had another case in
which an injured worker engaged in
epeated instances of tardiness,
alleged safety violations (no hard
hat & safety glasses), no work
boots while working at the
employer's head office. One
offence involved the member
storming into the Board room while
a meeting was in progress accusing
the employer health and safety rep
of not wearing his safety shoes.

(

The member was terminated for
cause and the union grieved the
termination at the Labour Board.
The WSIB then denied payment of
LO E benefits for the reasons
outlined above as the member lost
his job due to alleged misconduct.
At the labour board the employer's
lawyer initially tabled a Last
Chance Agreement that the union
dould not sign. Brother Robert
White and lawyer Liz Mitchell then

successfu Ily negotiated Minutes of
Settlement to reflect the members
employment ended due to a
shortage of work. I later returned
to the WSIB requesting payment of
LO E benefits because the
termination was changed to a
layoff.
The W SIB was about to pay the
claim when the accident employer
submitted the unsigned Last
Chance Agreement in support of
their position that a modified job
was available, alleging the worker
refused to sign the agreement. I
argued that the grievance
settlement process should not be
viewed as a source of admissions,
because the primary purpose of
grievance settlement discussions
are to facilitate the settlement of
disputes, and arbitrators and the
cou rts have generally treated all
discussions, whether related to
settlements or mediation, as
privileged and confidential. While
the story is more complex the
Appeals Resolution Officer ruled in
our favour:

It is noteworthy the employer
followed through with reissuing
a revised ROE, on February 28,
2007, now indicating the worker
was laid-off due to a work
shortage, and not because of
insubordination or misconduct.
The employer representative's
Page 53 of 118

activities which followed, in
submitting the Last Chance
Agreement in March, 2007, are in
my view, quite disconcerting and
could reasonably be considered a
breach of the actual settlement
that was voluntarily negotiated
by the parties at the OLRB. As
indicated, the Last Chance
Agreement was not endorsed by
union/employer executive
officials or counsel for both the
worker or employer, all of whom
had reviewed the document.
Rather, that document was
generated by the employer
during pre-hearing discussions
and, in my judgement should
constitute privileged information
in the dispute resolution
process, which should not have
made its way to the worker's
claim file. Nonetheless and as
indicated by Mr. Majesky,
"whatever position the parties
were advocating at the start of
the day on February 26,2007,
gave rise to a signed Settlement
Agreement, which we say fairly
represents a clear meeting of the
minds between the workplace
parties."

•

In solidarity,
Gary Majesky
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2. Has worked for the TDS B for a
minimum of 2+ years
3. The employer (TDSB) has over
20 employees.

,f

'

;,\

Construction workers employed at
the TDS B are not covered by the
recently introduced Construction
Re-employment Regulation <Ontario
Reg. 35108). Instead, TDS B
construction workers are captured
under section 41 of the Workplace
Safety and Insurance Act. That
distinction is critically important.

The second group ofTDSB
employees who should consult with
me are injured workers with active
claims. This would include injured
workers who are performing
suitable work, in active therapy or
have surgery planned in the future.
If a laid-off member from the
TDSB returns to the hall they must
appreciate that although they may
have been able to tolerate the
physical demands and pace of work
at the school board, they may not
be as competitively employable
working for one of our contractors.
This can create problems because
the TDSB/WSIB will likely take the
position that our member was
performing regular work at the
TO SB, therefore no benefits shou Id
be paid to the injured worker. If
this takes place we will have to file
individual appeals at the WSI B.

The re-employment provisions may
apply to any injured worker who:

CANADA STANDARDS
ASSOCIATION

LAYOFF'S AT TORONTO
DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD
I have received a number of
inquiries from laid-off members
Jrking at the TDS B regarding
their rights as injured workers.
Some members had lost-time
claims paid by the WSIB, while
others are still performing suitable
work at the time of layoff (May 30,
2008).

C. Received Loss of Earnings
Benefits paid by WSIB
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In February, 2008 I was asked by
Phil Flemming 1st District
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International Vice President
whether I wou Id accept an
appointment to the Canadian
Standards Association representing
the IBEW. The CSA is about to
develop a Standard for Occupation
Injury Risk Assessment &
Management and this appointment
will allow me to bring my unique
experience in the construction
industry to the table as they
develop sector specific strategies in
relation to Risk Estimation, Risk
Reduction Methodologies, and Risk
Control and Monitoring.
Through my participation on the
CSA I hope to bring my ten nO)
years of experience representing
our members to the table. The CSA
committee is comprised of many
corporate, academic and health
sciences professionals. There are
few with my unique background and
I know I can make an important
contribution to ensure our voice
and your concerns are reflected in
the development of a new CSA
standard. It is an honour to be
asked to participate and I will
provide the I BEW with updates
when our work is complete.
•

In solidarity,
Gary Majesky
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pre-injury job. This is a subtle but
big change.

NEWWSIB
RE-EMPLOYMENT
REGULATIONS FOR
CONSTRUCTION
INDUSTRY
On September I, 2008 a new reemployment Regulation (ant Reg
35/08) came into effect along with
several new supporting return to
work policies.
Many of the provisions under the
old regulation (259/92) continue,
but there is a greater emphasis on
"return to work./I

(

Under the old reemployment rules
the concept of reemployment did
not come into effect until the
worker was fit for his pre-injury
duties (i.e., recovered from the
:!1jury). The new regulation applies
LO workers who are still partially
disabled and cannot perform the
PAGE 10
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Another key feature allows
employers in certain cases to
provide work outside the worker's
trade, and for workers to accept
work that is offered. In my
experience, our electrical
contractors have typically offered
work within the scope of the trade,
but often times made suitable work
available in the shop or office, at
the pre-injury rate of pay,
depending on availability.
In my opinion this has never been a
big problem because flexibility and
cooperation are the lubricant of a
successful return to work program.
The new Re-employment Regulation
for Construction codifies many of
the practices that Local 353 and
our Contractors used for several
years.

work in or outside the workers
trade

•

0 is absent from work
0 works less than regular
0

•

•

hours, and/or
requires
accommodated/modified
work that pays less than the
regular rate.

The re-employment obligation
begins when the employer is
notified that a construction
worker is unable to work and
medically able to perform:

0 the essential duties of the
0
0

pre-injury job
suitable construction work,
or
suitable non-construction
work

• The employer must offer to reemploy the injured worker in
the first job that becomes
available and is consistent with
the worker's medical ability to
return to work.

HIGHLIGHTS:
•

A worker is considered unable
to work if he or she:

Requires employers to offer
work in or outside the workers
trade
Requires workers to accept

•

The construction employers re-
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S-S.

employment obligation
continues until the earliest of:

o
o

o

o
•

•

two years from the date of
injury (or date of accident)
one year after employer
receives notice the worker
can perform the essential
duties of the pre-injury
employment
date the worker declines an
offer from the employer to
re-employ the worker
date worker reaches age 65

If more than one construction
job is available, the obligation
to provide the most similar
work applies every time a more
similar job becomes available
throughout the re-employment
obligation.
The penalties for breaches of
the re-employment obligation
continue with some minor
modification.

The introduction of a new Reemployment Regulation will require
further review and I anticipate
shop floor disputes in the
interpretation and application of
these rules. An area we must
vigorously monitor is an employers
obligation to offer suitable work at
lOther workplace, particu larly if
no suitable work is available in the

workers trade and classification at
a collective agreement workplace.
One final comment. The
construction re-emp Ioyment
regulation does not apply to our
members working at the Toronto
District School Board, University
of Toronto or Hydro, as these are
non-construction employers, some
with sizable construction
workforces. These workplaces will
continue to fall under industrial reemployment provisions under sec
41 of the Workplace Safety and
Insurance Act.
As for new developments[ I'm
working on a L U 353 Workers
Compensation web page linked to
the LU 353 site that will contain a
treasure trove of documents and
information that I have created and
use to support my activities. We
should be on-line by December,
2008 and hopefully give our very
successful COPE website a little
competition.

LUDBROOK
CHRISTMAS
TREES:
Brother Don Ludbrook who is
retired, is offering 10% off
Christmas trees to all Brothers
and Sisters at his cut-your-own
farm.
Come and enjoy a hayride,
bonfire and hot apple cider. This
year he has Scotch Pine/ Spruce/
Balsam Fir and Fraser Fir. The
farm is located at 6550 Aurora
Road on the northwest corner of
Aurora Side Road and Durham
Road 30.

Starting November 30th, 2008
From 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Call 905-640-3704 or
e-mail:
Ludbrook2@sympatico.ca

On behalf of my family, may you
and your loved ones have a safe
and happy holiday season.
•
Gary Majesky
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AWARD
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in a new team structure. Gone is the

awarded, called a Non-Economic Loss

title of Adjudicato~ replaced by Case

Award. A frequent problem emerges

Managers. To those that have been

when the worker is rated for that

around, these changes harken back to

disability. This is particularly so with

the 1980's. What's old is new again.

Repetitive Strain Injuries, but it

Howeve~

applies to most injuries. If a worker

the theme of returning

workers back to work as soon as

attends a N E L assessment without

possible remains the mantra.

having used the extremity for a
prolonged period of time, there is a

•

Eligibility Adjudicator

distinct possibility that rating

determines initial entitlement upon

parameters, such a Range of Motion

receiving a claim for benefits.

(ROM), will be within normal limits,

Case Managers concentrate on

WCB/WSIB employee that specialized

and result in a zero NEL award. It is

obstacles to return to work,

in ergonomics. When I started

worth alerting our members that the

determine ongoing benefits to be

working for Local Union 353 it was

paid, and arrange and monitor

Rob's work that inspired me to

American Medical Association Guides
to Rating a Permanent Disability

Labour Market Re-entry services

conduct research to better understand

indicate that to realistically assess

(retraining).

upper and lower extremity RSls in

Nurse Consultants coordinate

of his memory, I will be presenting an

terms of permanent impairment, the

specific medical interventions

award in May, 2009 to the member

injured worker should Have worked for

aimed at resolving health care

6 - 8 hours prior to attending the NE L

who best exemplifies the health and

barriers and decide what services

safety values he instilled in me. If you

assessment. The expectation is that

are allowable.

after using the extremity for this period

Return to Work Specialists

of time, the NE L assessment wou Id

contact me in writing explaining why

facilitate return to work problems

likely demonstrate a change in relevant

you support your nomination. At the

in the workplace.

findings, such a RO M and provide a

In 2008, we saw the passing of Rob
Dickenson who was a life long

what electrical workers do. In honour

wish to nominate a membe~ please

•

•

•

ceremony, I would like to invite Rob's
life partner to present the award. I'm

In the process WSIB has eliminated

sure she would appreciate knowing

the mediators, and drastically reduced

that Rob's legacy went beyond the

the number of field investigators. Only

walls of the WSIB.

the Toronto region has investigators
and there will be operational pressure

WSIB Has Reorganized

on this group.

In the fall of 2008, the WSIB started

Strategy for NEL Assessments

rolling out their New Service Delivery
Model. The restructuring has resu Ited

more accurate reflection of the
resulting symptoms. My
recommendation to members. Ditch
the medication for a week prior, if
possible. Cut the lawn, shovel the
snow, and engage in physical activities
that replicate work, if not working.
Don't go to a NE L assessment rested
for six (6) months and fully medicated.

When members don't recover from a
work injury a permanent impairment is
Page 57 of 118
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his supervisor and foreman for lunch

provide a lunch area on a small

at one of their suggestion. GT paid

project.

They may think you can do one arm

for the lunch and was not reimbursed.

push-up[s like actor Jack Palance.

The lunch period is unpaid pursuant

Mr. Majesky argued that construction

to the collective agreement. The

workers, like other people[ are

worker fell into a manhole outside the

required to have lunch for sustenance

restaurant that existed because of the

purposes. Personal needs include

needs of a Cable TV company. The

lunch for personal sustenance. People

Asbestos Deaths in 2008
Last year was a bad year for asbestos
deaths. I recorded three[ not
including the many pleural plaque and
other respiratory cases[ some at
appeal. These cases are tremendously
complex, as we are dealing with life
long members[ whose work histories
span the 1950[s to present. I wish to
thank our active and retired members
who take my telephone calls out of
the blue and help me piece together a
members work history and personal
life that our tub card and dispatch \
system are unable to provide. Did you
know that actor Steve McQueen who
died in 1980 at age 50, succumbed to
mesothelioma, an asbestos related
cancer? It was assumed he was
exposed to asbestos in the early
1950[s when he worked on naval
ships as a marine.

manhole was not on the job site.

require a lunch break to get their

(WSIB denied the claim[ so too the

energy back. That[ he argued, is

Appeals Resolution Officer, ruling that

different from visiting a bank or the

the worker was not in the course of

income tax preparer for personal

employment, but on personal

purposes during the lunch hour.

business).

Lunch[ he argued[ is "incidental to
employment".

Mr. Majesky submitted that the
worker while on lunch was engaged in

Disposition: The worker[s appeal is

an activity to satisfy a personal need

allowed. The worker was in the

in accordance with 0 P M 15-02-02.

course of employment on October ll[

Mr. Majesky submitted that because

2006 when[ after eating lunch at the

the worker was in a geographical

nearest restaurant and on his way

location selected by the employer and

back to the job site[ he stepped on the

that the employer did not provide a

manhole covet; fell into the manhole

place for the worker to have lunch at

and injured his back."

employment[ pointing out that under

In solidarity[

the collective agreement there is no

Gary Majesky

requirement for the employer to

Tribunal Ruling - Injured Off-Site
During Lunch
In Decision 2296/08[ the Tribunal
Vice-Chair ruled that:
"the evidence in this case is
uncontroverted ... The worker was
emp loyed by the employer and was
working at a job site quite removed
from the employers premises. The
worker went off the job site with GT[
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•

the work site[ he was in the course of

ESA Inspections & Service Delivery
ONTARIO SCORECARD FOR APRIL 1ST - NOVEMBER 30TH, 2008
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

of Licensed Electrical Contractors
of Licensed Master Electricians
of calls answered at ESA Service Centre
of Electrical Instructions
of Electrical Defects Recorded
of Hazard Investigation Requests
of General Inspection Requests
of ACP Contractors
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6,828
7,988
337,686
341,908
151,552
5,859
7,703
2,402

WSIB Report
by Gary Majesky
WSIB Consultant
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should not be swept into the trash
bin even faster!

WSIB RETRAINING
UNDER ATTACK
Many members contacted me after
t.he Toronto Star expose regarding
,Jroblems with the WSI B Labour
Market Re-entry Program. Believe
me, I am fully familiar with the
challenges associated with
retraining injured workers and the
criticisms are not new. In my
experience, there are systemic
problems within the current
system, but my job is to ensure our
members don't end up like the guy
who was featured.

(

The right of injured workers to be
retrained was no gift from heaven,
so we must be careful in rushing to
kill off an important rehab
program. It may not work
perfectly, but there are tremendous
advantages such as receiving full
JOss of earnings benefits while
being retrained. Injured workers

What our members may not realize
is that it was an electrician who
fought and ensured that there were
legislative protections to ensure
injured workers had an opportunity
to be retrained. In fact, it was a
Local 353 member, my father, the
late Wally Majesky, who CoChaired the 1986 Ontario Task
Force on Vocational Rehabilitation.
His report "An Injury to One, Is
An Injury to All" developed the
blueprint for WCB retraining which
was enacted into law by Premier
David Peterson in 1990. My Dad
believed injured workers deserved
retraining when they could no
longer work at their pre-injury job.
Although he never argued WC B
claims like I do, he was delighted
to hear that workers, particu larly
Local Union 353 members,
benefited from a program he
championed.
As with any government program,
the ideals which give birth to
injured worker retraining
sometimes look different when the
administrative processes are put in

place. The old retraining
terminology known as Vocation
Rehabilitation was replaced in
1998 with labour Market Re-entry
(LMR)' I believe the
administrative model of
contracting out this service to
external service providers, (private
fi rms), and secondary service
providers (schools) has created
unique systemic problems that the
WSIB also recognizes. As this
debate continues, we must be
careful to improve the system, and
not advocate its demise.
We should reflect on the many
members who have been retrained
at Community Colleges or
University, in disciplines ranging
from engineering, teaching, social
work, project & construction
management, health sciences, law,
computer science, finance and
economics. Some members have
confided to me that once retrained,
they want to contribute back to the
union, maybe in a leadership
position. Many of these members
would not have been given these
opportunities had Local Union 353
not fought, and appealed rulings
(Report continued on page 10)
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management, children in crisis,

I received a call one day from a

disability, matrimonial discord,

member's wife. Her husband was

denying them the chance to go to

bereavement, mental health, elder

injured and she was chasing

University.

care, health problems,

paperwork for his WSIB claim.

unemployment, debt, and myriad

We chatted, and I discovered they

But we too have experienced

other issues that we face daily as

had an ill child who spent

problems with LM R too numerous

individuals or as families.

increasing periods of time in Sick

to detail. Remember one thing.

Children's hospital with an

While the LM R is not perfect, the

I confront these problems daily

intestinal problem. There were

workers interviewed by the Toronto

and I am not alone. I am not a

repeat surgeries and hospital stays

Star did not belong to unions or

priest, social worker or counsello~

upwards to four months,

have access to representation.

yet, the union is called upon daily

sometimes during the summe~

to minister to members with non

forcing the wife from the

work related issues. Eventually

workforce to be a care provider for

these problems do spill back into

an ill child, and do all those things

the workplace in the form of

that we as parents are called upon

absenteeism, behaviour issues,

to do. What started out as an

inattention to detail, and conflicts

injured worker claim was a portal

with management and coworkers.

to a family in crisis. The member

recommendatiofl to contribute 2

I kibitz with George Smith that he

had a one week injury claim, which

cent per/hour towards a member

is our union Chaplin, but it's true.

was peanuts compared to his

Reps and everyone that works at

family situation at home.

WHYWE NEED A
MEMBER ASSISTANCE
PROGRAM
Last March, 2008 the membership
debated, and rejected, a

assistance program. Listening to
that debate, I was disheartened by
a comment that our members
should not burden the union with
their problems, but use the yellow
pages.
At the upcoming Special Called
Meeting the issue is back on the

the Hall very often playa human
services role and try to plug the

Several years ago a member came

holes when issues come our way.

to see me on a Friday afternoon

Frankly, we are only scratching the

and we chatted. I heard an all too

surface because the need is large

often low grade grumble about

within a membership our size,

being unhealthy and sad, but I

multiplied by the number of

advised the member I would deal

spouses and children.

with the WSIB issues on a priority
basis. Next Monday I arrived at

table. Let me explain WHY I
believe the local needs to support a
member assistance program. We
have many members, including
spouses and children, who have

Let me share with you some

work and was told the member

personal stories WHY we need to

took his life. I spent many days

allocate 2 cents per/hour to a

wondering did I miss a clue or sign

member assistance program.

that should have alerted me to this
impending disaster.

problems. It may be alcohol,
drugs, gambling, anger
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Some time ago there was a news
story of a guy in Minden who had a
dispute with an Insurance
Company. I always keep my eye
open for these types of situations,
like when a guy drives his truck
into the EI office front window.
The term \\going postal" comes to
mind. It seems the guy was so
frustrated he went home one night
and shot his wife and kids. This
tragedy involved a Local Union
353 member.
There was the case of a line worker
~Iectrocuted after contacting a high
,oltage wire. His claim was
approved by WSIB, but industrial
fatal ities automatically trigger a
coroner's inquest. It seems the
member did not wear P PE the day
he was electrocuted, and inspection
of his tent revealed a poem
interpreted to contain some
purported suicidal intention. Our
members cause of death was then
ruled a suicide, not an industrial
accident.

(

At a recent WSIB hearing a
members wife testified that when
she comes home from work she
checks the web-sites her husband
visits, noting they include how to
hang yourself or take your own life.
,-hese comments were also echoed
in the medical reports. She sobbed

endlessly and I remember each and
every e-mail I receive from this kid
who I can always cheer up with my
characteristic view of the world.
What happens when I cannot send
him a reply!
As a union we have evolved over
105 years and made great strides
in the benefits and services we
provide, and moved well beyond the
parochial definition of what a union
does i.e., negotiate collective
agreements and file grievances.
Working in a multi-employer
environment, we need to fill a
service gap and expand our health
and welfare program to include a
membership assistance program for
members and their families. If we
are truly a union of hearts and
minds, then we need to back that
slogan up with a real commitment.

Pension Gift
The following pensioners are
invited to the

THURSDAY
MARCH 12TH, 2009
MEETING
to receive their Pension Gift:

HUMBERTO CANOl
CAMILLO DIMONTE,
JOAO FLORENCIA,
VINCENT GALATI,
TERRY GERMENIS,
PAUL GROSS,
BRIAN HARVEY,
HENRY HENDERON,
LUIGI PRIMIER,
EDWARD SHIERS,
EM ERSON WODZAK

There are many members with
personal and family problems and
telling them \\brother I feel your
pain" is woefully inadequate, and in
some instances, criminally
negligent. Please do the right thing
and support a 2 cent contribution
so we can improve the quality of
life of our members.
•

In solidarity,
Gary Majesky
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Insurance Act. That section of
the law requires workers to file a
workplace injury claim within six
(6) months of the injury or

provided, describing the
specific tasks that an
electrician is required to
perform.

becoming aware of a work
related injury.

CARPAL TUNNEL
SYNDROME

In my experience, the key
question in establishing work
relatedness in cumulative trauma

A quick update on Carpal Tunnel
'ndrome. Last year we

cases, such as CTS, always boils
down to \\medical compatibility./I

processed approximately 25 CTS

Lately, I have noticed more

cases, with three (3) cases now

members being referred to the

under appeal. The key issues in

WSI B Hand Clinic for

dispute relate to either the

assessment and treatment of

pathogenesis (origin of CTS),

their hand and wrist injuries. Dr.

whether pre-existing conditions

Zvi Margaliot is the consulting

such as diabetes contributed to

plastic surgeon who has assessed

the CTS, delayed filing because

several of our members. I

CTS symptoms emerged years

decided to write Dr. Margaliot for

earlier, or deterioration of long

his opinion on the relationship

standing CTS symptoms while in

between the physical demands of

the employ of a new employer. In

an electrician's job and the

the late~ the WSI Band

development of CTS. He replied:

employers have argued our
members failed to file timely
WSIB claims when their CTS
symptoms first emerged,
therefore, the present claims are
(

ltimely pursuant to Sec. 22 of
the Workplace Safety and
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I happy to answer the question
in the general case based on
review of the attached
Physical Demands Description
and Electrician Ergonomic
Study, which you had kindly
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Although there may be other
contributing factors, including
systemic diseases such as
diabetes mellitus, it is my
opinion that highly repetitive,
manual work such as pulling
wire, repetitive or sustained
forceful grip and sustained use
of vibrating and power tools
would be considered a material
contributing factor to the
development of focal
compression neuropathy,
including Carpal Tunnel
Syndrome or cubital tunnel
syndrome.

HONOURABLE
EMPLOYERS
APPRECIATED
Another topic I want to discuss
this month is civility. The Law
Society requires me to remain
civil in all my professional
dealings, even though labour

relations and WSIB claims

of an injured worke~ but that's

I want our members to realize

management involves workplace

precisely what happened. I

that good relationships with

parties who frequently take hard

remember thinking to myself

employers are the lifeblood to

nosed positions adverse to our

here's an employer with a

our success and we are fortunate

members interests. Regardless, I

wonderful sense of fairness, and

to have some first class

try to remain civil in the face of

obviously a good upbringing,

employers. That's not saying we

frustration, particularly when

coming to testify at the Tribunal.

won't disagree at times, but nor

employers, and their

In essence, corroborating the

is the world black and white.

representatives, aggressively

testimony of an injured worker.

protect their financial interests.

That dynamic was not lost on the

It's easy to demonize employers,

Tribunal panel tasked with

but there are some real

hearing our member's appeal,

gentleman and honourable

which we won.

NEWWORKERS
COMPENSATION
WEB-SITE

In 2006, while working on our

Please visit my new workers

In a recent appeal, Mr. Dave

Electrician Ergonomic Study, I

compensation web-site @

Graham testified at a hearing.

needed some help in the ICI

www.ibewlocaI353.org/wsib

In spite of his employer status,

sector. Mr. Gabe Spoletini from

You can also find a link on our

his testimony proved important

Urban Electric was right there

Local Union 353 web-site. My

in reaching a favourable outcome

when the call for help went out.

e-mail is:

for one of our electricians. I left

When asked, Gabe stepped up

gary_wsib@ibew353.org

the appeal hearing that day with

and filled a big hole due to some

great admiration for Mr.

political resistance my research

Graham, who in the past held

efforts had created in the

senior positions with the

industry.

owners out there.

•

In solidarity,
Gary Majesky

electrical contractors
association. Dave demonstrated

In each of these cases I came

what decency is all about and

across decent employers who

why our industry has been

were ethically motivated to do

successfu I.

the right thing. There are many
more owners and senior

In another hearing last yea~ Mr.

management in our industry who

Shawn Cohen was asked to

have been equally supportive

testify. Seldom do you get an

over the years, and I apologize

owner coming to testify on behalf

for not naming you all. H oweve~
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ASBESTOS CLAIMS
My jurisdiction includes assisting
members across all sectors, but
::rlso 1,700 retirees with their
-.:cupational illnesses, including
deafness and asbestos related
claims. So far this year we have
successfu Ily reso Ived 5 Asbestos
related death claims with several
pending. When an asbestos death
claim is allowed the WSI B pays
funeral costs ($151<),100% NEL
award (approx. $3510, and full
survivor benefits (approx. $2500 $3000 per/month) until the spouse
passes.
In June we are at the Tribunal on
an asbestos related death claim in
which a members autopsy results
did not reveal any asbestos fibers
in the biopsy samples, yet the
member was positively diagnosed
( .th pleural plaques, a clinical
marker of asbestos exposure. At

2:'2/10 I
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the time of his death the member
had a 50% permanent impairment
award for asbestos related
pulmonary impairment. Relying on
the autopsy findings the WSIB
revoked the entitlement, in spite of
the American Thoracic Society
position which recognizes that
asbestos related lung disease may
exist in the absence of asbestos
fibers in the lungs. The union
contends his respiratory failure
contributed to his death.

by WSIB. This now retired ICI
electrician presented with a long
standing history of asthma, which
we argued morphologized into
classic Occupational Asthma.
Typical asthma is characterized by
pulmonary recovery, whereas in
COLD cases, there is little recovery
as the worker remains acutely
symptomatic and sensitized once
the flare-up settles.

In another Tribunal appeal we are
challenging a WS I B decision that
members reduced lung function
was not due to asbestos related
plural plaques, but nonoccupational pneumonia. Local
Union 353 has argued the asbestos
related pathology did in fact playa
significant or material role in
diminished lung function, especially
the member's susceptibility to
other lung disease, including
pneumonia.

Low-Rise - We won a Tribunal

We also have an appeal at the
Tribunal for Occupational Asthma
or Chronic Obstructive Lung
Disease (COLD) which was denied
Page 64 of 118

Recent Appeal Decision:

appeal involving a member who
injured his knee installing pot lights
in soffits under a 2nd story gable.
The claim was not registered right
away, and controversy emerged
because the employer said the
worker never reported the injury,
and then provided three co-worker
statements repudiating any
knowledge of a knee injury.

The worker states he did advise
the employer and
notwithstanding some
controversy regarding the date
of accident, both the family
doctor and physiotherapist

confirmed the mechanism of
injury in various reports.
This case is important because I
frequently deal with written
statements from co-workers
who deny of any knowledge or
awareness of an injury. Often
times statements are solicited
by an employer. Please act
responsibly, and if in doubt,
contact me.
ICI Electrician - We won an
appeal involving a member with
.ong standing Degenerative Disc
Disease (DDD) in the cervical
spine. The case was marred by
controversy because the worker's
condition had been symptomatic
for a number of years prior to
stopping work in the fall 2007.

(

We gathered additional medical
reports, and developed an
occupational time-line to confirm
the member's functional abilities to
perform his pre-injury duties. By
the summer and into the fall of
2007, the member could no longer
perform his pre-injury duties which
habitually required overhead work
and pushing and pulling of cable.
The member was awarded benefits,
permanent impairment award and
Labour Market Re-entry services.

Lineman - We won a precedent
setting Tribunal decision chaired
by Vice-Chair JP Moore. The
claim involved a lineman
working next to a bucket truck
when he was struck in the head
as the bucket descended. The
member sustained serious
compression, cervical and nonconcussive closed head injury.
The member participated in
modified duties; however, he was
clearly an inappropriate
candidate for office work.
The worker cooperated in health
recovery programs, but during this
time his father was ill with
Alzheimer's, his mother was
diagnosed with lung cancer and his
marriage soured. The member who
had his own health problems was
unable to deal with all these events
and snapped. He went up north
where no one could reach him.
Upon his return he was advised by
his employer that he was AWOL
and fired.
The company told the Business Rep
they would rehire him if he went to
DeNovo. Upon completion of the
Rehab problem the employer
reneged on their offer to rehire,
subsequently, the worker was
denied further LOE benefits from
the WSIB because he lost his job

due to alleged violation of
company rules Cmidsconduct).

The issue of company rules is a
fast growing problem for injured
workers. As someone who has
arbitrated hundreds of cases in
the past I recognize the
jeopardy when employers load
up the progressive discipline,
particularly when it involves an
injured worker.
This Tribunal decision is important
because it provides an analysis of
the ci rcumstances that give rise to
legitimate reasons why the Early
and Safe Return to Work process
may be interrupted by personal
reasons, including illness. In this
case, the worker's alcohol abuse
was characterized as an illness by
the union, and a disability
protected under the Human Rights
Code.
The Tribunal ruling confirms that
the WSIB is not in the business of
adjudicating \\just cause" and that
employers cannot use \\just cause"
to thwart the payment of benefits
allowed for under the legislation,
otherwise employers would in
effect be adjudicating their own
WSIB claims.
(Report continued on page 12)
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That is not to su ggest that workers
can act with impunity be stealing
or vio latin g th e fund amenta l rules
of the employment relat ionship.
However t he decision recognizes
that people experien ce problems in
life, and th at genuine personal
probl ems should not act as a bar
to further WSIB benefits once t he
personal problems resolve,
including alcohol treatment.

TDSB Sl<illed Trades Council
Notwithstanding a long simmering
dispute between the Trustees of

Loca l Union and t he T DSB
Maintenance and Constructi on
Skill ed Trades Council ("M CSTC")
regardi ng t he requirement for Blist empl oyees t o pay into all union
fu nds, I have continued t o ass ist
our members working at the TDS B
with their WSIB cl aims. These
claims are often controversia l and
ou r members need re presentation
when deal ing with a sophisti cated
employer (li ke The Toronto District
School Board) when disputes
ari se. Recently some members at
the TDS B approached me with a
copy of a legal opinion they were
provided which in essence con firms

the MCSTC does not have a legal
obligation to represent members
with WSIB cl ai ms. Regardless of
t he legal merits of that op ini on, I
believe representing members with
work injury cl aims is th e role of
the union. Please keep that in
mind the next time someone
questions the importance of being
a Local Union 35 3 member.
•

In solidarity,
Gary Majesky

(

Brother Jeff Irons,
2009 Recipient of
Rob Dickinson Award
Local Union 353 honoured the
memory of Rob Dicl<inson a
WSIB Ergonomist who passed
away in 2008. Brother Jeff Irons

/

was nominated to receive t hi s
award fo r his outstanding
contribution to health & safety
issues, both in the union and
wo rkp lace .

(

Left to Right: David Dickinson, Pat Dickinson, Jeff Irons,
.
Dawn Dickinson (Rob 's wife), Anita Beardwood, Tom Beardwood, Joe Fashion.
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SHOCK DOCTRINE THE RISE OF
DISASTER CAPITALISM
~ad

Naomi 1<lein/s book some time

ago and her thesis was not a
revelation. She argues that disasters
create the political circumstances for
governments to achieve goals they
could not implement in more normal
times. For instance 9/11 gave the
Bush administration the opportunity
to suspend certain constitutional
freedoms in the war on terro~ up to
and including contracting out
government services to the private

& Insurance
Economic Justice for Injured Workers
The idea here is that in times of crisis
irs easier for governments to pass

changes to the system. During the last
recession of the early 1990 /s the

laws and spend money that they
couldn/t normally. We can argue the

employer lobby undertook similar

economic recession engulfing the
world today is another example which
has forced the American/s to bailout

tactics and were successful in
implementing Bill 99 - The

Workplace Safety and Insurance

Act.

Wall Street l General Motors and
Chrysler.

The Harris government justified Bill

If government can rescue big business

99 as being necessary in order to
retire the Boards unfunded liability

in times of economic crisis, why not

and introduce long term financial

help working people? This brings me
to the WSIB. Naomi 1<lein/s

stability to ~he system. For a period
of time it worked and the unfunded
liability came down to as low as $7

argument is disaster creates
opportunity for those who want to
achieve radical change. And there is
no mistaking the economic storm
clouds over The Province of Ontario.
Already employers and their lobby
groups are pressing Premier Dalton

billion from a high of $13 billion in

1998. It is important to remember
that the reductions came at the
expense of injured workers in
reduced benefits and services.
Howeve~

what the employer lobby
fails to mention - and the present
government refuses to acknowledge -

defence functions.

McGuinty and Steve MahoneYI Chair
of the WSIB 1 for a massive overhaul
of the WSIB system·. Recent WSIB
controversies over the past eight (8)

Hurricane Katrina is another example

months including the Experience
Rating System (employer rebates) and

is at the same time benefits were
being reduced l the Board was also
being pressured to lower premium

the Labour Market Re-entry program

rates. Since 1996 / the base average

have forced the WSIB to re-examine
their services and benefits.

premium rate has decreased from
roughly $3.00 to the represent $2.26
per $100 of payroll.

The employer community has already

The Boards current financial problems
are largely the result of the employers

secto~

including security and national

where disaster capitalism created an
opportunity for large institutional and
private sector players to benefit from
government contracts. The war in Iraq

L

he~

particularly the
reconstruction and security contracts

that benefitted fi rms such as
Haliburton.
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begun to use the current economic
crisis as a stepping stone for dramatic
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lobbying for lower premiums and their

inability to re-employ permanently
impai red workers. Essentially, due to
the decreasing premium base the
Board cannot sustain its benefit
commitments.
Ontario employers have employed
similar tactics to those used by the
anti-tax crusaders assau It on
government. The anti-tax rhetoric is
part of an anti-government world view
long advocated by neo conservatives,
in which they portray government as
some kind of enemy of the state. It's

more than ironic that during these
times of economic crisis that
government is now seen as the saviour
financial institutions, markets,

(ICI Downtown Report Continued from
page /0)

lobby, plus a Four Seasons bar
and a second floor restaurant. An
eight storey extension at the north
end will house the hotel ballroom
and conference facilities. Service
and amenities will include a
28,000 square foot spa, fitness
centre and pool facilities.
The crew of our members working
for Plan are just completing the
five levels of underground parking
and the three (3) cranes on site
will become more visible in the
area, as they rise above the

ground floor. Plan anticipates
employing approximately 35
members and peaking at 75 at the
height of manpower requirements
over the years of this project.
Yours in Brotherhood, Robert
White and Stephen Belanger

If you would like your downtown
site highlighted in the Newsletter
or have any questions or concerns
please call Brother Robert White
@ 416-985-7215 or, Stephen
Belanger @ 416-453-9038
•

(

ailing auto industry, and our way of
life. Why is it that the social safety
nets that protect working people are
not strengthened?

The following pensioners are invited to the

As for the WSIB, the shock doctrine
will not create the impetus to improve
the system for working people, but
likely result in regressive changes. We
see the same thing happening with

il

At a time when improvements should
be made to the social safety net. the
Minister in charge of

Pension Gift

El.

Diane

Finlex, says now is not the time to
overhaul the EI system.

THURSDAY AUGUST 13TH, 2009 MEETING
to receive their Pension Gift:

MARCEL PARENT, ERIC KETCHIN, GREGORY TRACEY,
DONALD NADOLNY, MICHAEL BOCCONGELLE,
ROY S. ALLISON, JAN R. NOJD, EUGENIUSZ GENEWSKI,
BRIAN MURISON

If not now,

Local Union Meeting

when?
The worker community - and Local

The next regular monthly meeting will be held on

Union 353 is a major player - needs
( '''\ counter the employer rhetoric and
.~C better organized and strategic than

in the days leading up to Bill 99 in
1990.

•

THURSDAY AUGUST 13TH, 2009 AT 7:00 P.M .(
At the O.F.L. Building, 15 Gervais Drive, Don Mills, ON
See you there!
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ONTARIO
GOVERNMENT
REVIEW OF
.tVORKPLACE
SAFETY SYSTEMS
Premier McGuinty created an
expert panel, chai red by Tony Dean,
to conduct a comprehensive review
Ontario's occupational health &
safety prevention and enforcement
systems in response to the horrific
2009 Christmas Eve tragedy in
which
4
Eastern
European
restoration workers plunged to their
death.
_
This is the fi rst opportunity in over
20 years to address much needed
reforms to the Occupational Health
& Safety Act and the Workplace
l.fety & Insurance Board.
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& Insurance
Economic Justice for Injured Workers
In May the IBEW CCO invited me
to assist in formulating a submission
to the expert panel, which I
presented on June 28th.
The
following are the highlights,
condensed from the I B EW CCO
position into three broad areas:
Training, Electrical Injury and
Legislation. Our full submission was
20 pages:

lc) Adopt and support proven
interventions such as the 'Just
Don't Ask Form' which
empowers
workers
and
electricians to say no when
asked to undertake dangerous
work by those who know better,
and by those who are ignorant
of the risks.

Electrical Injury:
2a) Establish a population based

Training:

la) Develop safety interventions,
education,
training,
and
communications programs for
the management ranks in client
companies reminding them of
the dangers of asking others to
take risks, while reinforcing
respect for skilled electricians.

Ib) Create a more rigorous and
mandatory Health & Safety
training program for new
electrical workers and adopt
compulsory certification and
electrical safety training for all
trades. Consider utilizing an
identity card for all workers
attesting to safety training with
stickers affixed proving annual
updates.
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database of all occupational
and
residential
electrical
contacts to foster a workplace
environment where it is the
'right thing to do' by reporting
all electrical contacts.

2b) Develop a complete list of the
leading indicators of electrical
injury
by
developing
a
workplace
culture
where
contractors report all incidents
o.f electrical shock, with no
penalty
whatsoever
for
reporting same.

2c) Develop a program to raise
awareness of the multiple
negative impacts on worker
safety through repetitive injury

and strain regardless of a
workers' level of fitness,
because the endemic physical
demand habitually recru ited
by electricians poses positional
risk of injury.

2d) Many \Smart Grid' devices
operate on very high voltages.
and high amperage (such as
DC powered solar panels). and
in order to reduce electrical
InJury,
create
legislation
stating only C of Q electricians
should be allowed to connect
and repair such devices.

reporting of all worker injuries
providing real empowerment
for workers to say no to risky
work place requests, while
providing justice for vulnerable
workers such as non-English
speaking, and
immigrant
workers.

3d) Overhaul

the
WSI B
Experience
Rating
(ER)
system to eliminate the current
incentives for underreporting
incidents, to one that creates
real transformational change
in the area of Workplace
Health & Safety.

Legislation:

3a) Retain the current ratio of 3

3e) Insist that the CEO, CFO or

journeymen to 1 apprentice in
the electrical trade to insure
complete and lifelong safety
learning of all electrical
hazards
by
our
most
vulnerable workers: our youth.

another senior Director sign
off on the Annual Declaration
of Compliance, and on Recency
of Updates and Further
Training
by
H&S
rep resentat ives.

3b) Adopt legislation whereby \The

3f) Outlaw the practice of any

Enabler' any person who hires
or pays for an underground
worker, is held fully liable for
all WSIB premiums, health
care costs, and property
damage costs shou Id an
accident occur.

trades other than C of Q
electricians working on, or
near energized equipment or
machinery on pain of a severe
financial penalty for the
worker and the employe~ as
well as a negative ER rating.

Associations responsible for
all aspects of worker safety,
education,
training and
research here in Ontario.
Throughout our deliberations
drew upon an important lesson my
dad passed on. Wally would say
when dealing with technocrat's

get rid of the bureaucratic crap
and tell me how this helps
working people.@ His words still
ring true. Special thanks to Glen
Drewes Business Manager LU 402,
and Jack Dowding, John Pender,
and Alex Lolua of the IBEW CC
for their support. Closer to home,
I'd like to acknowledge brother
James Gribben a LU 353 health &
safety activist for his input, and
finally, Joe Fashion, who always
gives me the support and tools I
need, while covering my back
politically.
•

Gary Majesky
WSIB Consultant

(

3c) Revamp

the
Internal
Responsibility System CI RS)
system
with
mandatory

3g) Create one overarching Health
and Safety Agency that houses
all
the
current
Safety
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Economic Justice for Injured Workers

prescribed and recommended
The Beast, manufactured by
Brooks, which has good lateral
support.

The past summer has been
unusually busy in spite of a slump
'~ the economy. During a recession
.dere is a lot of WSIB claims
activity because we sti II process
our regular influx of injury and
disease claims, then there are all
the prior injury claims in which
members were performing modified
duties and recently laid-off. These
old claims have to be reactivated
with all the attendant inquiries.

For some reason I also
scheduled a number of appeals
this summer, and there were
some interesting cases. We won
an appeal involving a member's
choice of orthotics. The worker
was prescribed expensive
custom orthotics, and WSIB
-:IIllowed one summer pair
(. -Jandals) and one walking shoe.
The worker's doctors all

PAGE 12 1 SEPTEMBER 2009

The worker's Pedorthist, who is
trained in the assessment, design,
manufacture and modifications of
footwear for the purposes of
alleviating painful or debilitating
conditions and providing assistance
for lower limb abnormalities, also
recommended The Beast.
Strangely the WSIB was telling the
worker to purchase the expensive
custom shoes or nothing,
particularly off-the-shelf shoes.
There seemed to be an ingrained
bias that off-the-shelf shoes fail to
meet the exacting scientific
standard of being a genuine
orthotic. From my perspective, it
was a purely an economic question.
Why spend $1,200.00, when you
can have a comparable quality
product for $200.00? The Tribunal
Vice-Chair hearing the appeal also
agreed.
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On the research front, Local
Union 353 has partnered with
the University of Waterloo and
the Centre for Research
Expertise for the Prevention of
Musculoskeletal Disorders
(CRE-MSD) to investigate coworker social support of injured
workers during Return To Work.
I was initially approached by Dr.
Dee Kramer and Dr. Sophie
Soklaridis to participate, but the
subject initially didn't catch my
attention. Recently they recontacted me, I told them I don't
have time for research that collects
dust on some shelf and it must be
beneficial to our members, and not
fluff up some academics resume.
They asked me to review their
proposal and make friendly
amendments. In 30 minutes I
wrote four pages with 35 areas of
inquiry, to which the researchers
exclaimed, they now have a lifetime
project and didn't realize all the
complexities. I could also see that
the researchers needed my
experience to guide them in this
undertaking.

Although the project will require a
time commitment, I appreciated
their patient approach; both Dee
and Sophie won me over, as did my
good friend Carmine Tiano from
the Provincial Building Trades.
They were kind enough to include
my concerns into their proposal,
and relied on my 2002 research
proposal when Local Union 353
partnered with Dr. Hy Day.
I was adamant that there needs to
be a strong education component
to our research activities because I
"ant the entire membership to be

involved. Initially we will interview
25 members, and then extrapolate
our findings based on the data
collected. Then we will generate a
survey to be distributed to our
entire membership for their input.
I really want our research efforts
to touch as many members as
possible so that we promote
awareness into our own behaviours
on the jobsite towards other
members.

As the project goes forward I
will post a notice and selectively
contact members to request

their participation in this
important undertaking. I do
believe there are some important
benefits to be derived into
examining the social dimensions
of return to work from the
perspective of the co-worker.

•

Gary Majesky
gary_wsib@ibew353.org
Direct Line: 416-510-5251
Visit my website
www.ibewlocaI353.org/wsib

EDUCATION AND TRAINING FALL/WINTER 2009 COURSES
By now you should have
received your Fall/Winter 2009
course catalogue in the mail.
Please take a few moments to
review the courses that are
being offered, as the list of
courses is ever changing with
new courses being added and
older ones being updated.
Whether you are looking to
enhance your skills at conduit
cabrication or want to learn
something completely new like

instrumentation, we are sure
that there is something for
everyone.
To register for a course just
follow the instructions on the
registration form found in the
centre of the catalogue. Once
the registration form is filled
out you can mail it to the
education department using the
postage paid envelope that is
included with the catalogue, or
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drop by the education
department at 1377 Lawrence
Avenue East to register in
person.
We look forward to seeing you
during the Fall/Winter 2009
intake.
Your Education and Training
Department
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ELECTRICIAN BATTLES
'J1l RECOVER FROM
brlCK INJURY BUT
MENTAL HEALTH
ISSUES & MEDICATION
TAKE THEIR TOLL
In 2000, I was introduced to a
low-rise apprentice who was
experiencing difficulties with his
WSIB claim. From the outset
there were problems whether he
was registered with the Ministry,
although he was in our J .A.C.
system. Further problems
regarding his return to work, and
who was coordinating his medical
management (employer vs. family
physician).
( ) young man, whom I consider a
decent and honest kid, had just
started his life journey. He married
PAGE 10
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Economic Justice for Injured Workers

his high school sweetheart, a very
beautiful women, and was looking
forward to a life in the trade.
Instead, he fell from a scaffold one
day while installing a holiday
fixture landing on his back striking
the edge of a concrete step at the
entrance leading into the house.
The back injury robbed him of his
physical health, and over time, his
mental health.
Over a period of five years, the
WSIB to their credit, attempted to
retrain him, but he failed after
enrolling in a college engineering
program. They next tried a
financial property management
program, which he also failed.
Along the way, the member's
mental health started to
deteriorate and he was taking
copious amounts of pain and
psychotropic medication.
In an odd intervention, I received a
call from a N H L hockey player
inquiring whether I could assist his
cousin who was injured at work.
He was referred to me by Paul
Higgins, a former Toronto Maple
Page 73 of 118
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Leaf, and member of Ironworkers
Local 721. I had previously
represented Paul at the WSIB
years ago and my name came up at
some N HL function. When I got
the call, I was somewhat surprised,
because I was already representing
this electrical apprentice, but asked
to keep a watchful eye as family
members were rightly concerned.
In 2007, things really went from
bad to worse, as this apprentice
was clearly in the throes of a major
psychiatric disorder, where suicide
was an active part of his
maladaptive behaviour. Dealing
with mental health issues are
always problematic as these
disabilities are invisible and
societal prejudice tends to look
upon them as illnesses of
convenience. I am less sceptical,
given my own personal and
professional experience.
In 2007, the WSIB ruled the
member was capable of returning
to work in some menial capacity
notwithstanding his physical,
mental and medication issues. The

13.

idea being the Board could not
deny this young man the
opportunity to be a productive
member of society. However, the
reality was somewhat different.
At a WSIB hearing in 2008, his
wife tearfully testified regarding
her husband's physical and mental
status, which included massive
amounts of anti-psychotic and
pain medication. Everyday she
would call him, and found him to
be in a la-Ia land. Upon arriving
home from work, she would check
the computer to see what he was
up to. She frequently discovered
that her husband would research
ways to commit suicide. In fact,
he had by this time attempted
suicide several times.
On August 26th, 2009, I was
scheduled to argue this members
Tribunal appeal.

(

Upon entering the hearing room, I
recognized the Vice-Chai~ a very
decent person, and someone who
has proven to be fair, reads and
listens to the evidence. He too
recognized the gravity of what we
were facing, and when the member
placed his satchel of medication on
the table, the Vice-Chair
...:ommented "There's a story in

that bag. There always is."

J't,

The Tribunal ruling confirmed:
I accept Mr. Majesky's
submission regarding the
worker's possible motivation for
secondary gain. It would seem
that someone, who looked
forward to working in the
electrical field, and would still
like to, would prefer to sit idly
at home by himself and see the
deterioration in his psyche to
the point where he regularly ·
considers, and has attempted,
suicide is a poor reason for
wanting to obtain WSIB
benefits.
I accept all of the evidence that
the worker's acute pain, severe
depression and anxiety,
irritability, anger, cognitive
difficulties, complete lack of
dependability, dependence on
heavy psychotropic medication,
drowsiness (no doubt due to
poor sleep and dependence on
medication), fatigue and poor
stamina, slurred speech, poor
memory, poor attention and
concentration, poor frustration
tolerance and anxiety
management would prevent him
from working (at) any minimum
wage job. By his and his wife's
testimony, it does not take very
much to set off his anger.
Page 74 of 118

I do not take lightly that this
young man, now age 34, has for
all intents and purposes become
competitively unemployable. I
did find the worker to be a
congenial person at the hearing.
He answered Mr. Majesky's and
my question with all honesty
and sincerity. However, I
immediately observed that he
has a poor memory which,
apparently, he did not have prior
to the accident. He could not
remember various significant
incidents or events in his
Labour Market Re-entry
program that Mr. Majesky
questioned him about. I
conclude the worker is
competitively unemployable.

•

Gary Majesky
gary_wsib@ibew353.org
Direct Line: 416-510-5251
Visit my website
www.ibewlocaI353.org/wsib
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Documentation
Trumps Conversation
This month I want to revisit an
.' nportant issue - Documentation
trumps conversation! Simple
words, but an important concept
that every member must learn to
live by. Bros. Jeff Bond who
recently attended an 0 FL health
and safety course has been quick
to test my mettle with his new
found knowledge. His rallying cry
to members is "documentation

trumps conversation."
For the past 12 years I have in
monthly articles emphasized the
importance of reporting injuries
. and even created a LU 353
AccidentlIncident Report to
ensure your injuries are
rlocumented in the workplace. Hey
( is, where are those reports?

PAGE
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When dealing with the WSIB, in
fact all employment related matters
in the workplace, it is important to
document your injuries, complaints
and issues. Too often I receive
claims where a member got injured,
the injury deteriorates, and the
employer lays ofUhe injured worker
before he sought medical or filed a
WSIB claim. The member then files
a WSIB claim and notifies the
employer day(s) after the layoff
while trying to line up their
witnesses who can corroborate the
injury.

A standard employer response, so
don't be surprised, is to line up
coworkers who 95% of the time
will deny any knowledge of an
accident/incident, particularly if
the alleged injured worker
continued working regular duties,
while also confirming the injured
worker did not display any visible
. limp, awkward movements,
complaints of pain, etc .
Let's be clear here. Certain injuries
can't be hidden when there is
something obvious that requires
immediate medical aid. And to the
credit of our veterans and savvy
members out there who know how
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to cover their ass, you guys never
shy away from doing the right thing
which is to report, document and
take care of business. But there are
a lot of guys who gamble with their
rights, are lazy, and in many cases
ignorant. You know the old saying;
ignorance of law is no defense.

I tell members all the time the
importance in confiding to
co-workers the specific details of
what happened, seek medical
attention, and tell your health care
provider how you injured yourself.
You don't want to get into a proof
of accident dispute and the best
corroboration you can muster is a
co-worker with a fuzzy or vague
recollection of an injury. That's
WHY documentation is important.
A mere scrap of paper that is
dated and signed can make the
difference.
On the other side the ledger your
employer will aggressively argue
that you didn't report an injury to
your foreman or head office, as per
the company orientation and policy.

The common excuse I hear to
justify delayed reporting of
injuries or incidents is I was a

new hire and didn't want to
start off on a bad foot with my
new employer. Another one
which is industry lore; if you file
a WSIB claim then as soon as

Inaugural Electrical Industry
Hall of Fame Presentation
October 21,2009

you're recovered you're on the
On October 21st over 800 guests

next round of layoff's, which
during a slow economy takes on

came together from labour

an added dimension.

unions, electrical contractors,
industry, all levels of government,

Experience has a way of
reinforcing member behaviours,
and when 95% of our membership
believes there are adverse
consequence to reporting injures,
notwithstanding the legal
obligation to do so, our members
perception is a reality. In fact at
one employe~ the company nurse is
referred to as the "layoff nurse./I

and most importantly, friends of

As we go forward we need more
due diligence in the shops, job
sites, among stewards, and you the
members. Don't skirt your
reporting obligations regarding
minor incidents or injuries because
they have a way of getting worse
over time. And my retort to Jeff
Bond, I described the attitudinal
challenge as "Exploitation by
Invitation." The yin, to his yang.
Direct Line (416) 510-5251
Email gary_wsib@ibew353.org
Visit my website
www.ibewlocaI353.org/wsib

Gary Majesky

to the challenge as Master of
Ceremonies, keeping the program
moving all night until the final thank
you and speeches were concl uded.
Highlights of the evening

Joe Fashion, and Albert Passero
from Speedy Electric, to honour

included Joe Fashion's lifetime

their lifetime achievements, and

achievement award presented by

their induction into the Electrical
Industry Hall of Fame.

the Ontario Federation of Labour
in recognition of his passionate
commitment to the labour

That night Joe Fashion was
surrounded by his family, close

movement, and the political
causes and issues important to

friends and associates. It was an

working people.

opportunity for those who
worked with Joe to say thanks

City of Toronto Counselors'

for his many contributions to
betterment of our membership,

Joe Mehvic, Janet Davis and
Maria Augimari, on behalf of

the IBEW and our industry. At

Mayor David Miller, presented

Joe's table were his wife Grace,
his son Todd and his grandson

Joe Fashion with an award
recognizing his many

Shawn, Barry Stevens and his

contributions to building a better

wife Linda and Joe's right hand

Toronto by ensuring electrical

man Don Leitch and his wife
Sharon.

workers 'Can afford to live with
dignity, while training members
to compete in a green economy.

Virtuoso performers who throughout
the evening imbued the Gala with an
air of elegance not easily forgotten
provided first class entertainment.
Steven Martin our Dispatcher and
Business Representative stepped up
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Federal M P Maurizio Bevilacqua
brought greetings from Liberal
Leader Michael Ignatieff. His
praise of Joe and his
(Report continued on page 10)
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doing side jobs or engaged in activities

claims to have been bedridden and

they told the WSIB they could not

can't attend school, come to work and

perform (i.e., driving their car for

perform

prolonged stretches).

surveillance over the course of several

modified

duties;

but

days suggests the worker can drive his

-A GROWING
PROBLEM
MPLOYERS RAMP-UP
rING EFFORTS
A recent trend has emerged where
more employers are relying on video
surveillance to complicate member's
claims and to challenge entitlement
to WSIB benefits.
After a recent hearing, one employer
said the members claim cost him

WSIB has a policy on surveillance
and the use of video and audio
recordings. They will accept the
evidence if it is authenticated and
will use the information to assess a
workers level of disability and
ergonomic needs, as well as
considering legal action re offences
and penalties.
In terms of weighing the evidence,
the policy states:
WSIB staff must exercise caution
when determining the weight to give
information revealed in recordings,
recognizing that:

$30,000 per year. I(nowing that, it was
a good investment to spend $3,000 to

•

dramatic impact on the viewer, and

generate video surveillance to screw the
worker.

The business case for doing

audio/visual recordings make a

•

in general, recordings may be
selective, i.e., information relevant

surveillance seems obvious.

ca~ shop and conduct small errands.

Particular attention is paid to whether
the worker walks with a limp, difficulty
with certain movements, and is able to
carry materials and load or unload
their vehicle.

Certainly not all activities captured
on video relate to a workers injury.
For instance one employer was
blowing steam suggesting the
worker could walk fast, fix a decal
on his rear windshield, and was not
in bed 24 hrs/day. However, the
Tribunal ruled that the worker had a
neck injury, therefore his walking
and
gait
had
no
bearing.
Furthermore, he wore his neck
brace, and the video surveillance of
his residence confirmed the lack of
yard maintenance as the shrubs
were overgrown. This was a dry well.

to the issue in dispute, such as
In most instances, video surveillance

when a worker rests or experiences

does little more than catch workers

pain, may not be recorded.

However, let me summarize several
cases for your own education:

going about their activities of daily

l

living (eg., driving, going for coffee at

have litigated 5 video surveillance

#1 An leI member could not perform

cases over the years, and other cases

regular

shoveling snow, mow the lawn, etc). In

are springing up.

physically limited.

the odd case, members are caught

the controversy arises when a worker

m

Horton's,

PAGE 12
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shopping,
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banking,

Generally speaking,
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duties

arguing

he

was

Video surveillance

recorded him driving his panel van to a

wholesaler, his truck had a decal
(Gorky Park Electric), and he was seen
going to a job site. The member told me
\\they have nothing."
I said the
evidence is very incriminating and they
don't have to catch you turning a screw
driver. The member thought they had to
catch him working.

wholesalers, and shoveled snow about 2
inches.
Most problematic was the
workers panel van with extension
ladders on the roof. The worker was
followed to a custom built home where
he unloaded materials, carried a small
step ladde~ and was observed putting
on his tool pouch. The members
claimed he was merely changing some

On this point, it is important to
remember that we are not dealing with
a criminal standard (beyond a shadow
of doubt), but the balance of
probabilities.

bulbs. Howeve~ the ladders on the roof
suggested he was ready for more
serious work if necessary.

#2 An ICI member who was being
trained said he could not drive long
distances to school or concentrate in
class as he couldn't turn his head to
follow the teacher.
He played the
totally disabled card and we initially
won the appeal. Howeve~ the employer
later placed the member under
surveillance where it revealed that he
could drive on the highway, turn his
head, and go shopping while able to
carry hoses and small boxes. His claim
was reopened based on new evidence
and the earlier appeal decision
reversed. An overpayment (debt) was
also created.
#3 A low-rise residential member
claimed he could not perform regular
duties for his employer due to a knee
Injury.
Video surveillance was
-'mducted
4
months later revealing he
(
.. Idn't walk with a limp, could enter/exit
his car without difficulty, drove to

#4 An ICI member seriously injured
was granted full LOE benefits in 2008
due to my efforts. He also had injuries
from the 1980s and was in receipt of
monthly pensions for those earlier
injuries. He didn't want to leave one
crumb on the table for other workers
and wanted me to chase obscure issues
from the past, which I declined for
obvious reasons. Just recently I was
contacted by WSI B advising me that
although they granted full LOE
benefits, the video suggests he may not
be as disabled and could do some
modified work. The member was
observed traveling to a hair salon,
carrying tools, unlocked the door, and
emerged 2 hours later (without a perm).
#5 A member who resides in the
community where Tori Stafford was
abducted was unnerved to discover he
was under surveillance. Top of mind
was the fact his neighbour's might
suspect he was the perpetrator in
Stafford's abduction; but his wife also
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runs a home daycare and he was
genuinely worried about the children's
safety.
Nothing came of the
shakedown.
#6 An ICI membe~ while on modified
duties, left work early one day due to
knee discomfort, but later that day was
videoed working off a ladder painting
his house. He became suspicious of a
parked vehicle due to recent break-ins
in the neigbourhood and chased the
vehicle on a bicycle. The employer later
convened a meeting, showed him the
photo's and told him he was being
terminated or could quit. He is also
genuinely injured and requires knee
surgery.
Although each surveillance case has
unique factual contours, you have to be
carefu I not to rush to judgment, and
consider the evidence with an objective
eye. Common sense dictates that if you
cannot go to work and do modified
duties, then your activities at home
should
reasonably
reflect your
sedentary status as reported by your
health care professionals.

The line in the sand for me is doing
side jobs.
Here members are
running afoul of their WSIB
obligations,
feeding
the
underground economy, and failing
to register their companies with the
union.
(Report continued on page 14)
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If you get caught worl<ing for
anyone other than the company you
are cleared to work for by the
union, you will be charged under the
constitution and by-laws.
If you get caught working while in
receipt of WSIB benefits, you will
pay the price. WSIB can and will
order that you pay back any money
you received pursuant to section
149, for providing false and
misleading information to obtain
LOE benefits.
In

cases

where

the

IBEW
ROaDIES
Cost: $50.00
Colour: Grey/Navy Blue
All sizes available
Pull over and zipper styles

For al l IBEW members who are

For Sale at Reception

were

engaged

l

sedentary

activities, then we will fight these
cases. One thing is certain, as soon as
employers

introduce

video

surveillance, the dynamics change and

For more info rmation, please call
Rudy
Lucchesi
(Coach)
at

the worke r is on the defensive, usually
without money, and lots of delay. So

416-8 02-4703 .

please , be very careful and do not
leave yourself exposed. You don't
want to be the star of your own
home movie.
•

Gary Majesky
gary_wsib@ibew353 .org
direct line (416) 510-5251
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Sp9-rkey's Soccer Team, there wi ll

15,2009 from 8 :00 p.m. to 9 :00
p.m. at the To ronto Soccer Plex ,
I~cated at 101 Railside Roa
(Just down from the Union Hall )
416-441-4000 . Soccer games
will be on Wednesday nights at
the Socce r Centre on 7601
Martin Grove Rd . Wo od brid ge .

surreptitious
in

willing to t ryout fo r the IBEW
be tryouts on Tuesday, December

surveillance reveals little except that
you

IBEW
SPARKEY'S
SOCCER
TEAM
1-'RYOUTS
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TEMPORARY LAYOFFS &
WSIB BENEFITS
are partially

Injured workers who

disabled and performing modified
iuties frequently

ask for

my

advice this time of year after they
are given a temporary layoff and
Record of Employment.
My approach is to steer members
back to the VVSIB so they can
have their claims reactivated and
Loss of Earnings paid.

Howeve",

this became more complicated
with the VVSI B's introduction of a

Entitlement
Following Work Disruptions Seasonal Layoffs.
new

policy:

Generally

speaking

injured

workers are offered suitable work
by

accident

employers,

but

precluded from performing certain
''Jb

tasks

related

compensable injuries.

Bt/ 81
AGE

to

their

A workers

limited functional abilities run the

modifications stating you cannot

gambit from no overhead work,

do overhead work, pull cable,

heavy lifting, ladder climbing,

repetitively

pushing and pulling - restrictions

stairs, carry and work with heavy

are defined by the nature

materials. Experience tells us you

which

and type of injury.

ladders

or

will be turned around and back at
the Hall in short order.

I realize, as do our members, that
any type of injury that limits an

In my opinion, if you cannot

electricians ability to perform any

perform your pre-injury job with

potential

assignments,

another contractor (full duties),

therefore renders a member from

and your accident employer does

being competitively unemployable

not have modified duties for you,

should they take a call and work

you are entitled to LO E benefits

for another contractor.

from the VVSI B.

work

In fact,

many contractors in thei r requests
for manpower clearly state they

However,

want to be dispatched a fully
competent and functional worker.

Temporary
and
Seasonal Work Disruption has

No cripples need apply.

been

the

VVSIB

policy

regarding

more of a problem than a

benefit to workers.

Employers

are an injured

view the policy as a license to

worker and given a temporary or

issue temporary layoffs in the

seasonal layoff, then took a call

winter arguing that the workers

through the hiring hall, you would

loss of earnings is related to a

be no use to another contractor if

work disruption and not the work

you immediately requested job

injury.

For instance, if you
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climb

The problem with this policy is that WSIB
decision makers, and our employers, tend

WSIB Policy 15-06-04 states:

to argue that a member is fit for his preinjury job, or is fit for suitable work since

The lack of income during a seasonal layoff is generally

the workers clinical restrictions do not

due to the nature of seasonal employment, but may also

present an obstacle to finding alternate

be affected by a worker's inability to obtain other work

employment.

due to the work-related impairment/disability and
associated clinical restrictions.

The question of how disabled a worker is
at the time of layoff is the crux of the

A worker who is unable to continue working due to a

problem.

seasonal layoff, and whose employability is clearly

employers frequently assign work to an

affected by his/her work-related impairment/disability

injured worker in the weeks and months

and associated clinical restrictions, may qualify for:

prior to a seasonal layoff to demonstrate

Complicating this scenario,

the worker can perform ladder work,

*

additional loss of earnings (LOE) benefits or
temporary disability benefits, or future economic
loss (FEL) supplement, possibly labour market reentry services.

climb, carrying materials, work overhead,
kneel, etc. Thus, at the time of a seasonal
layoff they have set the table and will
correspond with the WSIB that the
member is not entitled to LO E benefits as

The WSIB considers:

his/her injury is not a barrier as they were
performing their pre-injury job.

1. Whether worker is in the early phase of
recovery

To all injured workers, you must challenge

2. The worker is still receiving WSIB-approved
health care treatment

these WS I B decisions to deny

3. The worker is on a graduated return to work
program

tasks that are outside your medical

4. The worker requires a high
accommodation

working zone for your injury. I have filed

degree

of

LO E

benefits during a seasonal layoff, and also
be on guard when assigned job duties and
precautions

and

the

safe

ergonomic

many objections to these decisions and
they continue to crop up in every sector.

(

5. The worker has an impairment/disability that is
significant enough that it clearly presents an
obstacle to the worker finding alternate
employment

•

Gary Majesky
gary _ws i b@ibew3 5 3.0 rg
direct line (416) 510-5251
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
LEUKEMIA & PCBS
contact that Brother Humanski,
in fact all electricians would have
experienced working in the trade
from 1955 to 1995.
I need the assistance of our
membership, particularly the guys
"'ho worked in the local from 1955
.0 1995.

My office is working on a
complex occupational disease
claim involving PCBs and
leukemia. In 2007, Brother Leon
Humanski passed away due to
complications related to acute
myeloid leukemia, specifically,
recurrent bouts with chronic
lung infection, pneumonia (i.e.
sepsis).
Since his passing we filed two WSIB
claims on behalf of Brother
Leukemia, 2.
Humanski O.
Asbestosis).
The WSI B has
posthumously
recognized
an
Asbestosis claim and awarded the
( _ceased member a 30% NonEconomic Loss award based on a

~GE

14

f1l. _

I

MARCH 2010

Brother Leon Humanski

pulmonary functions test (PFT)
that confirmed he had significant
diminished lung function.

With regard to the leukemia
claim, the WSIB denied this claim
on the basis that Brother
Humanski did not establish or
provide evidence of his PCB
contact in the workforce. From a
epidemiological perspective the
WSIB does recognize there is a
medical or causal link between
leukemia and PCBs, however, we
need to establish historical
exposure and the types of PCB
Page 82 of 118

This would be a moot issue had the
WSIB concluded that Leon's death
was materially related or caused by
the Asbestosis, instead, they
concluded that his death was related
to chronic lung infections associated
with non-work related leukemia. It
is worth noting that I am pursuing
an Asbestosis link in relation to his
death as a medical report has
surfaced regarding lung pathology
which suggests that the recurrent
Leon
Humanski
infection
experienced may be secondary to
Asbestosis, but that is a separate
matter.

Regarding PCB exposure and
leukemia, this is an important
occupational health issue that
needs to be addressed by L.U.
353 and our entire membership.
This is the first such case since I
have been on the scene. Once

before in 2000, I asked our
members to provide historical
information regarding your
asbestos exposure, which I
successfully used in many
asbestos claims at the WSIB.
Now I need your help in
documenting the types of PCB
exposure that you experienced
over the years. This would
include contact with electrical
equipment,
transformers,
ballasts, and other devices that
contained PCB contaminated oil
C!tc.. The PCB contact would
{lave
occurred
in
the
maintenance and repair of
defective devices, often times
without personal protective
equipment (PPE), particularly in
the early years. For instance,
ballasts would frequently leak oil
and this residue could be found
on the ballast and in the fixtures
which brought members in direct
contact with PCB contaminated
oil. There are other direct
contact encounters that we need
your assistance in documenting
by answering the following
questions in writing:
1. How

(

long were you an
electrician (start date/finish)?
2. From 1955 to 1995, did you
ever come in contact with

electrical
devices
and
equipment that you now know
contained PCBs?
3. Please provide the trade name
for the types of devices and
equipment you would be
required to repair or replace
that contained PC Bs?
4. As an ICI electrician, how
frequently would you come in
contact
with
PC B
contaminated oil, from sources
such as ballasts, or other
devices?
Cl = never, 2 = yearly, 3 =
monthly,4 = weekly, 5 = daily)
5. What
were
the
work
procedures in the field, and how
did you handle and dispose of
PCB contaminated oil?
6. From 1955 to 1985, were you
required to wear personal
protective equipment (PPE)
when working with potentially
PCB contaminated devices?
7. From 1975 to 1990, were
electricians sti II exposed to
potentially PCB laden devices?
8. Can you describe the various
types of PCB exposures
electricians'
encountered
working in the field?
9. To
the
best
of
your
recollection, when did health
and safety regulations come
Page 83 of 118

into effect regarding PC Bs so
that your work posed less of a
risk in terms of ongoing PCB
exposure?
The photo of Brother Leon
Humanski was provided by his wife
Barbara, may refresh your memory,
along with a list of contractors he
worked for from 1959 - 2003.
Please note Leon worked for a
number of contractors over the
years (i.e., Industrial, Crown,
Canada, W.A. Moore, Plan,
Ainsworth, Rotstein, Universal
Plumbing and Heat, State, Bennett
& Wright, Black & McDonald,
Campbell & I(ennedy, Smith &
Long, Birnie, Moore, Aldershot,
Barager & Russell, Toronto Board
of Education, Armstrong Hodge,
Delaney, Noble, 0 & 0, Fischback &
Moore, Noble, Univex, Sikora, Cloke
Construction, Stacey, Comstock,
Ontario RaySisk, U of T, Foster
Wheeler, Colins, Falco, R.G. Wells,
A.I<. Electric, Harlock & Schultz,
Adam Clark, Davy Sheafe~ Triple
A),

Please provide your reply in
writing to Gary Majesky, WSIB
Consultant, IBEW L.U. 353,1377
Lawrence Avenue East, Toronto,
Ontario M3A 3P8. My e-mail is
gary _wsib@ibew353.org
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Just i ce f or I nj ur ed
As a general rule, a worker is considered
to be in the course of employment when
they reach the employers premises or
place of work, such as a construction site,
and not in the course of employment
when you leave the premises or place of
work.

COMPANY
VEHICLES &
MOTOR VEHICLE
ACCIDENTS
The company van or truck is a rolling
advertisement for your employer, but also
a mobile work station for our members.
Many members have accidents on the way
to work, and under the law, you are not
considered to be in the course of
employment until you arrive at the job,
particularly in your own personal vehicle.
There are special rules regarding parking
lots and kiss and rides.

(

However, there are situations that
warrant closer scrutiny particularly
Motor Vehicle Accidents in a company
vehicle before or after the official
start/finish times of the work day. If you
go to the shop in the morning to pick up a
truck, and material, and return at night in
the same vehicle, you are still in the
course of employment during the travel
time regardless whether you are getting
paid. Particularly the driver of the
company vehicle.

The employment status of members who
are given company vehicles is more
complicated compared to the average
worker where it is easier to define the
start-finish time of the employment
relationship. Construction is a little more
complicated, and there are special
policies governing workplace boundaries,
including the Time, Place & Activity test.
The key concept to remember is not
whether you are being paid (a standard
employer argumenO, but whether your
activity is reasonably incidental or some
added benefit to the employer either
before or after regular work hours.
We won an appeal several years ago
involving a member who injured his back
carrying his tool box 6 blocks on his first
day at a new job site downtown. He was
required to bring his tool box, therefore
the act of carrying his toolbox was
deemed to be incidental to his
employment.
We recently argued an appeal involving a
mobility worker injured at the Brampton
Hospital. The accident employer did not
have modified work within our 353
jurisdiction so the employer obtained a
mobility card from the Hamilton local .
Page 84 of 118

Our member was required to travel by ca~
and paid mileage beyond the travel free
zone of 40 km, including travel time
(straight time). Unfortunately he had an
MVA in downtown Hamilton, but was
being paid mileage and travel time.
As a general rule the Workplace Safety &
Insurance Appeals Tribunal considers
payment of mileage to be a form of
honourarium or stipend, which does not in .
their view mean you are in the course of
employment. However, when you are paid
mileage and travel time, this is different
and you are technically in the course of
employment.
That distinction is
important.
For members whose company vehicle is a
mobile workstation, your situation is
more complicated. If you do not return
the company vehicle every night, but
continue use of the truck until you get
home, your start finish time may be less
obvious.
The assignment of a company vehicle
usually means you perform other work
tasks that are of added value and
incidental to your employment (calling
clients & co-workers, suppliers, office,
getting materials, running errands, etc.)
Just because you left the job site does not
mean you have stopped working . If you
use your cell phone while driving (yes,
there is a new Ontario law) to plan your
activities for the next day, then the
( Report continued on page 12)
IBEW LOCAL
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company vehicle is merely a mobile work
station. Should you have a MVA in these
circumstances you should consider filing
a WSIB claim.
In my experience most of our
contracto rs will encourage members to
commence a third party action versus
file a WSIB claim when involved in a
MVA while using a company vehicle. If
the MVA happens during normal
working hours (7:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.)

then the accident is clearly in the course
of employment, except if there was a
distinct departure (e.g ., went to H & R
Block, visited friend, etc.). Howeve~
when an M VA happens outside of
regu lar working hours, that's when you
should call me.
Take for instance members who are oncall, particu larly if you are paid door to
doo~ then you shou ld consider filing a
WSIB claim if you have an MVA or an
injury that happens before you start or
after you finish the job.

HONOURING OUR RETIREES
On June 17,1985 approximately 40 IBEW
Local 353 retired members met at the Holiday
Inn on Wynford Drive (now the Crowne Plaza
Don Valley) to form a Retirees Club. The
charter was granted July of 1985.

TO CELEBRATE THE IBEW LOCAL 353
RETIREES CLUB 25TH ANNIVERSARY

Although a company vehicle is a form of
free transportation, you need to consider
to what extent the vehicle is used to
carry material, tools, equipment, and/or
workers to different job sites. The fact
you are shuttling the vehicle is likely to
be considered an added benefit to the
emp loye~ and suggests you are still in the
course of employment regardless
whether you are being paid.
•

Gary Majesky
WSI B Consultant

If you plan to attend, please complete the form
below, or by calling Jennifer at the union hall at
(416)510-3530. This celebration is only available to
Retirees. PLEASE DON'T DELAY - WE NEED TO
KNOW BY TUESDAY JULY 15TH, 2010
Name:
Spouse/Partner:
Card#

All Retirees are invited to the
Dinner/Dance
on Sunday August 15th, 2010,
11:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
(register early space is limited)

e-mail

Require Bus Transportation D YES

The Dinner/Dance will be held at the

Spirale Banquet Hall
888 Don Mills Road, Toronto
(Don Mills Road above Eglinton Avenue).
There will be a bus available from the West
End Training Center (3185 Orlando Drive) for
reti rees who requi re transportation
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LMR DUMPED,
WSIB INTRODUCES

NEW WORK
.~EINTEGRATION

PROGRAM
The WSI B recently announced
changes to its injured worker
retraining program (Labour Market
Re-entry) in response to a scathing
investigative report by the Toronto
Star in 2009 regarding the costs,
inadequate retraining, and systemic
problems with the private sector
service delivery providers.
In 1986, my father was appointed
by Premier Peterson to Co-chair a
Task Force on WC B Vocational
Rehabilitation, now called LM R.
His report led to the moth-balling of
( .e
old
WCB
Downsview
Kehabilitation Hospital east of Hwy

PAGE 14 1 AUGUST 2010
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400, north of Jane Street. His
seminal report led to important
legislative
changes
which
guaranteed injured workers the
right to be retrained after a work
Injury. His recommendations are
still valid today, but it is the
administrative delivery of LM R that
is the problem.
From 1990 - 98, injured worker
retraining was delivered by in-house
byWCB staff. In 1998,the Harris
government outsourced injured
worker retraining to external
consultants, some of whom were
former WCB staff. A recent value
for money audit and public horror
stories were too much to bear and
the McGunity government forced to
respond.
The new WSI B program being
rolled out in January, 2011 is called
"Work Reintegration" with an
heavy emphasis on returning
workers to their accident employers,
and as a last resort, the opportunity
to be retrained. From my perch, I
can honestly say we made a broken
L M R process work to the extent
possible for our members. However,
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many 353 members have told me
that non-workers, and sadly, some
unionized workers whose unions did
a shoddy representing their
members, really suffered without
good legal representation. As we go
forward, I do believe we will have to
fight harder for the WSI B to
approve retraining for injured
workers in spite of a legal obligation
to do so under the law. One upshot
appears to be the Board's renewed
appreciation of the re-employment
Obligation for the Construction
Industry Wnt Reg 35/08).

Research Study Commences
(Member Participation
Required)
In 2009, I announced our local's
participation in a WSIB funded
study to look at "co-worker
support" in relation to an injured
workers return to work. We had
some issues to deal with, including
the loss of key research personnel,
however, our project has been given
the green light and funding to
proceed. The study will examine the
almost universally-held truth that
co-worker support is essential in a

successfu I return to work, but there

which

is

commitment,

little

understanding

of

the

they

have

a

life-long

experience,

skill,

challenges that face co-workers

training and familiarity; but we

when a colleague returns to work

need to learn

(RTW) after an injury and is put on

barriers and challenges that the

modified work.

workplace and workplace parties

This study will

more

about the

Scholarship
Award
I.B.E.W. Member, Family
Members Awarded
Union Plus Scholarships

examine the social, organizational

face when

and systemic barriers that might

electricians attempt to return to

work against the creation of a

their jobs. This is what this study

supportive and respectful

proposes to do.

2010 I.B.E.W. Honourees

teamwork

Finally, I wish to apologize for the

and bonuses; the issue of legitimacy

Local 353 - Kelly Hobson

omission of Howard McFadden's

of

of

name last month who provided

(un)fairness of \\special" treatment

input into the seed document that

injured workers receive and don't

we used in writing the I B EW CCO

receive.

position paper presented to the

RTW,

injured or disabled

such as the impact of modified
work on productivity:
the

injury

and;

sense

Tony Dean Task Force examining
This qualitative study will interview

the current state of Health &

approximately 18 - 25 unionized

Safety Laws in Ontario. It was an

electricians working within the ICI

honour to be asked to present the

sector, and I am calling on all

Ontario I B EW position to such an

injured workers and co-workers to

important panel.

step up when you receive the call to
participate, or alternatively, you
can volunteer by forwarding me
your name by calling me @ (416)
510-5251

or

•

I<elly Hobson of Markham, Ontario,
whose father DavidH obson is a
member of LB.E.W. Local 353, has
been

awarded

scholarship.

a

$1,000

Journalism is Kelly's

passion and will be her

career.

While in high school she started
writing articles for the Toronto
Star in conjunction with a nonprofit organization called Free the
Children. \\The focus of my writing

Gary Majesky
WSIB Consultant

e-mail

was social injustice/' she says. She
attributes her social awareness to
her mother's selfless nature, and to
her

gary_wsib@ibew353.org.

father's

example

as

an

LB.E.W. member. The union, she
says, \\has offered a voice to every

I will be working with Dr. Desre

individual."

Kramer and Dr. Agnieszka I<osny
from the Institute for Work &
Health.
(

The

findings

of

Congratulations Kelly, from all
of us at Local 353.

our

"esearch wi II be used to reverse the
trend

and

return

injured

electricians back to the trade to
Page 87 of 118
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1. Age (greater than 45)
2. Gender (condition more
prevalent among women)
3. Obesity
4. Seronegative inflammatory
disorders
5. Activity levels, including
prolonged standing

I am pleased to advise that L. U.
353 has won an appeal creating new

long periods of standing or getting

case law on behalf of a member who

up from a seated position.

works

for

a

large

As the Panel stated, the prevailing
medical opinions indicate that th

downtown

University.

In 2007, the member

In his 2003 Discussion Paper, Dr. T.

medical

developed

Plantar Fasciitis and

Daniels (a renowned specialist)

considers P F to be a non-work

filed a claim with the WSI B which

provides

the

related disablement, likely resulting

was denied.

inflammatory process at the source

from the normal ageing process.

of PF which is similar to that given

That

by Dr. W. Harris, in his 1996

controversy that confronted us.

rejected

by

H is appeal was also
a

WSI B

Appeals

Reso Iution Officer.

Discussion
Plantar Fasciitis ("PF") is one of

a

description

Paper

on

of

the

It

involves

pain

and

inflammation of a thick band of
tissue, called the plantar fascia,
which runs across the bottom of
your foot - connecting your heel

was

the

essentially

legal/medical

same

condition. Dr. Daniel's writes:

At the hearing, I was. ably assisted
by Brother Dean Hinds, a most

the most common causes of heel
pain.

literature

It is theorized that the repetitive
tensile forces created by walking
or standing cause micro-tears in
the fascia, leading to acute and
eventual chronic inflammation.

articulate,
working

insightful,

journeyman

and

hard

electrician

with a penchant for justice.

He

provided important testimony on the
physical

demands

habitually

recruited in his job, as well as

bone to your toes.
With

respect to

the

cause

of

physical

demonstrations

of the

that

inflammation of the plantar fascia,

various work situations, including

usually occurs with your very first

Dr. Daniels writes there is "no

photo's of the materials, areas of

steps in the morning. Once your foot

consensus regarding etiology" and

work, and the awkward postures

limbers ups, the pain of PF norma l ly

that the

including

decreases, but it may return after

include the following:

PF

causes

PAGE 10

gs

I

stabbing

pain

SEPTEMBER 2010

potential

risk factors
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standing

on

pipes>

climbing ladders, and other work

activities that increased tensile
loading of the foot.
In preparation for the hearing, I
conducted a thorough review of the
case law and found 25 leading
cases involving PF. Surprisingly, a
number of appeals were allowed,
but these were associated with
single episode trauma, in which a
worker jumps off a truck landing on
their feet, or twists their foot.
Thus, a body of law exists for
traumatic injuries.
There are
howeve~ fewer cases in which the
nature of the work causes PF,
although there is the odd exception,
such as the waitress who walks and
pivots frequently waltzing around
tables was ruled to be work related
PF.
For construction workers,
including electricians, there are no
leading cases to rely on.
Within this context, we argued the
work of an electrician, particularly
in
relation
to the
unique
circumstances of this claim ,
involved a work related onset of PF.
The Tribunal ruled:

(

On the facts of this case, the
Panel finds that some risk
factors for PF identified by the
evidence, such as age, obesity
and seronegative inflammatory
disorders, do not apply to the
worker.

August 19th, Gary Majesky on-air (AM 1620) discussing WSIB issues with
the Lucky Rao

At the same time, other relevant
risk factors also identified by the
evidence apply to the worker,
such as his excessive walking on
hard surfaces, his considerable
climbing, his ongoing lifting and
his carrying heavy items to be
installed in awkward settings.
To
conclude,
given
the
established facts, the Panel finds
that there are exceptional
circumstances supporting a
finding that the worker's job, as
suggested by Dr. Kopyto, was a
significant contributing factor,
more likely than not, to the
onset of his right foot PF
symptoms.
In other works, the Panel finds
that the worker's job duties,
which required, among other

things, walking, climbing and
standing the entire day, with
regular weight-bearing activities,
were entirely compatible with the
development of the right foot PF
symptoms as reported.
I wish to thank the membership for
your continued support and
patience. Cases like this take time
to prepare, frustration, and at times
doubt, while the wheels of justice
turn slowly. Howeve~ this is one
more examp Ie of how the I B EW
makes a difference in our members
lives, while advancing the cause of
workplace justice and health &
safety.
•

Gary Majesky
WSIB Consultant

e'1 ~
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INVASION OF
PRIVACY WHILE
ECEIVING WSIB
BENEFITS

l

Several Newsletters ago I wrote a
piece on video surveillance. Since
that article, I have represented
several other members where video
surveillance was an issue. In one
video the member was observed in
front of his home, with neighbours
quaffing a beer and looked to be
passing around a joint (yikes). I
found the video surveillance revealed
nothing about the workers level of
disability. He didn't move nor was
visibly active. The beers were the
result of a neighbours impromptu
birthday party for their kid, and more
telling is the video surveillance was
conducted on a day he went to the
.tor's office. Yet the surveillance
did not record this exculpatory
evidence.

Q0
1 I OCTOBER 2010
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The WSIB policy on audio/visual
recordings
does
state
that
surveillance is selective and may not
truly reflect a workers pain, when
he/she rests, the need for medication,
and how long the worker convalesced
before or after a brief period of
activity. Also, that decision makers
must weigh surveillance against the
medical evidence.
The Appeals
Officer picked up on my argument
regarding the missing doctor's
appointment. In fact, other visual
evidence was also missing like when
the worker was holding on to a railing
to take the weight off his back.
Another member, who I swear is
severely disabled, was supported by
his neurosurgeon and family doctor
who ordered that he remain off work.
The em pIoyer su pposed Iy offered
suitable work, but in late July, 2009
he was given a job where he was
working on his hands and knees for
four (4) hours. That was it, he
couldn't work anymore. The employer
commissioned private surveillance of
the member in all places, I<irkfield,
Ontario. The member has a cottage in
the area, and the private investigators
found a clearing on Crown land
across the lake. Surveillance was
first conducted on the Labour Day
weekend (2009). The member was
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observed to walk around his cottage,
chain smoked cigarettes, chatted with
his sons and their family members,
and was observed \\to urinate off the
dock./I That was truly a I<odak
moment.
Surveillance was next conducted on
the Thanksgiving weekend (2009).
The same routines were observed,
only this time, the member was spied
on his cottage roof assisting in the
repair of a hole where a chimney pipe.
once exited. A storm was brewing, so
he wanted to be sure the cottage roof
was repaired properly. His son was on
the roof with the member. That
became the incriminating snippet.
The member was quite surprised by
the surveillance, and embarrassed at
the
intrusive
nature
of the
surveillance. Medically, the member
is seriously disabled, and in early
2010, we were successful in getting
his CP P Disability application
approved.
Generally, most employers will hire a
private investigator to conduct
surreptitious surveillance. However,
the WSIB has its own enforcement
division, which I sometimes refer to as
an internal police force (compliance
and regulatory officers). The WSIB
Special Investigation Branch (SIB) is

staffed with former cops and
horseman (RCMP)' This group
investigates and follows up on tips
and complaints from the public that
a worker is engaged in alleged
fraudulent activity, or that an
employer is running a shady business
or some other under the radar sham.
A statistic told to me is that 80% of
the SI B investigations involve
employer regulatory compliance
issues, which is a fancy way of saying
\\breaking the law." Typically it
involves the failure to pay premiums
or under report injuries to avail
themselves of incentive experience
:ating rebates. As you can see, only
20% regulatory compliance relates
to alleged worker abuses.
Recently, I represented a low-rise
member who did not come to me
originally. He hired some private
representative who was unqualified.
This member brought me his WSIB
appeal last winter out of sheer
desperation. What started out as a
WSIB appeal, next turned into a
CPP Disability appeal in January,
2010. We were successful with his
CPP Disability appeal in which the
CP P Reviews Tribunal ruled his
injuries were severe and prolonged.
His WSI B appeal was also
complicated because the WSI B
commissioned surveillance of our
YJember.
Last month, I argued this members
Tribunal appeal. Interestingly, our

member was not caught working,
which was the original allegation,
however the WSIB ruled the member
misrepresented his level of disability.
The SIB regulatory compliance
officers confi rmed they were unable
to establish any fraudulent activity,
however, the member was observed in
a hockey arena watching one of his
kid's hockey games. The surveillance
revealed the member walking with a
cane, and clapping when a goal was
scored, after hooking his walking
stick on his forearm. They then
obtained footage of the member
behind the bench, coaching his son's
hockey team.
Evidence was
submitted by the hockey league that
our member was the only coach
available
with
a
\\contact"
designation and he stepped up
because his son wanted to play
hockey, but petty league politics
resulted in his son not getting ice
time with another team. Had the
member not coached, remember the
\\contact" designation, the team
would disband. The member did this
strictly for his son.
The video surveillance at the hockey
rink did not establish the member did
anything outside of his functional
abilities. Nor did it establish he
could work. He did not go on the ice,
or do any warm-ups or drills. He was
strictly the guy behind the bench. It
must be appreciated that this
member lost his livelihood, career,
quality of life, and is unable to do the
things every parent does for their

children. Our member was guilty of
one thing. He loved his son and had
a love of hockey. He loaded up on
the pills so he could give back to the
kids in a small way.
I found it odd because the member
has both a physical and psychiatric
disorder. His life is miserable, and
the medication he consumes boggles
the mind.
How does video
surveillance verify if you have a
psychiatric problem?
The coup de grace was surveillance
that revealed after one hockey game
the member drove home (Hamilton),
and then shortly thereafter, he drove
to Toronto visiting a hospital for 45
minutes, returning home with his
wife. WSIB relied on his prolonged
driving that day to confirm he was
not as disabled as he claimed.
Unbeknownst to the WSI B, the
member's wife received a call that
day that a close friend who recently
had an organ transplant developed a
lethal blood clot and the hospital was
going to take him off life support.
The long commute from Hamilton to
Toronto and back was to pay last
respects to a personal friend. This
was never taken into account.
Remember, injured workers aren't
crooks! And don't take your privacy
for granted.
•

Gary Majesky
WSIB Consultant

qL.
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WSIB Consultant

Appeals, Institutional Delay
nver the past year, I have noticed
lat member appeals are being
assigned to a variety of Appeals
Resolution
Officers,
where
previously there was dedicated pool
of ARO's allocated to construction
claims. I believe this development
has been positive because each
decision maker brings a different
approach to analyzing issues. Often
times that experience can be used in
other cases. On the downside, there
are a number of ARO's retiring. For
whatever reason, there has been
more delay in cases being assigned
to ARO's, and getting member
appeals scheduled for hearing. At
this time, we have to live with the
institutional
delay,
but
if
circumstances warrant, we will
(
oceed with a Decision Without
Oral Hearing, particularly if the
delay is too great. This can be a
PAGE 14 1 NOVEMBER 2010
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difficult balancing act weighing
whether to wait for an oral hearing
at the WSI B Appeals Branch, and
possible denial, plus further delay
before we can get a hearing at the
Workplace Safety & Insurance
Appeals Tribunal. Rest assured, I do
take these considerations into
account, but want the members to
know that the delay is not the result
of my unavailability.

Buddies in Bad Times
Research Project
In this Newsletter you'll see a notice
from the Institute for Work &
Health describing the Buddies in
Bad Times research project Local
Union 353 is involved in.
As previously reported I got
involved with a group of researchers
in 2009 who approached me with a
research proposal to investigate a
little understood subject \\Coworker Support In An Injured
Workers Return to Work." They
were surprised when I told them I
had a number of cases where there
was a palpable lack of co-worker
empathy for injured workers,
sometimes hostility.
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The WSI B through its Research
Advisory Council has funded this
project, and Business Manager
Steven Martin has made resources
available so we can convene our
first Focus Groups in November. I
have identified members to be
contacted, but please call me @
(416) 510-5251, if you wish to
participate.

Members Expectations Cannot
Override Lack of Evidence
There is no more frustrating
situation than telling a member they
don't have a viable WSIB claim.
Member expectations can be
challenging. Although open minded,
I make evidence based decisions in
determining whether there is a
viable occupational injury or disease
claim. The plea I often hear goes
like this \\Gary, I have worked 40
years in the trade, my illness must
be work related." In the mix is \\1
knew your Dad, he was a good guy."
If it were only that simple.
Generally speaking, there is no
presumptive legislation that all
cancers
and
muskuloskeletal
disorders are work related, except
for the limited occupational diseases

listed in Ontario Reg. 175/98,
found in Schedule 3 and 4 which
lists the specific diseases for which
there is a presumption of
entitlement. Asbestos related lung
disease being one of them.

C

Some members are discouraged,
after I consult with their doctors,
and advise they do not have a viable
claim at this time. While there may
be some evidence, or speculation of
a work related illness of disease,
the legal standard of causation that
we are guided by in all WSIB
claims must rise beyond a mere
speculative
possibility,
as
enunciated by the Supreme Court
in Snell vs. Fennell (1990) which
stated:

\\Causation is determined on
a balance of probabilities,
or applying the benefit of
doubt where the evidence is
equally weighted. However,
a finding of causation may
not be made based on mere
speculation or evidence of
a possibility, rather than a
probability."
In a recent case I consulted with Dr.
Mark Bernstein, a scientist with the
Ontario Cancer Institute, Professor

of Surgery at the University of
Toronto, and a neuro-surgeon at
Toronto Western Hospital, who
specializes in malignant brain
tumours. After writing Dr. Bernstein
he asked his research staff to review
epidemiological
research
into
metastasizing tumours in multiple
organs and the causal relationship to
asbestos and PC Bs. His conclusion
was that the documented prior
history of smoking regardless how
for back the worker stopped, was
clinically significant. As described to
me, it was analogous to a person
jumping off a 10 storey building
(smoking) and then trying to argue
that a gust of wind on the way down
(Asbestos/PC Bs) was the cause of
death. Dr. Bernstein took the time to
case conference with me during my
holidays this past summer, and at
6:30 a.m. one morning in
September, where we spent 30
minutes discussing the member's
case. The member and his family felt
I was talking to the wrong doctor, as
the issue of work relatedness was
outside his sphere professional
competency, while reminding me that
the union must fight for the
members, otherwise, who will?
Personally, it is frustrating when
family or workers expect that we
will turn over every stone to find a
smoking gun connection to work.
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Einstein once said absence of
evidence, is not evidence of
absence. True, but we must choose
our battles carefully and need some
evidence.
I'm reminded of the
electro-magnetic field appeal Local
Union 353 filed at the Tribunal in
the 1990's on behalf of a lineman.
It took years to resolve and the
Hall incurred significant legal
costs, only to discover that the
current state of epidemiological
research does not, on the balance of
probabilities, support the causal
relationship
between
certain
cancers and electro-magnetic
fields,
notwithstanding
some
evidence in support et., cancer
cluster studies.
•

Gary Majesky
WSIB Consultant

New Ministry of
Labour UnSafe Job
Reporting Phone Number

1-877 -202-0008
MOL Snitch Line
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Research Excellence
Advancing Employee
Health

BUDDIES IN BAD TIMES:
INJURED WORKERS, RETURN TO WORK AND THE ROLE OF CO-WORKERS

What is this study all about? We believe that co-worker support is important for successful return to
work after an injury, yet we know little about the role that co-workers play in helping or hindering an
injured worker's return to work. We would like to know about your experiences of returning to
work after an injury. What challenges did you face? What role did co-workers play? What can
make this process easier and safer for everyone?
Who is going to participate? We will be conducting two focus groups, one with injured workers and
another with full-time business representatives and stewards. We will also interview a cross-section of
electrical workers from the ICI, High Rise, Low Rise, Line, Utility, Traffic and Communication sectors.
What is the time commitment? Focus groups will be approximately 2 hours in length. You will
receive a Tim Horton's gift certificate and dinner as a thank you for your time.
What kind of questions will you be asking? During the focus group we will be asking you questions
about your job, health and safety at your worksite, your injury, challenges of returning to work after an
injury and potential ways of making the return to work process easier and safer for everyone in your
workplace. Questions are mostly open-ended so you tell us what you want to and you can refuse to
answer any question we ask.
You are under no obligation to participate in the study. We are not the WSIB. We are researchers who
will keep your information strictly confidential and we will not give it to others, including the WSIB or
your workplace. We will never use your real name in any publications or presentations or identify you in
any way.

If you wish to participate, please contact Gary Majesky at IBEW Local 353 who will complete a
Consent Form that is a mandatory requirement for research ethics compliance.

Study information
Principal Investigator: Dr. Agnieszka Kosny (Institute for Work & Health)
Co-Investigators: Dr. Desre Kramer (University of Waterloo), Dr. Richard Wells (University of Waterloo),
Dr. Ivan Steenstra (Institute for Work & Health), Mr. Carmine Tiano (Building and Construction Trades
Council of Ontario), Mr. Ed Ryan (Guild Electric), Mr. Gary Majesky (International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers, Local 353 & IBEW Construction Council of Ontario)
Project Coordination and Research Assistance: Ms. Marni Lifshen (mlifshen@iwh.on.ca) & Ms. Diana
Pugliese (dpugliese@iwh.on.ca)
Funding: Bridging the Gap Funding (Workplace Safety and Insurance Board)
If you have questions regarding the study, please call Dr. Agnieszka (Iggy) Kosny at (416) 927-2027
ext. 2167 (akosny@iwh.on.ca), or Gary Majesky at (416) 510-5251 (gary wsib@ibew353.org)

This project has been reviewed by, and received ethics clearance through, the Office of Research Ethics at the University of Waterloo. Any
comments or concerns resulting from participation in this study may be directed to Dr. S. Sykes, Director, Office of Research Ethics at (519)
888-4567 ext. 36005 or ssykes@uwaterloo.ca
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by Gary Majesky
WSI B Consultant

Economic Justice for Injured Workers
mandate that employers and workers
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bolt falling 6 feet striking the

on file, except from Dr. Manaki, the
workers GP. What struck me as odd
was the WSIB's conclusion that this
was a trivial injury. At the hearing we
produced the bolt that struck the
member. As I was making my final
arguments, I held the bolt 2 feet in the
air and dropped it on the table while I
was talking. It landed with a thud, and
startled those present. Funny how the
concept of krnetic energy in the
medical reports took on a whole new
meaning with that demonstration.

Out of Town MVA
Business Manager Steven Martin
received word that two line members
working out of town on September
17th were involved in a serious M VA.
He directed that I deal with this
emergency situation. I consulted with
Line Representative Bill Finnerty and
on Thanksgiving weekend, I drove to
Campbellford to meet the members,
gather information, and exchange
papers.
Under WSIB Policy, workers are not in
the course of employment while
travelling to and from work, except in
circumstances where a worker is
performing an activity reasonably
incidental to his/her employment
and/or a benefit to the employer.
On September 17th the members left
their lodgings at 6:30 a.m., travelling
by car to the company yard to then be
transported by company vehicle to the
job site. The M VA happened en route
to the company yard while rounding a

bend when an oncoming transport
truck crossed into their lane forcing
the driver to steer his car to the side of
the road to miss the truck. He lost
control and the car flipped over several
times. It was raining at the time.
There were three (3) occupants, two
were 353 members. Two sustained
very serious injuries. The driver of the
vehicle had a G2 license, which did not
permit him to travel with occupants,
and a violation of the Highway Traffic
Act. The driver also had alcohol on his
breath, again, another violation of the
recently introduced prohibition in
which G2 drivers cannot drink any
alcohol and drive. The police filed
charges against the driver, which are
pending and before the courts.

SPECIAL
NOTICE

I am pleased to report that I was able
to successfully get the members claims
approved on the basis they were in the
course of employment, paid hotel
lodgings (overnight accommodation),
were working out of town, and would
not have been travelling on that
stretch of highway but for the
employer's requirement that they
travel to a job-site outside of 353's
jurisdiction. An employer appeal is
pending, but for now, our members
have received compensation. Special
thanks to Bill Finnerty who assisted
me in researching the Principal
Agreement yellow pages and focusing
my attention
on
the
unique
circumstances of line members who
work out-of-town.
•

It will be held at
the O.F.L. Building, 15 Gervais
Drive, Toronto, Ontario on

ANNUAL MEETING OF
MEMBERS OF THE
ELECTRICAL WORKERS
L.U.353 NON-PROFIT
CENTRE
THURSDAY,
FEBRUARY 10TH, 2011
Notice is hereby given that the
annual meeting of the members
of the Electrical Workers, Loc
Union 353 Non-Profit Centre
(hereinafter
called
the
Corporation).

Thursday, the 10th day of
February, 2011 following the
local union meeting, which starts
at 7:00 p.m., for the following
purposes:
1. To give the report of the

Board of Directors.
2. To

receive

Report

and

the

Auditor's

the

financial

statements of the Corporation
for the fiscal year ended June
30,2010.

•

Gary Majesky
WSIB Consultant
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WSIB Consultant

By now membership are aware of
the tragic events of December 23,
2010 involving the death of Brother
:vin MacDonald, and the injuries
sustained by his co-worker, Brother
Ian Hilton. Since Christmas I have
been dealing with both Annitra
Classen, Kevin's spouse, and Ian
Hilton, so that they can make
informed decisions regarding their
legal entitlements under the law.
These are complex and emotional
issues, because you cannot put a
price on someone's life.
This has been a very difficult time
for those involved, as the Toronto
Police
staged
an
accident
reconstruction and investigation;
while the Ministry of Labour
conducted their own investigation;
where the ultimate goal is to
( ·.,termine the cause or causes that
led to the tragedy, and whether
charges will be laid under the
PAGE
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Highway Traffic Act, Occupational
Health & Safety Act, and/or the
Criminal Code of Canada. In 2004,
Bill C-45, expanded the criminal
liability of organizations for
workplace accident and broadened
the range of individuals who are
potentially subject to criminal
charges.
As Business Manager Steven
Martin reported in our January
Newsletter, it's too soon to jump to
conclusions and assign blame and
fau It, but in the fu II ness of time we
will have a better understanding of
the sequence of events, and why
there was a breakdown in basic
health & safety, once the Ministry
of Labour has completed its
investigation. No doubt, there will
be remedial recommendations to
improve health & safety in the
traffic sector.
What happened to our Stacey
brothers is a worse case scenario,
and nothing in life prepares you for
the emotional shock. As I attended
Kevin's funeral to grieve with family
and friends, the basic issues of every
family bubble to the surface - rent,
hydro, car payments, kids after
Page 97 of 118

school programs, college/university
education; and how do I pay the
bills. I soon discovered to my
pleasant surprise that Kevin's
father, and uncle, lived in
Scarborough (Pharmacy & St.
Clair), and attended W.A. Porter in
the early sixties; the same high
school I did. This shared experience
helped break the ice as we discussed
the important legal decisions that
each worker or estate must make.
After New Year's Day I visited
Annitra in Peterborough, meeting
her mom and dad. I find it's
important to have the parents
present when discussing complex
issues, something I always did with
my parents. The home was warm,
with the Christmas tree still
decorated. I couldn't help thinking
of
the
that
regard Iess
circumstances we all perform the
same rituals this time of year,
particularly for our kids.
To my pleasant surprise
discovered that I<evin's father-inlaw was a retired CAW member
who worked at the Oshawa car
plant, and was a union steward for
six (6) years. I know Mr. Classen

appreciated the fact that Kevin's
union was on the scene which
allowed us to connect and talk
candidly about the important
decisions that had to be made from
a position of trust. I soon realized
that I<evin's in-laws were thinking
about the same things as his
parents, which was making sure
their grandchildren, and Annitra,
are financially provided for in
Kevin's absence.

C

(

This was a sobering wake-up call
because we all think we're so busy,
~ut when tragedy comes knocking,
what we think is important
becomes trivial. For me, it means
dropping everything and spending
time with complex inquiries,
paperwork and ministering to our
members and their families. To the
membership I wish to apologize for
my general unavailability in early
January, and I trust I have your
understanding.
Although events unfolded quickly
and I want to thank the many
representatives from the WSIB,
who marshalled an immediate
response to facilitate services,
support, and the election of benefit
options. I can tell you that Steve
Johnson,
Director
of
the
Construction Sector, and Irene

9/

Dias, The Director of the
Occupational Disease and Survivor
Benefits Program were in prompt
communication with my office and
instrumental in deploying WSIB
resources, in spite of holiday
scheduling. Special thanks to the
WSIB's Crisis Counsellor, MaryAnne Chapman, who was on-scene
coordinating important support
services that injured workers,
grieving families and children
require.
I wish to close by saying a few
words about Ian Hilton, who
survived the work accident of
December 23, 2010 with serious
injuries and a profound sense of
grief. Ian attended I<evin's funeral
in spite of his considerable injuries
to pay respect to his friend and
workmate whom he cared for
dearly. Kevin and Ian were friends
and shared a close relationship that
coworkers often do while sharing a
truck and working as a team. I've
known Ian for years and enjoyed
our many conversations; he is
without a doubt a smart and
intelligent man. And who would
have imagined an avid skier that
travelled North America to ski
some of the best peaks around. I
didn't know that until recent
discussions.

But what truly amazed me about
this horrible situation was the spirit
of human kindness. I was deeply
moved by Annitra Classen's desire
to reach nut to Ian Hilton out of
concern for his well being. Annitra
is truly a wonderful woman, and
her gesture of kindness towards Ian
who suffers from survivor's guilt
was so important for the healing
process to begin.
What a
remarkable gesture from someone
whose life has been so horribly
wronged.
Finally, special thanks to all the
staff and representatives of Local
353 who are too numerous to
name, and the brothers and sisters
who donated money and offered
their condolences to Kevin, Annitra,
the kids, and Ian Hilton. And last
but not least, my good friend Joey
Vandenbos, the Stacey steward
who kept a watchful vigil while
keeping
the
channels
of
communication open. Each of you
have proven once again that the
IBEW is truly the union of hearts
and minds.
•

Gary Majesky
WSIB Consultant
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are

time consuming.

Please bear

in mind the appeal delays

WSIB Report
by Gary Majesky
WSIB Consultant

WSIB Appeals My office has filed many WSI B
appeals and we

are

experiencing

are

not

when accident employers issue

If

discipline to injured workers.

are

because I'm too busy, but due to

you
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the
wearing

However, there

instances

where

are

opportunity for members to testify

member is accused of a serious

Moreover, there

and road test our case, particularly

safety violation and terminated

Chairs who

if we end up at the Tribunal.

while on modified duties. In 2010,

Tribunal as the court of competent

However, I must be practical, and

I

jurisdiction

wrote

all

Business

do

Tribunal Vice-

not view the

when

there

are

more

Representatives and advised on

overlapping workers compensation

written appeal submissions which

the importance of filing grievances

and labour relation issues.

have been forced to file
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smart, don't get caught doing

meeting who expresses fear for

types of barriers and problems

something you shouldn't.

her safety, and the employer starts

typically experienced. I am happy

papering up the claim file with

to

warning

research

Attending Employer
Meetings Solo -

letters and discipline,

invoking bi l l 168.

The member

report

that
is

interviewing

all

our

completed,

field
after

injured

workers,

stewards,

business

has no witnesses to corroborate

coworkers,

There have been several recent

what happened at that meeting.

representatives, and supervision.

situations

that

this

The law mandates that employers

All those focus groups, interviews,

caution.

Attending

employer

must take immediate steps to

and

meetings to discuss your WSI B

address workplace harassment. To

transcri bed and the information

claim or related issues can cause

prevent these

has

problems if things go off the rails

happening, always request for a

analysis by our research team. We

without a witness.

union representative to be present.

should have a draft report in the

incidents are revealing. An injured

In

before

early fall 2011, with an Executive

worker gets called to attend a

proceeding, whether a steward,

Summary to be published in an

meeting by the employer health

business rep or myself.

upcoming

and

safety

counsel,

and

rep,

warrant

Three recent

maybe

perhaps

fact

situations

demand

one

from

legal

another

management person to discuss the
modified work plan, and related

Institute for Work & Health Buddies in Bad Times Research
Project -

discussions
been

coded

have
for

been
further

newsletter.

cooperation,

assistance,

commitment

to

help

Your
and
fellow

brothers and sisters is greatly
appreciated.

The

IBEW has

proven once again to be in the

medical issues. Tempers flare, and
the member says some words in

I am a co-investigator on this

vanguard of workers health and

the heat of the moment, perhaps is

project where we are looking into

safety.

agitated and leaves the meeting in

the role of co -workers in an

frustration.

In each instance,

i nj ured wo rkers successfu I retu rn

there was a women present in the

to work after an injury, and the

'.;. .: ~ . WORl<ERS' RIGHiS . .
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Gary Majesky
WSIB Consultant
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WSIB Report
by Gary Majesky
WSI B Consultant

plays in setting up or representing a

recalibrate your thinking, because

significant contributing factor in the

the

onset of hand/wrist osteoarthritis.

diagnosis

of

an

arthritic

condition is where things get real

Osteoarthritis (OA) - Worn &
Broken Bodies & the Physical
Demands of the Trade
,':or

want everyone to stop and

our readers who follow health

murky when dealing with WSI B.

It is important in the history

In the area of injury law arthritis

assessment of onset for members

is seen to be an idiopathic or

to be very disciplined in identifying

degenerative

is

potential work situations where an

unrelated to physically demanding

incident that seems innocuous,

work. That is not to say certain work

such as bending or pulling wire, leads

activities habitually recruited cannot

to overloading of the hand/wrist in

lead

which the worker feels or hears a

to

condition

that

degenerative

changes,

& safety issues, most of you are

because frequent and prolonged

pop

aware that my office constantly

kneeling, crouching and squatting

experiences a strain. Often times'

pushes

does have a high odds ratio in

members discount the \\triggering

addressing health issues linked to

connection

incident"

electrical work. Creating new case

patella, which is a softening of the

the

law

cartilage

cap.

hand/wrists are sore, and aching,

compensation is heavily dependent

Another injury where there is a

because they've worked 30-40

on

strong medical correlation of wear

years at the trade.

the

in the

lega l

boundaries

realm

of workers

epidemiological

or

health

to
under

condromalacia
the

knee

in

their

and

default

wrist/hand

then

position

or

revert

to

that

my

sciences research, and the subject

and

of this month's article.

overhead work that prematurely

What typically happens is the

wears the connective ligaments and

member will see a doctor, who may

muscles surrounding the shoulder

order x- rays, perhaps a referral to

members

joint. In my experience, rotator cuff

a specialist, and a diagnosis of

when they physically start to break

injuries are very common in the

hand or wrist arthritis is made.

down goes like this \\after 40 years

electrical trade.

The

anecdotal

frequently

comment

hear from

tear

relates

to

prolonged

working in the trade (even less

Under the Iaw, there are two types

depending on genetic and other

Over the past three years I have

of injuries that are recognized.

physiological predisposing factors),

pursed the issue of hand and wrist

The first is single episode trauma,

ny knees, back, neck and shoulders

osteoarthritis (\\OA") and the role

which is the typical trip, stumbled,

that physically demanding gripping

fall, or lifted something where

ache, and I have arthritis."
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develop OA than those who
do sedentary work, however,
the heavy work may render
the joint more symptomatic,
creating the impression
that osteoarthritis is more
common in these workers.

there is an immediate cause/effect

[49] The worker's representative

injury. The other branch of injury

provided the Panel with a

is a disablement, which is defined

research paper by Chaisson

as a gradually emerging injury.

et ai, published in the journal

This leads into this month's article

Arthritis and

Rheumatism

and a recent Tribunal decision

Volume

Number

regarding hand/wrist arthritis and

January 1999. Mr. Majesky

the relationship between heavy

submitted that the

rigorous manual work involving

established

a relationship

[52] The decision of the Board in

the hands.

between male workers with

this case, which was to grant

maximal grip strength and the

entitlement on the basis of a

development of osteoarthritis

permanent aggravation of a

in the PIP, MCP and thumb

pre-existing

base joints.

condition wh ich had been

Tribunals Conclusions Decision No 2299/09
[48]

42

1

study

The worker in this appeal
been

aggravated but not caused by

awarded

[50] Both parties in the appeal

entitlement for osteoarthritis in

accepted as a fact that the

consistent with

the right wrist.

The worker's

worker in this case met the

approach.

entitlement was based on the

criteria of a worker who was

decision of Septe mber 4, 2009,

required to use maxima l grip

that the worker had sustained a

strength in the course of his

permanent aggravation of a pre-

35

existing osteoarthitic condition in

industrial electrician.

1S

al ready

osteoarthritic

year

career

as

an

the right wrist as a result of his

occupational

factors,

is

Dr. Tile's

[53] Given the apparent strength
. and

authority

of

the

Chaisson study, · the Panel
concluded that it would be
worthwhile to request an

[51] Tribunal jurisprudence with

independent review of this

The worker appealed the findings

respect to appeals involving

study in light of the current

of the Board that the worker 's

occupational arthritis has

epidemiological literature, to

workplace duties as an electrician

been heavi Iy i nfl uenced by

address

were a significant contributing factor

the M LO discussion paper

whether or not there is a

in the development! aetiology/cause

workplace duties as an electrician .

the

question

of

prepared by Dr. Marvin Tile.

probable relationship between

of his osteoarthritis, as opposed to

H is view, as stated in his

occupational factors and the

the finding of the Board that the

paper, was summarized as

aetiology of hand and wrist

osteoarthritis

follows:

osteoarthritis.

was

a permanent

aggravation of a pre-existing, nonlmpensable condition .

Accordingly,

the Tribunal requested and

Individuals that do heavy
work are no more likely to

Page 102 of 118

received a report from Dr.
Bradley.
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[ 54J It is sufficient to quote again
Dr. Badley's final conclusion.
The claimant has osteoarthritis
of his STT joint. As noted
above, the wrist is a joint
in which osteoarthritis is
infrequently found and there is
no epidemiological literature
relating the risk factors
specially for STT OA ... There
is limited literature on the use
of vibrating tools as risk
factors for OA of the wrist,
most
of it from more than a
,
decade ago. This is part of a
slightly
larger
literature
looking as the vascular (white
finger/HAVS) and sensory
(e.g. carpal tunnel syndrome)
associations of the use of
vibrating tools. However the
studies reported in this
literature are mainly crosssectional associations and it is
therefore difficult to draw

conclusions about causality,
and there is no literature
linking amount of exposure to
the probability of developing
~A.

[55J After conducting a thorough
review of existing epidemiological literature on the
subject, Dr. Badley has
concluded that it is not
possible to draw conclusions
about a causal relationship
between occupational factors
and osteoarthritis of the wrist
and further, that there is no
literature linking the amount
of exposure to the probability
of developing osteoarthritis.
[56J The standard required to
establish a causal relationship
for compensation purposes is
the balance of probabilities.
At the present state of
epidemiological research, a

'The ECOflQJI1Ir.
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probable casual relationsh i p
between occupational factors
and the aetiology of arthritis
of the wrist has not been
established.
[57J The worker remains entitled to
compensation for a permanent
aggravation of his osteoarthritis
in the right wrist which was
awarded on the basis of an
aggravation of a pre-existing
non-compensable condition.
That was not the issue in this
appeal.
[58J The worker's appeal for
recognition that his osteoarthritis
of the right wrist was caused
by his work as an industrial
electrician is denied.

Gary Majesky
WSIB Consultant
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WSIB Report
by Gary Majesky
WSIB Consultant

Five Things to
Know About
'SIEF Relief
Coordinated Approach
Disability Programs

of

This month I want to talk about
the Second Injury Enhancement
Fund (SIEF)' Over the years many
members have received notices
from the WSIB that their employer
is appealing an issue in their claim,
typically SIEF. SIEF was originally
created as an incentive program for
employers to hire injured workers so
they wou Idn't bear the cost shou Id
that worker get re-injured. That was
the noble social purpose goal of SIEF.

(

They say the Road to Hell is paved
with good intentions, well, that's an
apt description for what happened to
the SIEF program starting in 1998
when former Premier M ike Harris

them were the incentive programs

poor fiscal

management, blaming

provided to employers, which have

runaway costs on benefits paid to

been under public scrutiny the past

injured workers, but never accepting

couple of years.

responsibility for egregious greed.

Although SIE F was intended as an

A couple of years ago I had the

incentive program, employers and

pleasure of meeting with John Slinger,

their representatives hijacked the

a Vice President ofWSIB Operations,

SI EF program and were requesting

who to Id us that SIE F has added $ 2

cost relief in every claim in the order

billion to the unfunded liability of the

of25%, 50%, 75%, 90% or 100%.

Board. He also said that compared

If a worker had a back injury at

to other provincial jurisdictions with

work, and the x-ray or M RI fiagged

similar SI EF programs, those other

degenerative changes (DOD), even

provinces were granting SIEF relief

though

in 5-10% of claims.

it was asymptomatic, an

employer could be relieved some
portion of the claim costs.

If an

In Ontario,

however, this percentage was trending
around 40% in 2008.

Contrary to

employer received 75% SIEF cost

mythology, the

relief, the employer paid .25 cents

money is not related to generous

on the dollar.

The remaining cost

haemorrhaging

of

benefits paid to injured workers, but

was then transferred to the unfunded

was being

liability, which

who took advantage of an incentive

is funded

by all

lavished on employers

program without really

Ontario employers.

living

up

to the social purpose that it was
The oddity is that by shifting claim

intended. SElF became the modern

costs to the unfunded liability, this

incarnation of corporate welfare, not

became another chew toy for the

unlike some of the costly programs

employer community to crow about.

plaguing the Eurozone.

How to explain the schizophrenic
employer

behaviour

of

seeking

Zombie representatives developed a

SIEF cost relief in a claim, thereby

reputation of approaching employers

shifting stranded costs to the general

and filing blanket requests for SI EF

employer unfunded liability, and once

in every WSI B claim, while reaping a

implemented Bill 99, the Workplace

their annual cost were received, the

percentage of the bounty. Worse still,

Safety and Insurance Act. There
were many changes, chief among

employer community would rise in
unison squawking about the WSI B's

when these SIEF award were either
denied (not often), or typically, not as

PAGE 18
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generous as requested, they appealed.
As a result, employers plugged up the
appeal system with revenue appeals.
And members wonder WHY we have
appeal delays.

withdrawal. For the record, here's
what the WSIB is now telling us:

SI E F has become another discredited
employer incentive program, similar
to the WSIB Experience Rating
program in which some employers
received rebates for safe workplaces,
even in years when they had a
workplace fatality.

2.

The more relief granted in a
claim, the less likely a worker
is to return to work (WSIB's
Chief Statistician: normalizing
for injury type, age and industry,
where employers receive at
least 25% relief, workers have
a significantly higher risk of
staying on Loss of Earning
(LOE) benefits)

3.

By the end of 2007, the WSI B
was relieving 31 % of all claim
costs - the highest of any
Canadian jurisdiction.
- BC,
with same policy, relieving 12%
of all claim costs

WHY is SIEF relief important?
Simply, the more SIEF cost relief an
'mployer receives, the less likely they
will keep an injured worker working.
It all boils down to peso's. If an
employer's WSIB claim costs, taking
into account SIEF relief, is less than
the wages of an injured a worker, it's
adios, thanks for showing up, here's
your layoff.
Now the WSI B has tightened the
screws on SIEF relief and the
employer community is going into

I

1. The overuse of SI E F relief has been
caused by the WSIBs ineffective
administration of the Fund.

4.

Between 1995 and 2007, over
7,000 SIEF appeals were filed by
employers - more than the total
of all employer benefit appeals

5.

There is no fraud.

What the WSIB has done is to
impose greater discipline in granting
SIEF relief. In 2009, they created a
team of 13 Case Manager to make
all SI E F decisions instead of fanning
them out to 700-800 Case Managers.
They also assigned a single Medical
Consultant to provide support to the
team. There is now more stringent
evaluation of the evidence.
And
before any relief is granted, it must
be demonstrated that a pre-existing
condition exists and that the preexisting condition has in fact caused
the injury to be more serious or
longer in duration than it would have
been otherwise.
And some people thought injured
workers were the root of all evi I. On
a personal note, Happy Hoi idays from
my family to yours, and may you have
a safe and prosperous New Year.

Gary Majesl<y
WSIB Consultant

Continued from page 14

the various trips and events planned.

Apparently, only members that
apply to receive their I B EW 1.0.
pension receive a letter of invitation
and information from Local 353
Retirees Club.

Local 353 Retirees meet on the 1st
Tuesday of every month at 1377
Lawrence Ave. East. At 10:00 a.m.,
in the Retirees area. A meal is served
after every meeting.

Therefore, in the interim ALL LOCAL
353 RETIREES TAI<E NOTICE (OU AND YOUR SPOUSE ARE
INVITED TO ATTEND LOCAL
353 RETIREE CLUB MONTHLY
LUNCHEON MEETINGS and enjoy

We will be investigating new ways of
better communicating with all our
retired members.
Again, we wish to thank the
working members of Local 353
Page 105 of 118

for the continuing support and
Local 353 Sports, Entertainment
& Reti rees Trustees.
Our Retirees Club wishes all Local
353 Officers and Staff, Local
353 Retirees and all the working
members and their families a
MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A
HAPPY HEALTHY NEW YEAR.

Robert Rynyk
President, Local 353
Retirees Club
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There are certain realities in life in
addition to death and taxes.

WSIB Report
by Gary Majesky
WSIB Consultant

One

of them is the development and

The

presence of degenerative changes as

responsibility for a work injury to

we get older. The scientific literature

a

confirms that from age 25 onward,

condition does affect your rights

we're

and entitlement to benefits.

all

on

a downward

slope

fact

WSIB

offioads

non-compensable

the

pre-existing
How

towards old age. The fact is many

you ask?

of these degenerative changes, which

responsible

are sometimes referred to as arthritis,

injuries and related health care costs

wear and tear, or degenerative disc

and loss of earnings benefits. Since

disease CD D D), are present in each

the

and everyone of us.

Regardless of

changes are typically unrelated to

the demographic age group, when you

an injury, since age related changes

WSIB Practice Similar to
USA Health Care Insurance

compare diagnostics of the general

take time to develop, the WSIB will

population (x-ray, CT or M RI) you'll

rule your disability is related to non-

This month I want to review pre-

find degenerative pathology present

compensable pathology.

existing conditions.

in each age group.

Claims Denied
because of
Pre-existing
Conditions

follows

Anyone who

American

politics

will

likely remember President Barack
Obama talking about the problems
his grandmother experienced when
her health care insurance company

(

electrical workers perform.

often

members

problems

with

pathology,

and

without

never

this

underlying

continue

limitation

or

had

working

complaint,

the

workers
was
work
on

for

work

pathogenesis

While
Quite

Well, the WSIB is only

of

union

accidents/

degenerative

will

pre-existing

asymptomatic,
Injury
the

was

underlying

argue

a

condition

we

say

the

superimposed
degenerative

and

condition, thus aggravating the non-

denied her coverage because of a

have no difficulty whatsoever. Once

compensable condition, rendering it

pre-existing condition.

injured, the WSIB does look at the

symptomatic. These are complex and

pathologies unmasked in diagnostics
and often times will blame the

time consuming cases fraught with

For those who think this is strictly
a USA problem, think again. Right

workers symptoms on the boogeyman

I'm seeing more of these types of

engage

in

sports

activities,

delay and frustration. Unfortunately,

here in Ontario the WSIB denies

pre-existing condition. They do this

decisions in spite of 25 years of

claims using the same practice, often

with

(eg.,

Tribunal rulings clarifying how to

times without regard to whether

tripped, stumbled, fell), or injuries

adjudicate claims in the presence

the

that emerge gradually over time due

of pre-existing conditions.

to the physically demanding work

Tribunal decisions over the years

pre-existing

condition

asymptomatic or not.
PAGE 14
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was

single episode trauma
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Leading

forced the WSI B to recalibrate its

surgery ... There

convincing

law. The Supreme Court of Canada

decision making, but the Board is

evidence that these changes which

found it necessary to review and

reverting

are

so obvious on the x-ray or scans

clarify the principles of causation,

In most people who

including the Athin-skull@ principle,

which

to their

past practices

are out of sync with the current

legal thinking.

cause pain.

is

no

have back pain in the presence of

in Athey v. Leonati, [1996J 3 S.C.R.

gaining change, the pain is the result

458. The applicability of the common

Unfortunately pre-existing conditions

of ligament or muscle strain and not

are

law thin skull principle to Worker's

because of age change seen in the

Compensation

diagnostic tests.

follows in Tribunal Decision No. 915

a handy excuse for the WSIB to

deny claims, and the ensuing chicken
and egg debate means appeals, delay,
and denial of loss of earnings benefits.

worker

advocates?

When

adjudicating claims where a pre-

these claims let's examine how the

existing condition has been fiagged

Tribunal

by WSIB, our focus turns to whether

community

view pre-existing conditions.

In a

the worker was symptomatic prior to

Tribunal Medical Discussion Paper

an injury. That is the only true test

on Back Pain, Drs. W. R. Harris, and

to determine what role, if any, a pre-

J.F.R.

Flemming, an

Surgeon

and

Orthopaedic
Neurosurgeon

existing condition played in a workers
life.

For instance, if just prior to a

respectively, reviewed the common

work injury a worker was in therapy,

pathologies

experience,

prescribed medication, and limited

change

in

in some physical way in how he/she

Their analysis

worked, or in their activities of daily

in

patient's

particular,

aging

the lumbar spine.

warrants carefu I scrutiny:

living, this is a valid scenario where
the pre-existing condition should be

The thin-skull doctrine also applies
in

Worker's

Compensation

cases

and for two reasons. One reason is
that permitting compensation to be
denied or adjusted because of preexisting or pre-disposing personal
deficiencies would very substantially
reduce the nature of the protection
afforded

by

the

compensation

system as compared to the Court
system for reasons that wou Id not be
understandable in terms either of the
historic bargain or of the wording
of the legislation. The other reason
is that in a compensation system

Any discussion of back pain is often

taken into account.

dominated by the term" Degenerative

doesn't

Disc Disease" or DDD.

didn't playa role and aggravate the

compensation

inappropriate phrase because what

pre-existing

a

been engaged as workers. They have

is being described is usually not a

pre-existing condition may render a

functioned as workers with any pre-

disease but normal aging change.

worker more vulnerable, and prone

existing condition they may have

A better description would be "age

to injury. In my experience, 95% of

had.

It seems wrong in principle

related" change. This normal process

the time, the worker typically has no

that

conditions

produced typical x-ray and CT or

pre-injury problems, worked like a

affect their employment as workers

donkey and strong as an Ox.

should be relied upon to deny them

M RI changes which

(

as

at p. 136:
as

medical

explained

So how do we use that information

To better understand how I argue
and

was

are

This is an

commonly

mean the

Howeve~

work

condition;

that

accident

because

misinterpreted by physicians as being

injured persons become entitled to
because

which

have

did

not

compensation as injured workers.

evidence of something abnormal. In

It's worth reviewing how the courts

turn this may lead to unnecessary

have viewed pre-existing conditions in

Gary Majesky

investigation,

the context of workers compensation

WSI B Consultant

sometimes

they
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Work & Health OWH), who are

had been the case in the previous

working with

on our

legislation, we brought in the IWH to

Electrician Injured Worker Co-worker

assist us in a study of those long-term

Local

353

Support research study, have provided

WSIB Report
by Gary Majesky
WSIB Consultant

technical assistance to the Workplace
Safety and Insurance

Board and

examining potential explanations for
the increase in long-duration claims.

Why has there
been an increase in
compensation claims
of long duration
in Ontario?
This question was recently raised by
the Ontario Legislature's Standing
Committee

on

Public

Accounts.

This Comm ittee on Public Accounts,
comprised of eight members of the
legislature, has a mandate to review
the

provincial

Auditor

General's

annual report onpublic expenditures.
A

chapter

in the

2010

Auditor

General's report examined the status

(

Bill 99 an Act to amend workers

duration compensation claims:

be related to the increase in long

compensation in Ontario).

"When we started to see
the long-tenn claim costs
go to the legislative lockin point in higher numbers
than had been the case in
the previous legislation,
we brought in the IWH
to assist us in a study of
those long-tenn cases
to understand what the
drivers were. "

the accounts ofthe Ontario Workplace

WS IB's . Chief

Safety and Insurance Board (WSIB).
Long-d uration compensation claims

John Slinger, made references to this
study when a committee member

have potential implications for the

asked about the issue of claims

WSIB's

duration at the WSIB.

future

The WSIB study team has focused
on three factors that appear to

At a· standing committee in 2010,

for

were," said Slinger to the committee.

This trend appeared to begin following
legislative change in 1998 (Harris'

of the current unfunded liability with

requirement

cases to understand what the drivers

Operations

Officer,

•

Changes in the case management
of claims and labour market

re-

entry program (retraining);

•

The increase in prescriptions of
narcotic medicines; and

•

Aspects of the incentive system
in place for employers in cases
of a recurring work injury after a
return to work.

The full text of the committee session
is

available through

the

Official

Report of Debates (Hansard) at the
Legislative Assembly of Ontario's
website www.ontla.on.ca

compensation obligations.
\\When we started to see the longFor several years, members of the

term claims go to the legislative

Gary Majesky

scientific staff of the Institute for

lock-in point in higher numbers than

WSIB Consultant
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Percocet, although that list is by no
means exhaustive.

WSIB Report
by Gary Majesky
WSIB Consultant

The New War on
Drugs - Opioids for
Non-Cancer Pain
The new prescription heroin of
our time!
This month I want t o discuss new
initiatives instituted by the WSIB,
Ministry of Health and all health
care players who treat patients and
prescribe opioids for non-malignant
chronic pain. Regardless who the
payer is, whether the WSIB or private
insurance companies, like Great-West
Life our union insurance carrier, if
you require narcotic medication your
medication usage as of November
1,2011 is being monitored by the
Ontario Ministry of Health.

(

Since November 2011 the Ontario
Government has mandated that all
pharmacies obtain an 0 HIP Card #
for each narcotic prescription that
is fi lied for a patient, regard less
of who pays. This program was
instituted because of a growing public
awareness of a crisis surrounding the
use of Oxycontin, Tylenol 2 & 3s, and
PAGE 16
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This initiative follows on the heels
of the College of Physicians and
Surgeons of Ontario report in
2010 that declared a Public Health
Crisis is in our midst stemming
from inappropriate prescribing,
dispensing and illicit use of
opioids, acknowledging many other
jurisdictions are facing the same
problem as well. The report notes that
prescription opioids are more likely to
be found on the street than heroin and
have now become the drug of choice
for teens. A fact my own son has
confirmed who is a grade 11 student.
Issues related to opioid use and
misuse are complicated. Health-care
providers are confronted with an
increasing number of patients with
chronic non-cancer pain. Chronic
pain is difficult to treat and there is
limited evidence as to what works.
Medication is a readily accessible
treatment option for chronic pain,
whether organic (physical) or
psychogenic (mental).
While opioids have been used for
many years, their use has grown
significantly since the introduction
of controlled-release formulations,
where the drug is slowly absorbed to
allow continuous pain control over a
full day with one or two pills. When
taken for recreational purposes, these
powerful pills produce a euphoric
heroin-like 'high.'
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The report further states that

''addiction services are not able
to meet the growing demands/
untreated patients continue to seek
opioids to address their addictions/
and the impact on many communities
is profound.
/I

Within the scope of my Local
353 practice I have encountered
numerous claims in which injured
workers are heavily medicated which
raises questions about their safety
or participation in an Early and
Safe Return to Work (ES RTW). In
meetings and hearings, I have argued
~here is a double standard by forcing
injured workers back to work too
early, while ignoring medication
usage, because if that injured worker
were stopped by Police they would
be declared unfit and charged with
Driving Under the Infiuence (DUD.
In my experience, most, if not all
contractors, have a zero tolerance
policy for drug or alcohol use in the
workplace, and have sent home or
terminated workers for smoking pot
at work. Less often do I encounter
employer concerns regarding an
injured workers medication usage
following a work injury, which seems
somewhat contradictory.
In a recent article I quoted a WSIB
statistic regarding Oxycontin costs
to the Ontario workers compensation
system ($200 million in 2007),
which raised eyebrows and triggered
an internal review. The WSIB has

since become more stringent and
requires prescribing doctors to
complete an Opioid Maintenance
Assessment Form for treatment of
chronic neuropathic or other noncancer pain. The problem, from my
perspective, is that we have many
members who charge their medication
directly to TEl BAS even when there
is an active WSIB claim. The reasons
are simplicity and less hassle, not
necessarily a narcotic detection
avoidance behaviour. However, with
the new Ministry of Health rules in
place, NOON E can escape detection.
I<ey outcomes of this new Opioid
monitoring program are to identity
red flags of double doctoring and
physicians who over prescribe certain
medications. In my experience I
see lots of cases where members
have clearly crossed the line into the
potential real m of addiction where
medication usage further complicates

continued from page 9

how he looked into Local 353 policies
as a result of last month's questions.
Surprisingly, there are very few. He
explained how this is a topic that he
will bring before the executive board
for direction .

(

There was also a good discussion
involving the Forensic Science Job
and parking . The problem is there is
none - the General on the job refuses
to deal with it. The representative for
the area explained how he expects
this job to grow to 1200 construction
workers and it is only going to get
Norse. We're working on it, but in the
meantime the TTC is the only way.
We heard about maximum hours

I/o

an injured workers clinical picture.
There are certain behaviours, and
familiar excuses when workers attend
a health clinic or hospital claiming
their medication was stolen from
their car or they accidently flushed
their script down the toilet. These
incidents are all now documented by
the WSIB and Ministry, so be careful
and understand the implications,
regardless of who pays for the
medication.
It is also important to understand
that the use of opioids for pain control
is still a valid and necessary treatment
for many patients, which is not illegal
or improper, provided there is some
underlying and documented medical
condition.
To tackle the challenge, the College of
Physicians & Surgeons have outlined
31 recommendations which have been
endorsed by the Ontario Ministry of
Health: 1. Enhance training of health

of work again this month and how
it applies to maintenance verses
construction. We haven't heard
the last of this one, as we will be
looking deeper into the Employment
Standards Act, as well as how it
applies to our different agreements.
One of our old pros came forward this
month and explained how important
it is to continue to organize and be
politically active. He stated how
Unions are the ones that speak the
best when it comes to benefits and
pensions. We are the ones that bring
forth these important social aspects
for the ones that don't have anything.
The members discussed our market
recovery and how we deal with the
hours worked learning the member

care providers; 2. Improve public
education and awareness among
high risk communities; 3. Create a
coordinated and accessible system for
the treatment of pain and addiction;
4. Take immediate steps to make
all oproid prescription information
available to all prescribers and
dispensers; 5. Establish a Drug
Information System that allows all
prescribers and dispensers to access
complete medication profiles; 6.
Empower health-care professionals,
institutions and law enforcement
agencies to reduce diversion by
facilitating information-sharing and
establishing a duty to report criminal
activity.
I hope this article brings some clarity
and insight into an important issue
that affects us all.

Gary Majesky
WSIB Consultant

gets a letter from the Local for
verification before the payment goes
out. This month's meeting ended with
a discussion on our pension plan and
how it works as compared to others
like OM ERS - we discovered that the
grass isn't always greener on the other
side.
Our meeting ended five minutes early
- which goes to show you, even our
members stop talking when they have
heard enough! Imagine that - an
electrical worker with nothing to say.
Come out to our next meeting you
might think of something to say, better
yet you might find someone to listen.
Your Recording Secretary,

George Smith
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Symptoms for workers with HAVS:

WSIB Report
by Gary Majesky
WSIB Consultant

Hand Arm Vibration
Syndrom (HAVS)
This month I wish to discuss the issue
of HAVS in response to member
concerns about this condition, and
whether the I B EW has taken steps to
address this health issue.
HAVS, formerly referred to as White
Finger Syndrome and Raynaud's has
been widely researched and many
Local 353 members have been tested
for this condition.
The WSIB adjudicates HAVS as
an occupational disease under
Operational Policy 16-01-09 as
a medical condit ion that affects
workers who use hand-held vibratory
tools. HAVS primarily affects
workers' hands, but can also affect
the feet. The components to HAV S
may be vascula~ neurological
and/or musculoske letal. While it
has been known since the beginning
of the 20th century that vibration
affects the hands and arms, it was
not until 1983 that scientists agreed
)n the definition of HAVS that
includes circulatory, nervous and
musculoskeletal systems.
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l.Vascular symptoms include
fingers turning white accompanied by pain and
numbness - upon exposure to
cold and/or damp environments.
2.Neurological symptoms include
diminished tactile sensitivity
and manual dexterity.
3.Musculoskeletal symptoms
include deteriorated grip
strength and increase
muscle fatigue.
To clarify any misunderstanding,
Local 353 has taken steps to address
the issue of HAVS. In 2005 the
Hal l launched a Repetitive Strain
Injury (RSI) awareness campaign,
in which the following risk factors
were flagged i.e., vibration, cold
temperatures, contract stress, forceful
movements, pace of work & recovery
time, awkward or fixed postures.
In 2005 our Local 353 Health
and Safety Committee sponsored
an Occupational Health Clinic for
members where over 500 members
attended and were screened for
various exposures, injuries and
diseases. Occupational health
physicians at the Occupational Health
Clinics for Ontario Workers recently
completed their assessment of each
participating member and will
present their findings to the Ministry
of Labour. A key finding to emerge
from the data is that electricians
Page 111 of 118

(and plumbers & fitters) present
w ith a disproportionat e number of
musculoskeleta l and occupational
diseases compared to workers in
other sectors, suggesting there are
multiple endemic risk factors that
our members are exposed to over the
course of their working career.
As a follow-up to our Occupational
Health Clinic, Local 353 took the
lead on musculoskeletal issues,
culminating in the publication of the
Electrician Ergonomic Research
Study in 2007. To remind, the
purpose of this study was for each
member to bring this study to their
family doctor and have it placed in
the ir patient file for future reference.
In the section titled Hand & Power
Too ls, the researchers identified
four common hand & wrist injuries
(pathologies) related to the tools
frequently used by electricians:
Carpel Tunne l Syndrome, Tendonitis,
Epicondylitus, and Hand Arm
Vibration Syndrome or HAVS. In
the HAVS section, we reported:
Hand-arm vibration syndrome
CHAVS) is a disease that involves
circulatory disturbances, sensory
and motor disturbances and
musculoskeletal disturbances.
It is caused by daily exposure
to hand and arm vibration by
workers who use vibrating tools
such as jackhammers and drills,
which can cause physical damage
to the hands and arms resulting

St. Michael's Hospital,

in tingling and numbness in the
fingers, loss of grip strength and
spasms.
While the Union has a long history
in bringing forward member claims
related to upper extremity disorders,
it is important for members to
receive proper testing to identify and
delineate the underlying problem as
different injuries can mimic the same
symptoms (i.e. numbness and tingling
in the hands).

Occupational Health Clinic, 30
Bond Street, Toronto, M5B 1 W8,
T: (416) 864-5074
F: (416) 304-1902
Before a HAVS claim is submitted
to the WSIB it is important that the
following tests are conducted before
a claim can be adjudicated:

Grip Strength - test the measure of
your hand-grip strength
Cold Immersion Test (Cold Water

If you suspect you are experiencing
HAVS related symptoms described
above, sufficient to cause abnormal
discomfort and difficulty working
due to these symptoms, please
contact me and leave your name and
phone number and I'll try to have you
assessed at the 0 H COW. It is also
possible for your family physician to
expedite specific screening tests and
assessment by contacting:

Tank Test) - test looks at the way
your blood fiows through the small
blood vessels of your hand by
measuring the temperature of the
skin at your fingertips.

accurately you can work with your
hands, fingers and arms.

Digital Plethysmography and
Arterial Peripheral Doppler Study
- Test is used to assess skin/finger
blood fiow at room temperature
and after the fingers have been put
into very cold water (2 minutes at
10°C) and records the digital blood
pressures using a Doppler ultrasound
instrument.

Gary Majesky
WSIB Consultant

Current Perception Threshold
(CPT) -tests how much feeling you
have in your fingers to low-level
current.

Purdue Pegboard Test - is a hand

WORKER ABUSE
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dexterity test to see how fast and

WINIWIN
Suport your IBEW 353 Baseball Team and cash in
at the IBEW 353 SOFTBALL POKER TOURNAMENT
Lanterna Restaurant
445 Edgeley Blvd. Vaughan

Saturday, May 5th

@

Ipm

Includes:
* Meal & One Beverage
* 2500 in Chips

Extras:
* $25 Optional
* 2000 Additional Chips

Prizes:

*
*

$100 Per Ticket
Max 100 Tickets Sold

5 Final Pot Prizes
(Value Determined at Tournament Date)
Door Prizes

Come out for a great time, show your support and you could WIN BIG!
Tickets Available at the Union Halls. Call1Candice"
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WSIB Report
by Gary Majesky
WSIB Consultant

Reporting Injuries
& Registering WSIB
Claims
In spite of numerous articles I've
written over the years, employer
safety and orientation sessions,
and health & safety courses that
each member has taken - there are
still too many members who fail in
their injury reporting obligations.
The tragedy is your claim will be
denied if you fail to properly report
injuries, in spite of well documented
medical problems preventing a
return to work. Simply, failing to
report injuries "in writing" leads
to time consuming proof of accident
disputes, deniability, and frustration,
particularly when a member
attempts to register a claim months
after an alleged injury, particularly ·
a layoff.
Brother Jeff Bond's cardinal rule
applies in all labour relations
ituations. Documentation trumps
conversation. Too often I deal with
members who detrimentally rely on
PAGE 14
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idle chit-chat with co-workers, the
classic buddy defense, only to get
burned later on when they go back
to their supervisor or co-workers to
belatedly report an injury.
Sadly, the failure to properly
report injuries is not restricted to
ill-informed members, although
this group is well represented, but
also seasoned veterans and welleducated brothers. The excuse I
often hear for not reporting an
injury is "[ thought the injury
would settle" or "[ didn't want
to lose my job". Here's a good
tip. If you see a doctor or health
care professional, it's critically
important you tell them how
you got injured so it's logged in
their clinical notes. Health care
professionals are like parish
priests. Tell them everything!
You wouldn't believe how many
times I've requested a doctors
clinical notes and they contain
eXCUlpatory evidence confirming a
member injured himself at work,
as alleged (e.g. strained back
lifting coil of wire), even in the face
of rebuttal statements from coworkers who deny any knowledge
of a work related injury. Take
note this is a common employer
strategy whenever they object to,
and challenge, a members' claim.
remind, the following 3 forms
must be completed for the WSIB to

To
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register and adjudicate a claim:

Form 6 - Workers Report of
Injury/Disease
Form 7 - Employers Report of
Injury/Disease
Form 8 - Health Professionals
First Report of Injury/Disease
Compensable Disc Herniation
(Permanent Impairment Award)
A key issue I have argued over
the years is that a return to work
does not mean a member is fully
recovered, in spite of an injured
worker's symptoms settling down.
The WSIB policy regarding NonEconomic Loss awards says they
will be granted if there is a Physical
and/or Functional loss. In my
mind, it's an either/or proposition,
however, the W SIB takes the
position that there must be both
Physical and Functional los? In
claim? involving work related disc
herniation's, I continually argue
with decision makers who refuse
to acknowledge that spinal disc
herniation's result in an automatic
permanent impairment award under
the American Medical Association
Guides to the Evaluation of
Permanent Impairment/ 3rd Edition
(the 'AMA Guides')' Under the
law, WSIB is mandated to apply
the AMA Guides, but in practice
decision makers resist granting
Permanent Impairment awards

//3

(N E U for compensable disc
herniation.
In April 2012, we won a Tribunal
appeal (Decision No. 34/12)
involving an electrician who
requested a permanent impairment
award for a compensable lumbar
sp ine disc herniation. This ruling
w ill be helpful in future cases:

[47J
However, ne ither the
Act nor Board policy contains
a requirement that a diagnosed
condition, such as a herniated
disc, must cause functional
impairment in order to qualify
for a permanent impairment
award. There is settled Tribunal
jurisprudence on this point. In
Decision No. 1175/98, the ViceChair awarded entitlement to
a N E L assessment on the basis
that the worker had sustained
structural abnormalities in the
lumbar spine notwithstanding
the fact that there was normal
range of motion in the lumbar
spine. The Vice-Chair pointed to
AMA Guides to the Evaluation

of Permanent Impairment,
which provides for discrete
awards for diagnosis related
factors such as structural
abnormalities under Table 53
of the Guides, and separate
awards under the heading
that require physiological
measurements. This precise
position has been held in
[other] Tribunal Decisions.

HAVS Update
Thank-you to the members who
co·ntacted me in response to my
Hand Arm Vibration Syndrome
article and bringing to my attention
the progressive deterioration you
have experienced in your hand and
arm symptoms, particularly when
the seasons and temperatures
change. I was encouraged that
some members fo llowed my advice
and asked their family physicians
for a referral to St. Michael's
Hospital. Others, I will assist in
facilitating a medica l assessment,
if they lack a family doctor. Once
members have been tested, please

1,2012. Members who wish to

and add IBEW Local Union 353 to

be able to process on-line dues
payments for members who are
"suspended" per the constitution
for non-payment of dues. We

their list of payees. The PIN will be

expect this service to provide a

the member's card number followed

convenience to members.

by Geoff Nash

by the last four digits of the

Business Representative

member's Social Insurance Number.

newsletter; members will be able

Iff

WSIB Consultant

As an addendum to this we will not

their personal on-line banking site

As reported in last month's

Gary Majesky

to pay dues on-line effective May
access this service should log on to

Dues

stay in contact with my office as
WSIB claims need to be registered,
and there wi ll be routine WSIB
inquiries regarding your work
exposure and emp loyment history.
However, be forewarned! If
you engage in the following nonwork related activities, such as
restoring old cars using a grinder/
po lisher, drive a motorcycle, use
a chain-saw at home or cottage these activities have been cited in
past HAVS appeals to discount a
workers "employment" exposure
and denial of a HAVS claim.
Similarly, smokers may experience
complications when fi ling a HAVS
claim because there is medical
research suggesting that smoking
provokes a physiological response
causing blood vesse ls to dilate
leading to potentially false positive,
or false negative readings during
vascular testing for HAVS. Please
bear this in mind if you are pursuing
a HAVS claim and contact me for
advice.

In Solidarity,

Members should be reminded that:

Payments will be processed on
the last day of the month in
which they are received.
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WSIB Appeal Reforms
- Disposition Cycle
I was recently asked by the

WSIB Report
by Gary Majesky
WSIB Consultant

Provincial Building Trades Council
to review pending changes and
provide input into the modernization

a decision released. This delay is
frustrating for members, and as
the person responsible for handling
member appeals, the appearance
at times seems like I'm not doing
my job or ineffective, when in fact I
have no control over the delay.

of the WSI B Appeals system . For
those unfamiliar with the appeals

My reply to members who are

process, the WSIB Appeals Branch

frustrated with the appeal delay

is the first level of appeal. If either

is rather simple. I frequently tell

workplace party is dissatisfied with

members that if I was called to

an effort to provide the

a decision (i.e., employer or worker)

appear the next day to argue the i r

membership with ongoing

either party has a right of appeal to

appeal, I could do so because I know

education around WSI B issues

the Workplace Safety or Insurance

my files and my cases are typically

and processes, I would like to

Appeals Tribunal, which is the final

appeal ready. My availability is

alert all members, including

level of appeal for WSI B disputes.

not the problem, but the systemic

stewards and union activists, of

As part of an effort to update their

an upcoming Webinar. First, I

appeal procedures, the WSIB wants

need a personal reply whether

to adopt similar administrative

you would be interested. My goal

practices that are currently in place

is for every member to have an

at the Tribunal (e.g., Confirmation

Webinar - WSIB
Orientation Course
(1 hour)
'1

opportunity to participate in a

of Appeal process), ' Many members

workers compensation Webinar

are unaware that there are different

delays due to a backlog of appeals,
and a large infiux of appeals from
employers and injured workers,
many of whom lost their jobs in the
recession, and are now reopening
old claims seeking benefits from the
WSIB because their modified jobs
have disappeared.

that can be accessed from home

steps in each appeals system.

or any computer that has an

My sense is that most members

Typically I'm hesitant when asked

internet connection. If you are

assume that once I file a letter

for input to redesign a government

interested, please send me a reply

of objection disputing a decision,

department, because there is usually

email togmajes0567@rogers.com.

then their dispute is sent off to

a pre-ordained vision of the new

Topics to be discussed are proof

appeal. In fact, there are different

administrative model. Even though

of accident, reporting, common

steps before an appeal is actually

I am a product of the \\you manage,

,istakes and problems when

brought forward to a hearing. In

we'll grieve" school of advocacy, I

egistering WSI B claims, as well as

the meantime, there is a lot of dead

cannot be too cynical because c3.ny

time before an appeal is heard or

attempt to modernize an important

I
I

legal and medical concepts.
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administrative justice system should

management tool to measure and

of accident disputes. Members who

be a priority for any stakeholder

manage performance, and a tool the

have experienced a WSI B dispute

who is a regular consumer of the

WSIB has used in their claims area

understand how complicated the

appeal system.

to ensure decisions are made in 30

process is.

Although some of the administrative

or 60 days."

In total, my office currently

changes are not controversial, such

The I B EW position was simple and

represents approximately 10,000

as the Appea ls Branch adopting

c lear. The W SIB appeal system

members, and that number is

processes that mirror the Tribunal

should incorporate into their mission

expected to increase after the

(e.g., Confirmation of Appeal),

statement a minimum guarantee

merger. Although I'm a fairly

which is really an extra step where

how quickly it takes for an appeal to

efficient worker, at some point you

the parties disclose witnesses,

be completed with a written decision

cannot juggle more balls. With

will-say statements, and whether

to the workplace parties. If the new

that in mind, I'll be preparing a

we need a summons issued for our

WSIB Appeal procedures fail to

report to the Business Manager

witnesses. My overall impression

shorten the length of time it takes to

was summarized in two words -

issue an appeal decision, then these

DISPOSITION CYCLE.

changes wil l not improve service

. said to my colleagues that I really
have little interest in reforming the
appeal system, because at the end of
the day, you need enough workers to
process the work. You can design a
wonderfu I appeal system on paper,
but if it isn't staffed with enough
appeals officers, then improvement
will be elusive. To my mind the key
issue is service to injured workers,
which can only be achieved by an
expedited and efficient appeals
system where decisions are timely.
I would also point out that the
Tribunal has a long standing policy
of issuing decisions within 4 months
of an oral hearing, often times
sooner.

delivery.

to identify ways to better organize
my area and improve the level of
service our membership deserve.
To the members who have over

As Local 353 Grows,- So
Does the Number of
Injury Claims

the years offered your support
and encouragement in this regard,
the time has come to heed your
advice and start the process of

Relations Board has issued its final

organizing my department. I know

decision regarding the merger of

the leadership of Local 353 have

the Barrie and Oshawa locals into

been supportive, and over the course

Local 353, there are operational

of the summe~ I will put together a

implications for me. When I

business plan to start this important

started. 15 years ago, annual man

process.

hours were 6.5 million. We had
6,000 members and we didn't
represent retiree's to any great
extent. Since that time man hours
have grown to 13 million. We have
8,500 working members and I do
my share of retiree occupational

In closing, I would like to offer a
long overdue thank you to Jennifer
who works in our office. Jen has
been quite helpful in preparing my
submissions on your behalf, and
I'm always impressed with her
considerable talents and efficiency.

There was some head scratching

disease claims. I also do all my own

Nhen I hammered home my message

litigation and research, which can be

of disposition cycle. Some said

time consuming when dealing with

Gary Majesky

"what is that." I said "It's a

complex medical, legal and proof

WSIB Consultant
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Now that the Ontario Labour

Thanks Jen.
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with workers compensation.
Over the years I have discussed video

WSIB Report
by Gary Majesky
WSIB Consultant

Perils of Social
Media - Big Brother
is Watching, So be
Careful
This month I want to discuss social
media because injured workers
sometimes fail to understand the
perils when you expose your life to
public scrutiny.
We live in the age of social media,
such as Facebook and Twitter. Some
sociologists and trend watchers
ascribe generational behaviour
driving the new techno logy.

surveillance and the complications
this can cause for injured workers
who may be captured engaging in
activities seemingly inconsistent
with their injuries or claimed level
of disability. Yet social media is its
evil twin.
Take for instance the construction
worker who -Red Toronto after
wailing injustice and wearing the
shroud of the career invalid to follow
his wife and children to Australia,
with ful l WSIB benefits. For 5
years and far from the prying eyes
of the worker's compensation
board, this worker appeared to live
a tortured life in the Australian
Outback. However, when the WSIB
conducted a media scan (Googled
the workers name), an amazing
revelation unfolded.

Personally, I have little time to
invest in managing a Facebook page,

This construction worker was

as my life is simple, not boring, but

internet endorsements of

fairly traditiona l. Yet it's amazing

restaurants, with one photo of
him carrying a slab of ribs on a

how some people invest their heart
and soul show casing every minute
detail of their life on the internet.
Andy Warhol, if alive, would have
to invent another expression that
everyone will have their \\15 minutes
of fame./I

How we acquire that

limelight is a subject that intersects
PAGE 22
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prominently displayed in various

silver platte~ waltzing through the
restaurant, like a prized fighter.
Looking very tanned, fit (l'd say
ripped), and smiling, the worker
looked the picture of good health .
The slab of ribs held aloft in the arm
that was devastated by occupational
Page 117 of 118

injury. I can hear the groans now,
every man (and woman) deserves
to eat, why vilify the hard working
stiff?
That's a fair comment, but there
were other problematic visuals,
such as this workers endorsement
of a trampoline . This same disabled
worker with upper extremity injuries
so severe that he -Red Ontario to
convalesce half a world away was
endorsing a trampoline. In one
Trampoline advertisement, this
worker was quoted "Great tramp, it

handled my lOS leg, NO problem!"
Another oddity was the construction
worker with a well -documented
back injury and psychological issues
whose wife posted photo's on his
Facebook page where he is seen
building the world's tallest Igloo, at
a height of 25 ft. Standing atop the
Igloo with shovel in hand, and an
expression of glee that Sir Edmond
Hillary would surely recognize,
this career invalid showed the
world another face of his tortured
existence.
P lease do not interpret these
comments as suggesting that all
injured workers must serve a death
sentence in silence, nor be permitted
to engage in reasonable activities of
daily living. That is not my purpose .
However, these examples point to

potential vulnerability when we open

medical reporting. As one insurance

maybe watching. Enjoy the summer,

ourselves to public scrutiny through

company frequently notes in cryptic

and if you get the chance, join my

social media in which government

fi Ie references - surveillance

WSIB Webinar by visiting the

and private insurance companies
frequently scrutinize to find evidence

may be necessary to determine
functionality,

email me gary-wsib@ibew353.org.

that your level of disability is

Please blog and post responsibly,

Gary Majesky

inconsistent with the documented

because someone you least expect

WSIB Consultant

Course . Like last year, the weather
was the main topic of conversation
throughout the clubhouse prior to
the start and wondering whether or
not we would get the round in before
the rain came. As it turned out, the
rain held off for most of the day only
raining for about twenty minutes
near the end of our round.

were won by:

by Bill Acorn
on behalf of the
Sports Committee

Congratulations to the winning
teams:
1st Place: Wayne Russell, Paul

ANNUAL LOCAL
353 GOLF
TOURNAMENT

2nd Place: Dan Staines, Luigi

It was another very successful golf

Most Honest: Joe Fashion, Don

tournament with great prizes and
lots of fun had by all!

Leitch, Tom Anderson and Dennis
Youngberg

This year the tournament was
held at the Lakeridge Links Golf

Some other highlights from the day
consisted of the longest drives, which

j/e

Sheppard, Larry Caulfeild and John
N itsopoulos
Paladino, Mike Monaghan and Matt
Car lson
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union's webpage for details. You can

Gary Lowe - 9th hole
Steve Martin - 18th hole.
There were four closest to the pins
awarded:
Michael Jonas - 3rd hole
Pat Neil - 7th hole
David Paterson - 11th ho Ie
Bill Moyer -17th hole
We host this tournament for many
reasons; to have fun and to get
together, but most importantly, we
raise money for charity. Everyone
should be proud as the total raised
this year was $700.00 and will be
donated to help others that are less
fortunate .
Thank you again for your
participation and we look forward to
seeing you again next year!

Your Local Golf Committee
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